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Preface
d

Rural American Women is pleased-fo giVe'recbgnition to
the important contribution made by the.authors of this

publication. It will benefit rural women, educators and
policy makers who are working toward the improvement of

vocational education for rural women.

v

This publication highlights the regional differences
brought about by culUre, topography, governMent policy,
sexist attitudes, and job markets. It is an extelliint

tool for motivating local people toward involvement and
sensitizing more distant policy makers to the deed for'
local adaptation of policies and educational material;

RUral American Women's purpose is to bring recognition
andyisibility to the problems and'achievements of rural
women and to assist them in imptoving the economic, '

social, cultural and political conditions in their local

communities: Co-spbnsorspip of this oublication,allows
Rural American Women the opportunity to 'introduce our
organization-to you who are 'interested ih the changing)

role of rural women. We hope policy makers, educators,
and citizens will read this report with caredi, the hidden

realities of rural American society are not meaningless
to the, health of this nation and it will take people with
wisdom. and foresight to share with us in the effort
to bring forth tat vital though hidden- undergirding of
,AmeriFan society. ( -

e-Threratt

Co-Direttor

RURAL A

71tAAWL'aea.440`

Marie Ciril)o
Co-Director0.

ERICAN WOMEN
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Forewokd

The dominant theme in federal edUcation policy today is equity.
Through increased lobbying strength and political savvy, special in-
terest groups have both influenced and been influenced by current
education. policies. Under the assumption that equal economic-oppor-
.tunities'arerelated to -equalediEitien opportunities, this policy
emi)hasis on equity has been extInded to all whose educational, and
thus economic, opportunities have been restrained either intentionally

or unintentionally; First minorities and disadvantaged populations,,
and then the handicapped and women, and more recently the limited
English proficient, have- been the targets of mrdst federal, education

programs. One unintended result of current education policy has
been to focus attention on the cities, mere the number of- those

wtth special e ucational needs is greatest, where advocates are

best organized and where the problems are most visible.

At the 'dame time there has been a renewed interest in rural and
small community life. The migration of people and business into rural
areas plus the impact of- "small is beautiful" on America have contri-
buted to federal interest in rural matters. Consequently, education

policy analysts have rediscovered the rural school -- its strengths,
as well as its/ problems -- and economists have "discovered%its rela-
tionship tcr.economic development.

4Thus, when the Congress charged the National Institute offEduca-
on (NIE) with 'studying vocational education to prqvide infbrmation

for the next freauthorization, it seemed appropriat4'to include not
only thegeheral effects of the VoCational Educational Act On special
populations-but also the ,effetts specifically in rural areas. i e

NIE undertook a comprehensiVe study of vocational education in fur l
and sparsely populated areas, .combining'information gleaned front e
mandated study, but supplemented by commissioned papers and smal-
scale independent studies by people particularly knowledgeable- about
rural conditi9ns.

Four of the commissioned po6rs treated the subject of the one
special group identified in the current law with needs in every rural
area -- women. It assumed that women and girls in rural and n6nmetro

*a.
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School diPtricts are faced withspecialaproblems for" a number of rea-
sons related to rural features and characteristics, particularly iso-
lation, small-scale, limited job opportunities, and rural

. fundamentalisi.'

The researcheri approached the problems from four perspectives:
the structure ofTural labor larkets; the influence of school programs
and educators on women's opportunities; life on the farm; and rural
values and traditions. The papers on the first three subjec,ts are
presented here.*

The papfrr written by Ptarmigan Teal, formerly with the Center for
Rural Communities in western Massachusetts and now a construction
contractor in rural Washington, looks at.the ways in whieh the labor
market constricts opportunities for women 'in general and, specifically
what kinds !of 'training might best serve rural women. Teal's paper
is based in part on her experiences with small-scale rural businesses
in New England. She provides a statistical perspective on nonMetro-
politan women in the labor market: participation rates, occupational
categories and earnings.

The focus ofgher paper is on the, significant, but often over-
looked, number of women who are' self-employed and she provides de-
tailed information on women- owned fimms in New England. To give

- legitimacy to her Suggestions, Teal draws on her own experiences in
'1. providing technical,( assistance, to rural women in the hilltowns of

#
western Massachusetts. She ,Strongly recommends more att.eption to

and support foi entrepreneurial trainf'ng, which would enable women
to develop economic' opportunities needed to supplement their farm
incomes.

The per on Farm women, and vocational
Frances H 1, profepsor of political science
went, University of Texas, who Interviewed'
farmwomen about their lives and their needs.

-Ierent roles that farmwomen play in farming
technical, financial, marketing
and mothers. She also discusses the present
en who have left rite farm.

education was written by
at the School of Govern-
more thal 100 midwestern
Hill describes the dif-

operations -- managerial,
as their roles as Caves
employment of rural wom-

e
Eased on her research, the author builds a strong case

vocational agriculture programs for farmwomen and like Teal,
molt entrepreneurial training.

The paper, written by Faith Dunn:, a resident of 'rural Vermont
and a professor of rural education at Dartmouth ollege, draws'on in-

for more
suggests

*The fourth, "I Don't Want" to Drive a M ruck! Rural South-
ern Values and Attitudes :.. Barriers to Women in Non-Traditional Vo-,
catiOnal Education" by Roberta Carney and Mary Lou Taylor, on rural
values and tradition, is-available through the Education Research
Information ',,Center, ERIC.

viii.8
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terviews in rural schools of Vermont and New Hampshire. The women

she interviewed aspired to careers but resisted equity imposed on them

by externalefortps. -

Dunne found that the.attitudestof school staff and local educa

tion policies Mere the most influential factors affecting women's

enrollment in nontraditional programs and, therefore, 'their 'opportu

nities. She found that teachers influence not only students but lo

cal employers as well, with the result that Progressive teachers and

counselors increase nontraditional enrollment and employment. while,

predicta y, traditional teachers and counselors deter both. Dtinne

argues f ore emphasis on reeducating teachers and, employers, for

expansion programs that are Sex neutral and thus less, specialized,

and, like eal and Hill, for more entrepreneurial training -for rural

women.

The three papers are preceded by a paper written by the editor,

which puts vocational education for women into an historical perspec

tive, tracing the Change in vocational educa'ttpn and 'oppoirtunities

for women,since the first vocational education legislation in 1917.

The paper also presents the current status of rural women as reported

by the Vocational Education Data System end: by state data: namely,

where and in what 'programs women and girls are, participating today.

It depicts how women in rural areas Seem to fai'e four years after

the enactment of the most recent vocational), education .amendments

which first included sex equity as an eiplicit

Finally, the papers are followed by a aeries of policy recommen

dations and suggestions by Margaret Dunkle. Dunkle ha's been involved

very actively in the development of Title IX policies and has served

on the bistrict of Columbia Advisory Council for Vocational Educati.6

and as a consultant on vocational education to the &tate of New Yotiti' '

I would like to acknowledge the helpful comments I received Prom

Jonathan P. Sher, the assistance of Toni Schultz, leader of the Rural

Team in carrying out the studies, and Marc S. Tucker, Associate Direc

tor of Education Policy mid Organization, and. the editing assistance

of Anita Bretzfield, and the support of the Vocational Education Team

at HIE.

May 1981

4/
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I. RecolleCtions and Realities

by Stuait A. Rosenfeld

t

Federally funded vocational education,* over the years, han:Ae

ved equal numbers of men and -women. The programs for each, howevAr

have differed markedLy. Women traditionally have,been:trained for s

vice vocations in direct .support of dale-dominated- professfon

e.g., health occupations to assist physicians, office work to support:

business managers, and home economics to serve husbands and families

This has resulted in, for the most Part, low paying or, in the'case

of home economics, nonpaying jobs. Men, conversely, have been trainr

td1overwhelmingly for occupations requiring manual ,skills and#or de=

ma ding:technical compentencies. The male-dominated programs were

. geared toward higher phying jobs that allowed more independence

and, ordinarily, greater job potential.
*

V ational education served residents of both urban and rural

areas. However, the programs offered in each area diffefed. Rural

schloqls emphasized agriculture programs while urban schools stressed

'trade and industrial programs.

Up until the last decadA few questioned the separation of "males"

and "female" occupations, just as few questioned the wisdom of dfr-

ferent orientations, for, and urban vocational educdtion programs.

In 1968, when the Vocational Education Act of 1963 was amended for

the first time, many rural schodls still offered programa only in vo-

cational agriculture and, as mightte expected, girls were not parti-.

pating in significant numbers. As a result, most rural girls taking ,,,

vocational education. were en led in home economics,,in preparation/x
-for family life, rather than programs for gainful employment. W

en who did wish to prepare for paid employment generally en led

in trad4ional women's.pfograms, such as office or health oc patiohs

-- if *hose programs were available at all. Thus, rural women and

irls Auffered the dual briers of sex stereotyping and limited

choicel.
.,

- 1

t

A! major policy change occurred in the early 19 is when civil

rightsllegislation wa ,extended to cover discriminat on on the basis

of sexlms well awrace Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972

. prohibted sex discrimi ation,in education, includirig vocational edu-

*Throughout this paper, the term vocational J etitIcation means "or-

ganized educational programs which are directy related to the

preparation of individuals for paid or unpaid employment, or for

additional preparation for a career requirihg other than a bac-

cdlaureate or advanced degree..." (Public Law 94-482, -Section 195

(1)).'It thus includesesecondary, .postsecondary, and adult pro-

grams..



cation,1 thus improving women's economic opportunities. With edu-
cators' growing awareness of the ways in which sdhooling restricted

.women's economic opportunities, the 1976 Education Amendments to the
Vocational Education Act went further than simply prohibiting discrii-
ination: the Act, as mended, charges states and local education
agencies to take steps to overcome sex discrimination and sex stereo-
typing. However, it did not take into account rural needs'or the ef-
fects of local conditions on implementation; this -was left to indi-
vidual states. According to federal law and its regulations, policies
appropriate for urban women were equally appropriate for rural women,

.and vice versa.

Thus, when new vocational education policies are under ponsider-"
ation, ,the following questions are relevant: how are rural women

faring under current laWs and policies? What are their'special needs?
What might be done to betterliferve them?

This chapter and-the others contained in this publication address
these issues.' The studies are based on the assumption that social and
economic conditions endemic to -rural life affect rural women's educa-
tional anekeconamic opportunities in, unique gays hnd at the same time
create specal,problems for them.

For example, rural communities tend to be more conservative, more
resistant to change than, cities.2 Local values, particularly those
rooted in religious beliefs, help to perpetuate traditional roles.
Therefore, rural fundamentalism, here it exists, is an -inhibiting
force for women wanting nontraditional careers.

Another example is rural istlation, both physical and social,
'which imposes many restrictions on women's educational opportunities.
Adult val. women often lack the transportation or child-care facili-
ties that would enable them to attend classes.3. A-sparse population
also means fewer support systeMs for those women who wish to enter
nontraditional work despite the barriers.

The paucity of job opportunities in rural areas is yet another im-
pediment to equity., Specialized job training, often for nonexistent
jo0a-,-has little appeal for women who expect to remain in their commu-
nities.

AS a result of fewer occupational alternatives, lasting.tradi-
tional values;. and lack, of mobility, rural girls are seldom exposed
to role models of women working in nontraditional jobs.4

Rural and urban differences in family aspirations persist despite
today's trend toward:later marriages and,fewer children.5 As in the
past, rural women generally marry sooner and stay married longer than
their urban sisters8 and therefore are less likely to be concerned
about the immediate need.for work. For rural housewives, the daily
routine is still very demanding and tiale-consuming. Typical urban
conveniences, such as supermarkets, drugstores, nursery schools, and
diaper services are/less accessible, if available at all. Often there

117
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are no nearby playmates for young children. Moleover,-many rural wom-

. en have gardens and animals -to `mend, a necessity in their partially

self- sufficient lives'. ihusx, evenoif traditional 9-to-5 jobs were

available, rural housewives coua'A
.

em.seldom.take them.
F

.
1 .

f

' As'a result; the modern rurA.woman is'capglit between a rock and
S

, a had place. She.wants expa)Ided dOporX,unities and more career op-

tions but does not want to upet-ro01 etadittons and values, Ad has

. little access to the requisite tr'ailaing f..11, employment. . .

.

Despite the constraints on rural women, there .4.Ce some rural-con-
ditions favorable to women:s opportunities,, Fo; instance, rural women
play more active roles. in community politics and hold more office's
than urban women7 and so are 14 a position to influence local policies,

including education policies. k

4
"

,
Also, the relatively small number o'fsstudetits in rural schools

can be beneficial for girls. Because'maAy states set mitlidum c gs

size as a requirement for aid, the .lack of economy aJsociated. th

small schools provides an incentive re school admid'istrators to in-
clude girls in programs in °raw to reduce Ile+ pupill costs and to Jut-,

tify ney,programs. Moreover, 'Kane and Frazee8 lu
Lse

that, because
IIrural vomeh'are more likely td have been in mixed ic ses as.* result

of small schools, they are more readily,integrated, into .focatiowal
courses." k

..

' - .

Due to their historic partnelahrp rode on the farm, eura women

- ,are accustomed to -legitimate "work, cif not always paid labor. A large (

and growing number of rural warren already have part-time businesses i''

and hoMe industrifts, and some even have formal respon%ibilities\in

family buSinesses.9 These 'women, however, are rarely included in

'labor market statistic's, are not eligible for many employthent berg-
' fit's, and quite often have lackedl the formal 'education that could

increase their effectiveness and productivity. As uncounted workers,
t

they also fail to influence state vocational education plans which
are dependent to a liige extent on government labor market statilics.

- .. .
.

It is evident that the conditions thwarting women's opportunities
for vocational. education in rural school distlicts are e*acerbated by
the,strength_of their historical roots. Thus, curren1 issues that ru-

rdl women face today can-best be addessed if they are understoOd in
,their historical contex.

.

Ttis chapter Dr6vides the back6rop for succeeding chapters as
lwell_a_s-describing what exists today. Using examples to make up for

------the lack of any national data on,specifically rural vocetional''educa-
tion, changes in vocational education for woen are noted The set
equity provisions of law tharsmost strongly affect focallrocational
education policy and practices -- the V9eateonal Education Art of

1963 as amended'in 1976 -- are sdmmarized and what iSiknown about the
participation ofrurdl women in vocational education p; presented to
Ihg extent that current data permit.
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A BeelnArd Glance sit Vgatjebel
Educed= of Rural "Wmew

_1.0access to.-liocenional'edupation progtams is at lot stand ---* .They sought. greater .pa' even in the' planning as
. the frirst ,fedeial legfslition fpr vocatiohill education,; the Smith-
Hughes Act of was .being formulated. /hile the" legislation was .

still insdebate, the Congress proposed thALeStabltd6ent.ofa cOmmis-
silakO4 Mine men to study vocational' education. Suian kingibury,
directOr of the -10omep's ,Education, and, Induatrieb'Union of abton;
wrote. to CharlesProSeer' head of. the, Natipnal Society for the Promo-
tion.of Industrial.Educ4ton,-iinJune 1?, 1`913, 'requesting that the
word "then' bg changed to "persons: sd that women could 'be appoin-.

Prosser'd response to Kingsbury was that while he las a
. progressive andlsympathetik to her cause; he did not want .to suggest
changes that might jeepardize:Chandes for passage of the 'bill. He
instead came up with the suggestion that she write to the President's
wife and request .her help; Women ultimately were included in the
commiSsion.

. A,.,

Eventually, vocational educatots rec,ognlied wome9s needs and
established a'separate.program4 home economics. This was epnsidered
47proper" education for women, and in the Iiith-Hughes Act, states
ire authorized to use up to 10 percent of the total fedeial funds for

3:acnurses in home economics.' Subsequent legislation accorded home eco-
-7h1cs even greater respect: the George-Reed Act of 1929', which ex-
te ed vocational' education in rural areas, assigned one-hali of the
funds to hi:int.:economics. .

.

.

Women and Girls'in Vocational Agriculture

The impression one gets from legislative history is that home
econfaidi was the only vocational education available for women in
rurafireas. Yet nothing in the federal legislation prevented women
from parficipeting in programs for gainful employment -- vocational
agrieulture in ru ;al areas and trade and industrial programs in'
urban areas.

Surprisinglyk state enrollment data indicate that fum 1910 to.
1920, women did Participate in vocational agriculture programs in
greater numbers than they do now. In fact, in Wisconsin in 1917 more
girls thin boys attended many of the/ county agriculture dchools.10
And in the 1920's, Michigan reported that enrollments in its voca-
tional agriculture program were about 25 percent female.

There are number of possible explanations for this' phenomenon
For one thing, there were many family farms, a large proportion o
which were only marginalirprofitible, and women's.contributions t
farm productivity were essential to survival. Studies of farmwome
in the first quarter of the century show that they adtually provided
about' 80' percent of 'the cash used for daily'living.expenses by selling,

41
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whO,they produced and,procesaed.12' A surygy'conducted by the U.S.

tepartiitnt of Agriculture in 1919 revealed that onethird of reIl

farmwqmeniere responsible fOr 411 farm and _hjonisehold accounts.
FUrthermoiin agricdltural Communities, work life and home life were
one and the same inasmuch as'women were not isolated from their hus
bands' work;it was also their own work.

Given these fact','it is not surprising that some aspects of vo

cational agriculture may well havetbee4 considered appropriate far wo
men. In fact, agriculture programs and home economics program often

overlapped, such as did farm work -and home work. It,was not un 1 in
dustrialization reached rural areas thaewamen became Iconomica ly de
pendent on their husbands, which may txplain why cities shoved a more

rapid differentiation of vocation,/ education classes by sexP
School based home economics was"presdmably an urban program (based on
the fact that federal funds were distributed according, to urban popu
lations). Rural agriculture schools thus offerg4 home economics pro
grams A'well as farming programs.

The high female enrollment in ,vocational agriculture in some
states may also have been due to the way schools were organized and

nrollments reported. Support for this theory is provided. by Wiscon
in's stipulation for state aid to vocational education which began

in 1912.14
o

1:3 P.
All schools givin%the,4year agricultural course must

offer some other course for girls at least during,the'last
2 years., One year of agriculturaliwork is usually all girls

ought to le expected to take.' Domestic science is urged

as a course to accompany the agriculture whenever possible.

While this may not be equity/the way we think of it today, at least

in Wisconsin eduCatots recognized the 6alue of girls taking courses

in agYiculture 1 albeit not with the same intensity- as boys.

In 1925, Alabama began a prdgram of joint agriculture and home

economics programs for boys and girls. Districts either combined the

two programs or exchanged teachers. The state later extended the com

bined.programs to include adult classes.15

Another possible explanation for the high enrollment-of women in

agriculture, programs -is that many agriculture schools were the only

diploma granting secondary institutions in the county. Girls at'that

time Were likely to 'be enrolled in secondary, education, and agricul

ture schools may have been the onlyi secondary schdols available.

Finally, economy was a factor. Rural schools were by definition'

small, and girls were.often welcomed as a means of reaching class sizes

that justified Ole expenditures for additional teachers.

According, to federal statistics, the high enrollment of females

.in vocational agricultural schools was shortlived. Withthe changing

.cial and economic conditions, the reasons for high female participa-

1 . 120 14

7.
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tion'disappeared. Schools grew and became sore specialized, separa-
ting the agriculture,programs from home economics; farms decreased
in number and grew in size; and what was previously urban work
infiltrated rural life., Secondary' education expanded, vocational
'education enrollments rose; and the enrollment of girls in nontradi-
tional programs to- t least nontraditional schools -- dropped.

-By-I130., in Wistons there were 2,900..boys and girls in vo-
cational agriculture; by 1955, ther were 17,000 boys and girls. Girls
were relegated to home economio' programs, with courses in home can-
ning and gardening, and to 4-H Clubs.

By the thfrties,"all documents; journals, and texts on vocational-
agriculture referred to the "boys" or the "men." In issues of the

Agricultural Education Joufnal of that period, the only two pictures
of women bore these captioipt "Oneida (IoWa) Farm Women Bring Their
Husbands to Evening Classes," and :'one County (Georgia) Women Have
Contributed Much to the.Success of Men's Classes."16

Women and Girls in Nonagricultural Programs

Although vocational .agriculture- was t eI dominant program in

rural areas, "scattered programs in trade and industry were offered,
particularlyAin the Northeast, where women were employed in the Tex -
tile indultries. These programs', like the vocational agriculture
programs, show a high female gnrollment through the 1930's -- 33 per -
cent in 1925 and 30 percent in 1935 -- compared.to 17 percent in41979.
One might conclude that women in the thirties had more opportunities
than today. But those enrollments, like the vocational agriculture
enrollments, could well haye been the result of program classification"
rand of enrollment reporting methods. -----

Thus, it is important to look closely not only at enrollment pat-
terns but also at the occupational training they actually represent.'
According to state reports, prior to the Vocational Education At of
1963, trade and industrial programs included courses in millinery,
dressmaking, and food preparation, courses now included in "Occupa-
tional Home Economics" .or. "Health Occupations.", They were exten -'
sions of "women's wofk," formerly done in the home -- hardly non-
traditional trailing.' Some industrial Courses, such as power machine
operation, were given, but usually only in or near cities wheide in-

was taking plapei

During the Depression, financial needs made women's income's es-
sential rather than,supplemental, and since employment was unobtain-
able generally, interest surged within vocational education pro-
grams to prepare women for handicraft industries. This could help
families flog going on relief.'?

Rural Women at Midcentury

America's/entry into World War II 46 a major impact on the occu-
pational training offered to women and on vocational education en-

.

V
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rollments. puting the war women were needed In nontraditional occupa
tions to replace men; especially in;critical industries. No one then

faulted them for leaving their children with babysitters in order to

work in
A
the factories and the fteld as long as it contributed to the

war- effort. Rural women were vocationally trained to operate trac

tors, to work in nearby factories, and to drive_trucks.18 Women suc.

cessfully did "men's work."

The changes, attributable to decesSitY rather than social con
sciousness, once ag .n proved to be ckieY transitory. With peace came

strong pressur on schools to return to traditional occupational
training---Bearing in mind the need seo boost the sagging birth rate,
gdAbators warned that vocationaleeducotion for women reduced theie
interest in childbearing, ,and they called for a return to different

_educations for women and men. The ahools, ona.text argued, "must
train men to serve usefully and earn a family living. They must

train women to bear and rear wisely two or three children:..." Edu
cators concluded that girls should take couftses in homemaking and
childcare and that their education shi;iild definitely be pointed to

, .ward the "home life of the girl and not toward professional employ
ment."19-

After., the war some women wanted to continue warkingr and were

needed in the labor market. 'Training, 9hOwever, was offered only in

-"acceptable" women!-s occupations, e.0.,; ,telephone Awi chboard work,

cosmetology, and cleaning and dyeing. iW6Men's work on f rms was still

essential to maintaining family,4arms, but with the ra id growth of,

largescale farming and mechanization, family farms Were beginning

to disappear.

Or
Vocational agr iculture programsoadgpted quickly., adding elements

of-agribusiness training for such pations as agricultural mecha
.4 ltural constructlon.' These newnics

t,
/agricultural services, and a

programs typically demanded either avy,work or work away from the

home and wqra strongly malq7dominated. ,Therefore, female enrollment,'

in vocational agriculture programs reMained low throughout the 1940's.

The separate status of women becdik more pronounced. There were

advisory codicils for women'{ 4 programs9ind course materials spe

cifically.allored for women.20

By the late 1960's, scattered4rives for greater sex equity'plus

women's demands ifor, access to all ritrOr markets put new pressures on

vocational 'education. In rural areas, however, vocational agriculture
continued to be almost completely male dominated in the compOsition of

classes, staff, .administration, and,youth organizations. There were

no women vocational agricplture instructors. In fact, not until 1975

wasehe first female employed as a.iocational agriculture teacher In

Wiskonsin, and it was not until 1980*,that the first woman was enrolled

in the large vpational agriculturetescher training program at Ohio

State University.

The Future Farmers of America (FFA) offered the largest and moat

yctive leadership training programs fo'r youth bin public vocational

17i22 le%
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agriculture education. It. Was more than just a "club ";, it was an In-°
tegral part of then vocational agtidulture program and was funded
through federal legislation. It vat also 'excluSively male.

.

-7\ According to educators of the time, the FFA's reluctance to admit"
girls was based not orL prejudice, but on 'pragmatic issues. For 'in- ,

stance, the organization claiMed that because girls mature faater'than
boys, girls would have unfair advantages in traditional FFA contests
and would take oven leadership. 21 To avoid,integratinglgirls Into the
FFA, one auggestionwi's that a "separate but equal" organization be
created: Future Fgrmerettei of America!

4

In 1969, girls .finallywere admittedsto'the FFA and, contrary to
the organization's worst fears, they do not dominatg the national or
State leadership; 'inject, relatively few girls have made their way
into many of.the still traditionally male vocational agriculture pro-
grams./

The Impact of the Education Amehdments of 1976 on Rural Women

. In the 19/0's, equal economic opportunity was a basic demand of
the women's movement. And since equality in the labor market could
be achieved onlYithrough access to the requisite education and train-
ing, theditive to admit women to Shy and ,all vocational education pro-
grams began in earnest. Thus vocational education became a prime tar-

,
get for civil rights activists as 'well as for women's advocacy groups.

.Because the movementt, for women's rights was primarily .urban
based, the initiatives originated in the cities. ,In fact, today's vo-
cational' edvtion literature relating to sex eqUity contains virtu-
ally no references to the special needs or demands of rural women.
It is °reasonable to conclude that little or no attention was
paidrto their problems.

HOweverlif policy analysts had examined the data on rural Women,
they would have found distinct differences between the problems,
needs, and constraints of urban women and rural women.22 While infor-

. mation would have revealed fewerJob opportunties for rural women
paradoxically, it also would Kaye revealed that rural women were ok-
tremendous importance to local- economies:, as farm wives, business
partners in family concerns, entrepreneurs with small cottage indus-
tries,

'7

and sometimes,. in the formal labor market, as employees, of
textile mills, canneries; and other rural industries.

Additional analysts of the data bn litural conditions would have
disclosed weak links bdtwein rural women and national womenta.organ-
izations, sttong family ties, and unity lUalty. Itralso would
have indicated that, in addition, to the 'deed to meet rising costs,
rural women wanted more fulfilling ork outside of the family.

A further look at. the facts about education and rural women
would 'show less educational attainment than in urban areas; more func-'
tional illiteracy; and fewer high school gtadustes, particularly among,

8
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minority rural women. 24 In 1975, 19 percent of black rural women,

Compared to'.7, percent of black urban women, completed less than 5

years of schoOling: 26

340,
Studies of rural schools and site visits indicate continuing tra-

ditional values in rural school.systems which, in turn, affect voca-

tional education enrollmedts. Rural school administrators and teach-

ers are continually under pressure to conform to local values and to

adoptlocal policies, even restrictive ones. They are more remote

from state administrators add professional peers, leas noticeable,

and thuos.pnder less pressure to Conform to estate and national poli-

cies. Further, there silky are not enough federal funds available

i to enforce regulations stiClras Title IX in small and isolated schools.

Allocations'tg rural districts are often so small that districts are
apt to refuse money,in order to avoid compliance.,

Deufte the fatt that rtiracconditions warranted consideration,

during Elle 1975 reauthorization-hearing's on the Vocational Education

y Act, no'authoritateve information on rural women in vocational educa-

tion was entered into the record.26 There was, however, a plethora

of- information on issues facing women in vocational educArion nation-

In 7
,
the,federakly funded vocational education data col-

lec on system, 'Project Baseline, published 'a supplementary report

on Women in Vocational Educatioin-n Among' its major findings were

facts many educators already knew: that most programs were dominated

by -"one sex, with women concentrated in programs leading to low -

paythg or dead/end occupations; that course materials perpetuated

the stereotyptng of females; that teaching practices discriqsinated

agaihst them; and that Vocational education administration and policy-

making were almost exclusively dominated by m4. At about the same
time,.Steiger and Cooper 23 published similar findings for the Sec-

retary's Committee on the tights and Responsibilities of Women.

As a result of these findings, the Vocational Education Act of

1963 was amended in the Education,Amendments of/1976, with the express

intent of reiueing sex discrimination and stereotyping. the Act in-

cluded.the charge to overcome sex discrimination andsex.stergOtyping

and thereby furnish eqUale4peational opportunities to.persons of both

sexes...."30 Intended ultimately to influehce local practices, the

Act includes specific provisions to address -women's needs (see Open:-

dix 4). The .Act's basic grant could be spent by states, for example,

on day-care saervices, on support for women in nontraditional programs,

or on programs for displaced homemalsrs. Levels of expenditures for

.most legislated purposes, however, are not obligatory. The only spe-

ciffed expenditbre requisred is 0,000 to support a sex equity coordi-

nator in each State to assist 41strictsan reducing sex discrimination

and steseotygng. The 'Act also requires that: states specify in

their plans how they will, cisure equal access to .men and tomen;

states be held accountable for carrying our their plan; and states
1
be responsible for more female .representation on gate Advifory

'Councils. A.

'
The permissive natureof tile-sex equity provisions contrasts with

12/.
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other equity provisions that require concrete financial 'remedies and
offer federal dollars. FOr instance, adults, the disadvantaged, the
handicapped and those with limited English proficiency, are targeted
for specific percentages Of the states' allotments, and districts
that are economically depressed, have little wealth, or, have high eon-
centrations of poverty she given preference in funding allocations.

Current provisions for sex equity -have little impact on distri-
bution formulas and, in fact, under the current'law,( the same dol-
lar that is targeted to the poor district and set aside for use with
adults may also be expected to cgrry out the sex equity provisions!
Although the intent of the' Act .is unquestionably to improve dcess
for both men and'women to all programs of vocational edueltion, it
is designed primarily to encourage, not require, particular efforts.
The degree Af success depends op the ability to'influencelocal social
values rathe' than on the money to "purchase)" soci4,goals. To pro-
vide information on the impact Of this legislation on women, the Act
mandated a national tate collection system. theVocational Education
Data System (VEDS), that maintains enrollment and staff data by gex;
it'mandated a special investigation of sex bias; and it mandated a
comprehensive study of vocational education to he carried out by the
National Institute of tdUcation (NIE). The study was to include
information on sex equity. There was no requlrement, 'howeveroto
distinguish between urban and rural districts, and consequently 'only
the NIE study provides any useful information on conditions_in aural
Niatricts.

(

Although urban and rural warren ere 'treated alike 'in national'
policy, as the 1976 amendments t the Vocational Education Act
were being fOrmulated rural conditions were being raised. as legiti-
mate policy issues. One of the first agencities to recognize the
particular educational needs of rural women was the National Advisory

/ Council on Women's Educational Programs (NACWEP), <established by the
Women's Education Equity Act in the Education Amendments if 1974.
In its first annual report the NACWEP stated:31 .3"

The Council determined- that rural women and $
their.needs

tal

for educatiqnal equity was an area which was insufficiently
explored. Looking ahead to t FY 1977 priprities for'the
WomenqiEdutational Equity Program which are expected to in-
clude rural women, the Council -initiated' information gather-
ing efforts of its own: ..,

!>
\

The Council established a Special Committee o'n Rural Women and'
proceeded to hold four regional meetings telearn more about the issues
firsthand from different rural Ovulations. The repqrt of the meet-
ings and an associated study concluded that "with respect to the edu-
cational needs, ,little attenpon'is being directed to rural .girls
and Oomen by"either rural educators and,advocates for rural devel-
opment,' or by womens education advocates and providers.." With res-
pect to vocational edutation, the study went On:32
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'Rural areas Suf er a deayth or role models and field ob
servation experi Which,,dizn broaden the realization of
young girls that e world' offers other career choices than
motherhood and'secretarial work. Schools themselvee,do lit
tle to dispel sufh myths when students sat malesl as adminis
tratorst,',6osches,,and decisionmakers -- while they see fe
males-,,in charge of ydonger children, working as school sec
tetartea, and handling food service. (Vocational schools
that serve many rural residents were felt by consultation
participanta,te be notably traditional and in need of

J, changes.) Very special efforts are needed in rural communi
ties to-Orovide wider experiences and to remove sexrole

'\

steieotyping.:°.. This includes tiuly welcoping girls in

Future Farmers orAmerics.."..
ae.

One important consequence of the Council's interest in rural
women was that' it servedas a stimulus for the formation of organiza
tions of and for rural women, such as Rural American -Women and
Council on Appalachian Women, certain to be heard in. new pol

debates.

. Rural Women and Vocational Etlacatiao in 1980

Now that the Educati4 'Amenaments of 1976 and the _sex equity
provisfons of the Vocational Edntation A,c.t' have been in place-long
enough to be implemented, how have they affected rural pmerica? What

is the status of vocational education forruralwonien?

Unfortunately, the reports of the federally mandated data systems
. are not very helpful in evaluating rural education. The VEDS, which
presehts enrollments by occupational program and by sex, maintains
only statelevel ta,' obscuring, any intrastate differences that

may exist betwee urban and rural areas. The Office of 'Planning,
Budget, and Evalua__on's reports on the distribution of federal educa
tion dollars by district do not include enroll4pent by sex. The study

of discrimination and sex stereotyping, mandated in the Education
ndments'of 1976, is completed but sheds little light on rural con -

ditions. That (study, conducted by the American' Institute of Re,
search, 33 :chose a sampling method that merged into one stratum all
city schools 'with' fewer than 500,000' students -- hardly a rural
population.

In 1980; the Office of Civil Rights (OCR) condtitted a survey' of
enrollments by sex and institution; unfortunately, the survey has. not
been coded according to urban -or' rural characteristic's, nor has it
been analyzed An .any disaggyegated fora. 'Furthertore, because of
the way the "universe" Was chosen, a large number of rural schools
with feWer than five programs have been'excluded. .

a
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The 'best information currently available on the status of rural'.
women comes from a study onthe distribution of federal, state, and
local vocational education funds being conducted by the University of,
California at Berkeley. 34 A includes recent state-level data4land-
selected on -site case studies.

Enrollment's

Evaluating program enrollMent by sex has traditionally beedaone
by following a rule of rhUmb originally established by the farmer Of-
fice of Education: any program with enrollments of more th'in four-
fifths male or female is considered either male- or female-intensive.
However, it is important to understand why these program enrollment
figures may be misleading. First, there are general vocationa,
cation program areas (e.g., vocational agriculture, office occupa-,
tions, distributive education). Then,,-within these general program
areas, there are, occupationally specific programs (e.g., agricultural
mechanics within vocational agriculture, resort management within

distributive educationi electronic technology within technical edu:.

4.atitin).35 Therefore, any determination of discrimination in sex
d4rollment must take into account 'the enrollment distribution not
within the general programs but within the ocicupagonally specific
programs. This could mean that even though program enrollment con-
sists of equal numbers of men and women, the women might comprise
onli one-third of the "occupationally specific programs. Thus, a

quick look would indicate, equal proportions, but a more astute look

would show differences.

The usL of female enrollment ratios in general vocational educe-
tion programs for evaluating sex bias and sex stereotyping thus leaves-
much to be desired, but because such ratios are the only readily
available evaluative measures they are widely accepted. 'Data cur-.

rently collected and reported are a cost-efficiency compromise and
lessen the burden on local administrators. Enrollments are reported
by only the most common 116,f, the hundreds of general vocational
programs offered.

a

Since the nationally collected data cannot be.readily analyzed in

terms of urban-rufal diffferences for the sake of 'rural analysis an
assumption must be made: at least one occupational area, vocational
agriculture, is predominately rural, and the enrollments .typify rural
populations.- Therefore, it is useful to examine the vocational agri-
culture data separately.

The firs[ and most obvious conclusion dr frOm U.S. Department
of Education data is that female enrollment intntraditional programs
has been increasing in recent years. Female-enfoltMent'in the general
area of vocational agriculture was reported to,be 5!.3 percent in 1972
and 19.1 percent'in 1979 (21.1 percent in the occupationally specific
programs leading to employment.) The 1979 figure is indeed an improve-
ment over the past coupleof decades.
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The improvement; however, is not quite as striking when examining'

disaggregated data from prOgrams, from states, and at different levels,

of education. The largest female enrollment, for example, is in orna-

mental horticulture, which comprises almost 20 percent' of the total

licvocational agr ulture enrollment. The more traditional programs,

such as agricultural production and agricultural mechanics, show only

percent and 10 percent-.female enrollment, respectiAly:

Table 1.1 shows,female-enrollment in vocational agriculture pro-

grAms by type of institution.- Generally, enrollment is highest in the

junior 9.nd community' colleges And lowest in the comprehensive high

schoolsk Area vocational centers show mixed results: high female

enrollment in agricUltural production and agricbltural supplies ser-

vices but very low female enrgalment in agricultural mechanics and

natural resources. I

TABLE 1.1

4

Female Enrollment in Vocational Agriculture Programs,

by Type of Institution, 1979

Programs

Females in Program, Percentage

Comprehensive Junior or' Vocationpl

High Schools Community Colleges Centers

Agricultural Production 15.3 25.6 24.5

Agricultural Supplies/Services '14.6 31.1 33.0

Agricultural Mechanics 4.5 * 8.7
,

2.4

Agricultural Products
e.

16.5 34.0 30.4

Ornamental Horticulture 41.4 44.7 . 52.8' .

_

Renewable Natural -Resource' 23.0 25.3, , 17.8

Fores.try 13.7 21.0 9.1

OtheT Agricultural Programs '17.4 :43.3; 26.8

Coop Programs ,14.3 32.5 25.7

Agriculture Instructors 4*A 7.3 .10.3

I I

Source: Office of Civil Rights sumbey, 1979.

4
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Anieven more detailed analysis, done by the state of Ca(fifornia
in 1978.and shown in Table 1.2, showi enrollments broken down to their,
most job-specific level. Although the information was collected too
soon to reflect changla due to the 1976 laW, the table is useful for
deScribing both the' variety of courses available within vocational
agriculture and the trends occurring even prior to the new l'aws.

4

TABLE 1.2

Trends inYemale Enrollment in Vocational

Agriculture Programs in California

Females in Program, Percentage

Programs Fiscal. 1973 Fiscal 1975 Fiscal 1977
t

Agricultural Production 26.3 30.3 35.4

Animal Husbandry, 36.6 48.8 58.7#

Agricultural Services 26.5 49.4 43.3

Farm Mechanics 3.4 6.9

Agricultural Mechanics 5.7 5.1 10.8
,

Agricultural Construction 0 0.9 1.4

Agricultural Products i 32.6 ( 16.0 22.1

Ornamental Horticulture 32.0 39.3 39.8

Horticulture 39.3 79.5 71.9

Nursery Management 7.6 28.9 46.1

Agricultural Resources 12.6 30.8 u 31.5

Forestry 12.7 15.4 20.8

Water 0 10..9
4

Turf Management 0 0 18.5

Source: California Occupational Information Coordinating Committee,
Moving Toward Sex Equity in Vocational Education, December 1978.
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A comparison of theproportionvof women enrolled in Occupation-
ally oriented vocational agriculture programs in 10 states is sown

in Table 1.3. The differences among states to female enrollment'? is

striking and bears4lose scrutiny.

Although female enrollment in agridultural mechanics is,coneis-
tently low, enrollments in other programs, such as agricultural pro-
duction, vary markedly. According' to Table 1.3, the northern states
have the most balanced programs in terms of male-female enrollments,
with New York showing a 41 percent female enrollment in agricultural
production -- the largest of the general vocational agriculture pro-
grams. However, as a representative ol rural conditions, New York

-.State may be an aberration. Sihce New York City's large vocational ag-
riculture program -- with 90 percent female enrollment "'includes
Small Animal Science and Horse Handling and Care, with "a high female
enrollment, in its agricultural production offering. Thus, even

qith the occupationally specific, level of disaggregation currently

used, programs can still hide differences by' sex.

Attitudes and OpportUnities

The number of men and women enrolled in nontraditional courses
reveals only'part of the story of the effects of the 1976 legislation.
Some changes in enrollmenZT may be simply a continuetion of social and
economic trends that would have occurred regardless of the sex equity
provisions oftljw"Act -- an occurrence referred to in statistical ana-

lysis as "maturation effects." More focused examinations of the im-

pact of the sex equity provisions' may provide a better picture of
how actively vocational educators are responding to the laws.

One study recently submitted to tile NII-arestigated the special

populations, including women, targeted in the Vocational Education

Act since 1976. The work was based on case studies_ conducted at 15
sites, five of which were rural. 'The study showed that ichool
tricts paid little attention to state or federal requiremeAts for af-
firmative action to overcome sex discrimination and sex stereotyping.
According to the local administrators interviewed, women 'had not been

denied entry and therefore there was no discrimination and little rea-

son for any special, efforts by their respective communities.

Thv investigators did note that in one rural site female enroll-
men in nontraditional programs was and always had been high. How-

ever, the high female enrollment, according to the administrator, re-
flected-the need todevelsp ructI survival skills rather than to pre-

pare for paid employment. This,- of course, could have economic value
as" real as mid employment, but it would not,be recognized by the
evaluative criteria in the Vocational Education Act. The study also
reported thaScommunity-based organizations in cities, provided some
of the best !raining opportunities for women, but that such organiza-
tions were practically nonexistent in the rural areas.

i30
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TABLE 1.3

Female4EnroLlm6nt in Vocational Agriculture

Programs-for 10 States, 1979

41.

O..
0.1

Programs

GA MI

Percent Females Enrolled

NY OK PA SD
/

V - WA 4, WI

Agricultural Production 3.8 10.Q 25.2 40.8, 14.3 12.0 1.3.2 4.5 ,26.2 15.9

Agricultural SUpplies/Services 10.6 7.2 18.2* 21.5 18.9 7.8* 26.1 , 43.0 15.2

Agricultural Mechanibs '2/4 6.1, 2.9 9.3 2.1 8.6 1.7 5.2 2.7. 8.1

Agricultural Products 8.9 9.1 14.6 . 35.( 36.4* 26.8* 0.0* 4.5* 20.0

Ornamental H6rticulture , 46.5 42.7 51.2 51.2' 49.S 64.0 23.3* 47.7 49..2 44.9

Renewal of Natural Resources 2.8* 23,4 22.8

./

13.0 11.3 16.7 37.5* 6.4 32.3 24.9

Forestry 5,9
a

11.6 18.7 11.5 12.8 7.4 11.4 20.4 10.2

25
*Based on enrollments, of fewer than 100.

Source: Rights survey; 1979.
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. A 15 -state study of rural sites found that educators are likely

to face conservative attitudes toward sex equity in rural communities.,

These attitudes sometimes resulted frOm a tack of awareness of'career

options; other times there was open resistance to nontraditipnal

values .36
i

Another small-1.4'641e study of vocational education in rural areas

examined districts that received little.br no federal firs. 37 The re-

searcherewho 'visited schools and state education agencies in two weat-

errcstates, found that enrollment was highly sex-segregated and that

there were no local policies aimed at reducing sex discrimination or

sex stereotyping. Administrators argued that either their districts

did not want- to change exl,sting policies or that there were not enough

employnAnt opportbnitiek to justify female participation in Blom

courses. s

These case studies and Dunne's work prove one h again that 'the

remoteness and small scale of rural school districts "Mow administra-

tors more ihdependence-from state and federal governance. Progress

toward 9x equity is contingent on local initiatives more than on

state policies.

While female enrollments by program are of interest' to policy

analysts, the figures, do not necessarily get al. the heart of the mat-

ter. Since the real problem is that rural women are disadvantaged in

the labor market, partiCdlarly in the highest paying occupatioks,38

it is importanefo.examine female enrollments in rural areas in terms

of the -wages of the opportunities at which the programs are directed.

Atatudy of ,the distribution of vocational education funds,.Ander-
.

'way at the Vnirve'rsity of California, includes such as analysis in'se-

lecte'd states. All occupational programs in those.statesere categor,

ized in terms of the ex d average wages'they can command for such

skills, and ranked in qug from -hi,gh- to "low."

The result's of the analy ks in three states (sere Table 1.4) con-

firms what has been'chargOeyepeatedly; that womed*"e concentrated

in programs that lead in the-lowest paying jobs. Rut the urhanlrural

differences are even more striking. In Colorado, for instance, more

that 34 percent of the women are in the programs- with the lowest ex:-

pec ed wages while 32 percent of women in Denver are in similar pro-

gr About 4 percent of the rural women are in programs for the

hig 'paying jobs in Colorado .while pout 6_percent of the women

in are in such Programs. In Illinois, 3.4 perCent of the rur-

al` w are in"programs:for the highest paying abs but,16.3 percent

of Women,'in Chicag6 are in these higher p, ng. programs.' These

'analyses show that'the concentration of women in vocational education

programs leading to low paying jobs is even more pronounced in rural

school districts that in urban districts. ,

Pragral Content

o-,As already
,

0

. .

for Women Q

indicated, even fully-disaggregated enrollments can
4
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TABLE. 4.4

Percent -of Enrollment
in High School Vocational Education Programs
Three States, by Level of Expected Wages, 1978-79

Expected Wages *
. . .

Mediuif Me'diumill

State /Location.'

California

Rural Districts

*-

Los Angeles

State-wide

Colorado
r,

Rural'Districts

Denver

State-wide

Illinois
Rural Districts

41IChicago

State-wide

V

High/

Men. Women

Ugh

Men Women

, Low

Men Women

Low

Men Women

s.

.

30.5 2.6 41.8 26.2 11.9 31.3 15.8 39.9

'40.2 3.2 25.6 26.1 19.0 36.5 15.2 34.3

\ 42.8 13.7 27.1 1p.2 16.1 35.4. 13.3 '35.7

.1

54.0 4.3 30.4' 25.6 5,6 15.7 10.1 54.4

47.2 5.6 31.0 43.1 9.6 19.1, 12.2 32.2

50.9 5.4' 24.3 29.2 13.5* 22.1w 11.3 42.7'

40.6 3.4 40.8 7.8, 2.2 49.8 6.4 19.1

40.3 16.3 28.6- 15.7 20.6 39.4 10.6 29.7
,.

48.4 9.4 34.0 13.9 12.3 37.5 10.3 39.3

4
*lhe expcteri wages We determined" by matching each vocational
educatigh proposal to the occupations at which it is directed.,
finding he average wades paid and ranking the programs into
quarti es so that 25 percent of the students are in high expect-
ed w e occupational programs, :25 percent are ip medium high
expec'ted wage occupational programb, etc.

tource: Be on, garles S. and Garthlioachlander, The Distribution of
Fed ral lunds Under the Vocational Education Act:Interstate-
and Intrastate Allocations, Contract 400-78-0039, , National

Ins itute of Education (Berkeley, CA.: University of Califorp7
a, 198
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pint a misleading pic)ure of the vocational education rural women
are receiving. Another major barrier tb evaluating vocational educa
tion enrollments is the wide variation in the length of the progfams.
A program that requires.200 course hours in the,student°16 specialty
in one institution might require 400 course hours in another institu
Cion, Even within a single institution the amount of instruction can
vary. For instance, early requirements for state aid to agricultural
schools in Wisconsin required bol in vocational agriculture schools
to take a full four years of courses, but required that girls take
on,;y two years. Even today the length of the training in some courses
varies by sex.

,-------

The state of Minnesota, in 1978, collected data on vocational ed
ucation in relation FON both the hours of specialty training and the
sex of the participants: 27 percent 'of the vocational agriculture
enrollment was female.. In the most intensive programs, however --

\ those in which the students took more than 600 hours of agricultural
(1---,, courses -- women comprised less than 4 percent of the enrollment. In

(j' \ the intermediate programs -- those which included 301 to 600 hours --

vomen made up 11 percent. And in the least intilksive programs --

eh ose of fewer that} 100 hours in vocational agriiglture courses--1

women made up 52 percent.40 Thus, alt ugh women were quite heavily
enrolled in vocational agricu ure, they were exposed to less occupa
tional instruction than were bs. Women were, also less likely to he

employed in agriculturally rdnred occupatio9s after graduation.

Only slightly more than 2 percent of the femaleh In a Minnesota class

of 1978 were so employed. In contrast, more than 21 percent of the

Tales took agriculturerelated jobs.

Vora anal Education Staff in Rural Areas
%

Despite the increase in female enrollment in federally funded

nontraditional programp, there has been little increase in the.propor

tion of female staffs. In 1979, less than 5 percent of the vocational
agriculture instructors in schools surveyed by tle. Office of Civil
Rights were female. The data, again, are limitel in heir utility
by the lack of urbanrural differentiation. Therefore; throughout
this paper, the term vocational agriculture will he used as a proxy
for rural vocational education, despite the increase in rural non
agricultural training over the last two lecades.

The reason for concern al;:7;the composition of vocational educe

,tion staff and administrat has already been stated: a teaching

staff Influences sex stereotyping, particularryin rural areas where

there are feWer nontraditional role models. Therefore, state and

local policies to reduce sex stereotyping among staff couldbe consi
dered prerequisite for sex equity within program elxollment. Yet in

1979, according to the Office of Civil Rights survey,, each of ten
states (Alaska, Wait, Idaho, Louisiana, Montana. Nebraska, ,New

Mexico, Rhode Island, Utah, and Vermont) employed only one feMale

vocational agriculture teacher. In Alabama, Oklahoma, and West
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Virginia, less than 2 percent of instructors were female.
N .

i

Some states produced a better mix, but, it did not always mean
more sex equity. For instance arly 20 percent of New Jersey's

1116i4e
agriculture teachers are ferns , ut the state data shows that about
65 percent of them were in o n ental horticulture, a program that is

aN.
tradition'ally female.

Despite the acknowledged importance ofmEole models in overcoming
sex - bias, according to the University of Ca ornia survey only 5 per
cent of, the schools reported anrataff changes in 1978-79 to promote
Rex equity.

Expenditures of Federal Funds on Provisions"fot Sex Equity

Since the use of funds targeted at achieVing sex equity is per
missive, with the exceptiorra programs for displaced homemakers, an
appropriate question is: what actually is being spent? Without
schoolAistrict expenditure data for legislative purposes -- which
is not being collected by the federal government -- tt is impossible
to evaluate rural expenditures. Reports to the Department of Educa
tion do show that expenditures on these measures are low./

V
Fiscal year 1979 VEDS state, information indicates that, of the

$493 million allocated to the states for the basic grant and for pro-
gram improvement and support 'services, on14,.$7.2 million, of 1.5 pe

cent was spent on explicit sex equity pl"ovislons; ,$2.7 n

sex equity coordinators at state l'ivels; $1.8 million on prog ams
for displaced homemakers; $570,000ton- support services for women;
$250,000 on day care services;' an` $1.9 million on grants for assis
tance ln overcoming sex bias,

t-
Another important findidg was that, out of all the states'recei-

- wing federal funds, seven refodxted no expenditures on programs for
displaced homemakers; 39 reported no expenditures for support services
for women; 41 reported no exienditures for 0 care; and 25 reported
no grants for assistance in ovtrcoming sex bias. And of the 54 states

and territories that did hire la equity coordinate s, 24 spent less
than the mandated $50,000. ,(states may carry ov,er equired expendi
tures to the-following years.). Programs for displac d homemakers is
the only other mandatory expenditure, though no amount is specified.
Twentyfive states reported spending less than $10,000 in 1978-79 and
West Virginia reported an expenditure of one dollar!

Of the leglislative priorities related to sex' equity, day care
services received, the least -numbee"of dollars. And twothirds of
that amount was spent-by just two states, Texas and Wiscohsin. Yet,
.these, services may represent the greatest need. in rural areas.

With so few expenditures, trying' to trace the funds to)rural
districts would probably be futile. The results from the University
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of California's survey of dilotricts in 10 states show that only one

in five districts reported any expenditures on sex equity, and only

5 percent of all ,high school districts surveyed indicated staffing

-- 6hanges.jft response to the Iaw. Of the rural districts surveyed,

only about one in ter) reported any expenditures on sex equity:

Summary

Because of the scarcity of data on rural women in vocational edu-

cation,.it is difficult to disCera any direct effect that the 1976 vo-

cational education legislation may have had on them.

Enrollment of rural women innontraditional programs of study is

increasing slowly, but this could be a continuing trend of the last

decade'rather than a direct result of new legislation. There was no

great leap forward once the new laws were enacted. In fact, few

school districts initiated new programs in response to the sex ewity

provisions of the Vocational Education Act.

However, there is evidence of a growing rural awareness of sex

discrimination and stereotyping; and -there is. also evidence of

community-by-community progress toward equity. This prOgress, possi-

bly influenced by the changing attitudes of local educators, may very

well have been affected by the state policies and by the efforts of

state sex equity coordinators. Chas, legislationjaay indeed be slowly

achieving its purpose.

While opportunities for-women are imiroving, the gap between men

and women remains, as does the gap between rural and urban women, par-

ticularly in the programs offering high salaries. National data,

though sore detailed than ever* befOre, are still' of little use 'in

looking at rural condition's, atd current information' is still in-

adequate for evaluating sex equity. Differences in local conditions,

differences in intensity of training, and differences in outcomes

still require study.
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Appendix
THE EDUCATION. AMENpMENTS OF 1978:

IMPACT ON WOMEN AND GIRLS CONCERNING VOCATIONAL EDUCATIO)I

On October 12. 1976 President Ford signed into law the Education Amendments of 1976 (Public Law 94.482). This law extends and
revises the Vocational Education Act of 1963, the Higher Education Act of 1965. Title IX of the Education Amendments Ad of 1972. and

certain otherfederal education programs.The impact oft itew legislation on women and girls is summanzecity this paper. (For readers

who rush to investigatahe new law in dePth, the text of th taw is printed in the Congressional Record of Sept. 27, 1976 at pageH11045.

References to sections of the law are given in this memo in theses. Alternatively, readers can obtairf comes of the Education Amend-

.ments from their Conies &anal representatives.

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
Women achieved major breakthroughs in tlr revision of the Vocational Education Act (tor the-first time in educational program legis-

lation. specific provisions regarding women's needs and concerns were written into the law
Background: The Vocational education Act affects all three levels ofgovernmentnational. state. and local. At the national level. the

Act directs that the Office of Education conduct various typesal studies. administer tederai grants to states and private groups. and WO'

duct various small scale and experimental research programs. At the state level. the Act authorizes "matcting" grants to states for a vari-

ety-of specific purposes. That is. the tederal government offers a certain amount ot money to each state (based on venous aspects of the

state's population) on the condition that the state provide some of its own money for :he same purpose. The Act also mandates some re-

quirements for intrastate distribution of vocational eduCation-funds and specifies administrative requirements for operating sate pro.

grams..States in turn distribute grants and contracts to local educational agencies or private groups in accordance with state law

The revision of the Vocational Education Law bathe Education Amendments of 1976 involves two major innovations First, the Act

consolidates all vocational education categorical grants (except consumer and homemaking edupiiefr and special program's for the disad

vantaged) intia,a single block grant for the states, and streamlines the process by which states 4pplv for federal funds in order to increase

states' flexibility -in using federal fundiand to attempt to reduce paperwork, Eighty percent of a'.state's block grant is a "basic grant" and

twenty percent is for l'program improvement and supportive services Within each of these two subcategories: states have discretion of

spending money between specific alternatives. Second. the Act overhauls the method of state planning for the use of federal vocational

education money and requires inclusion of a widerrange of gro6ps in the planning process.

The effective sate of these changes in the vocational education law is fiscal year 1978 (October, 1977) A "Notice of Intent" (to publish

proposed regulations), which outlines policy questions to be resolved in the regulations. can be found in the Federal Register Individuals

and organizations are encouraged to comment on these questions and on the proposed regulation which will be published subsequently,

also in the Federal Register. Additionally, before the Act can
be fuily'impiemented, Congress will have to appropriate A specific amount of

money for the revised Act. Persons wishing information about the status of appropriations should contact their Congressional representa-

tives.

1. IMPACT ON NATIONAL PROGRAMS
At the national level. the revised Act includes several topics of importance to w,omeln.

Investigation of Sex Bias (P.L 94-482, sec. 523(a))
The Commissioner of Education Ls required to conduct an investigation of the extent to which sex na-tion and stereotyping exist

in all vocational education programs assisted under the Vocational Education Act, and of the progress made in reducing or eltimnating

such dia.:monsoon and stereotyping in such programs, and in the of cupations for which such programs prepare students. By October.

1978. the results of the study and recommendations are to be reported to Congress. This provision is important in establishing a baseline

from which to measure progress and in identifying methods being used to eliminate sex bias and stereotyping.

Collection of Data on Vocationaljtudents by Serfand Race (P.L 94-482. sec. 161(at(l)(A))

The Commissioner of Education. in conjunctionwith thy* Nptional Center for Educational Statistics, must develop a national vocational

education data reporting system (by September 30. 1977) which includes, among other things, school enrollments by race slid sex. To ful-

fill this ',revision. vocational schools and programs will probably be required by regulation to keep statistics on sex and race of students

and to report these to the Commissioner. Women's groups are likely to press for simultaneous couectioq and reporting of the data by,race

by sex. i.e. black females. black males. white males. white females. Such data is viewed as crucial not only in determining the impact ofthe

various programs on women and girls in general bat also in evaluating the impair such programs on minority females.

Amirding of Federal Contracts and Projects Grants Regarding See Bias (VEA. sec. 171(a)(1)1

The Commissioner is authorized to use 5% of die funds available under the authorization for state grants for contracts (and some greats)

for various types of research and development of model programs, including those aimed at overcoming problems of sex stereotyping and

bias in corriculuni, guidance and testing materials. staff sad teachers' attitudes and behavior (by means of in service training). "if such

activities are deemed to be of national significance by the Commissioner." Private groups as well as governmental bodies will in some in.

stances be eligible to bid ft these !edam! contract'.

Appointment of Women to the National Advisory Council and State Advisory Councils on Vocational Education (VEA 105(a) (17) &

(20): 162(a) (6) & (12))
These "citinea-walchtlog" coencils.lippointed by the President to she National Coupcil. and by state governors to the State Councils,

often enseeise sigaificant Wining* on nal or state policy concerning the administration of programs. Women. including minority

women. who itskeoerletrabie about indiscrimination problems in job hunting and employment are required to be appointed to the

Counci ls. "Appropriate reprmentatkm of both MIS- is also mandated. These lejal requirements are important in order to remedy the

chronic load.oquato ropramotatios of women and minorities on such councils,
f

SP

Since the Educed on Amendments of 1976 amend the Vocational Education Act of 1963 (VEA). cites to the latter are given where necet

serf to avoid confusion. FL. 94.482 refers to the Amendments of 1976.

V
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IMPACT AtIPIE STATE LEVELAIL

Manilas to Steen to End Seri Discriminiipt in Vocational Education VEA 101 Oh
Overcoming six discrimination and stereotyping in vocational educe programs is now included as one ot the purposes of federally

assisted state vocational education programs.

Suite Aectitustebility (VEA 10700 (4) & 106(b) (1) (c) 4

State boards or agencies of vocatiodal education must submit five year plans and annual plans. *riling use of federal funds to the Of
gen of Education as a condition for receiving federal aid. In addition to other requirements. these plans must specify in detail state policies
and procedures to inure equal access to. by women and men, to overcome sex discrimination and stereotyping. and to encourage
enrollment of women and men in non-trad courses. The required annual program plan must also demonstrate compliance with the
five year plan in all of these areas.

These provisions are crucial because they require states to consider and act on issues generally ignored in the pastthe problem of equal
access to all vocational education progeamsand the specialized needs of women students in light of past'and sometimes continuing discri-
mination.

Equal Opportunity Personnel for Wooneitt Caverns (VEA 104(b) (1) & (2): 120(b) (1) (F); and 109(t) (3) (b))
States must designate some full-time personnel to "assist" the state board or vocational education agency in eliminating sex bias in pro-

grates. A minimum of $50.000 (with no matching requirement) is to be spent for this purpose. but states may also u,se part of the block
grant to support additional full-time personnel. The duties of such personnel include collection and analysis of data on status of women as
students and employees; monitoring grant distribution to Insure that the needs and interests of women are addressed by protects assisted by
the Act: monitoring programs for sex bias; developing remedies'-aridfarommendations to overcome sex bias, and dusennpeung informa-
tion developed under this section concerning efforts ta combat septiscnmination. Also. these personnel must be afforded Yee opportunity
"to imiew" -the state's five year plan and annual program plans

This provision requiring some personnel to focus on sex equality is crucial because the policy.rnakers of state boards or agencies have
often paid little attention in the past'to problems,* ncernIng sex discnminationi stereotyping in their programs The provision helps insure
that women's issues and concerns will be identified and that policies and procedures to eliminate sex bias will be developed and em-
,plemented.

Impact on Guidance and Counseling (VEA 120(b)ll)(j): 13441(41; 134(a)n. 133(a)(2))
Funds granted under the state's basic block grant may be utilized to provide counseling and job placement services for *omen who enter

job training programs which are traditionally male. Under "Program Improvement aria Supportive services" e 20% of block grant).
states must spend a minimum of 20% of the available funds on guidance programs wh may Include vocational resource centers to assist
(among others) Individuals out of school, seeking second careers. or entering the job market late in life. and in-service training for guidance
counselors on 'non- sexist counseling and changing work patterns of women. Contracts awarded by the state may be for thedevelopment of
non-sexist guidance and testing materials.

These provisions are accessary to change the attitudes and behavior or guidance counselors who are in a 'position to influence and en-
coirage female students in setting their goals. Also, the proviiiOns recognize the importance bf supportive counseling for women dealing
with sat bits in non-traditional occupations.

Revision clams-Idiom (VEA 11340(2): 131(a)(3))
States have the discretion to use funds from the block grant's subcategory "Program Improvement and Supportive Services" for award-

u3g contracts to develop non-sexist curriculum. Also, research contracts may be warded by state "research coordination units" to review
and revise experimental curencula for any sex-role stereotyping. st

Vocational Education tnrAdult Women (VEA 120(b) (11 (L) 120(b) (11(k)),
States have the dameetion to use their block grants for vocational education prqgelms for certain categories of individuals. including

hinnemakers and part-time workers seeking full-time jobs.*women trapped in traditional jobs but who desire mon-traditional employ

meat. single heads of household lacking adequate job skills. and divorced housewives who need employment'. States may also use funds for
day care services for children of students. These provisions are important botause they recognize end tupport the legitimacy of ediketion
and training for adult women who have traditionally been shorn- changed by the education system.

Grants and Contracts to °venom' e Sex Bias (VEA I31(a) (2); 132(fl)
Under the sub-category "Program Improvement" of the block grant. states have the discretion to award research contracts. and con-

tracts for "exemplary and innovative" projects of specified types (e.g. focus on rural women and those people migrating from rural to urban
areas) which are to give priority to reducing sax stereotyping.

Also. states may use federal funds to support activities which show promise of overcoming sex stereotypingand bias in vocational educe-
don.

Teachers add Other Staff (VEA 135(a) (2))
States may us, federal funds from the program improvement sub-category to support insernce training of teachers and other staff con-

cerning the elimination of sex bias in vocational education programs. States may also award contracts for support services "designed to
enable teachers to meet the needs of i9dividuals enrolled in non-traditional job training programs."

Contemner and Homemaking Education
Federal grants to states for this purposeanust be used to support programs and services which encourage participation of both males and

females to prepare for-combining the roles of homemaker and wage earners. Sex stereotyping should be eliminated by developing cinelcu-
lum materials which deal with equal opportunities laws. the changing career patternsof women. and-men assuming homemaking reipon.
sibilities. Also. state programs should provide homemaking education programs for youth and adults not currently in school. such as
school-age parents and single parents. These provisions are necessary to up-date homemaking education in terms of present day realities
and to encourage boys /men as well as girls/women to view homemaking education as a necessaryand raluable skill.

It is not clear whether stales could choose to teach sex education as part of "family living and pareathriod education.iyhich states must

include inches curriculum.

Source: National Advisory Council on Women's Edeicational Programs
P '
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II. Women in the Rural Ecopomy:

t and Self-Employment
r

by Ptaripigan Teal

The "reverse" migration of population and industry away from ur-

ban areas in the past 10 years has brought about a renewal of public

attention to the welfare 'of America's rural communities.

Rural people welcome the return of their tax dqllars but are less

enthusiastic.about the use of these monies for programs designed to

solve rural problems, but spawned ?n urpn centers. Studies show that

rural Americans like to get by on their own. This suggests that, for

rural development .efforts 0 succeed, policymakers must be responsive

0 to the unique value structures of rural people and aware of the pecu-

liar characteristics indigenous to rural economiese

his chapter' will contribute to the small fool of current re-

search on rural women's participation in the labor market. Drawing

on national statistic, it will explore the changing character of

rural women's activities during the last decade, and it will evaluate

the effect of these changes in tews of 1) income and indi 'idual re-

ward (e.g., personal fulfillment through work and 2) .complement to

or'conflict with traditional roles. The chapter will describe the

cumulativreffects the multiple burdens of rural working wives/mo-

thers/ homemakers. and illuminate the social, economic, and geographic

constraints on their productivity.

Because vocational education can make a major contribution to

rural economies and rural women by strengthening self - employment capa-

bilities, this chapter will highlight the activities of rural female.

entrepreneurs. It will' assess the role of "micro - businesses" in

rural economies in New England and, through case studies from Maine,

Vermont, and Western Massachusetts, 'explore the experiences of rural

women.

and

arlitative and illustrative information is based on'interviews

dies of rural women in New England, and on the author's exper-

iences in growing up and working in this region.

This information should be of.direct concern to rural educators

4 who perceive vocational education as an instrument for economic devel-
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opment. It will also be of interest to those in the field who are
not yet ayare of the magnitude of rural women's economic productivity
as independent producers or as salaried workers.
ai -

Up to now, vocational programs have not been notably successful'
in preparing rural youth to assume economically productive roles in
their communities. There are several possible explanatiOns for this
failure. One is the false assumption, upon which many programs are
bhsed, that the labor market has the capacity (or, in the case of
women, the willingness) to absorb graduates into productive jobs.

Rural economies are generally simplei.characterized by one or two
,0 major, industries, either natural resource-based, nonduraiDlemanufac-
turing, or tourism. These indudtries depend on ample, reliable, and
inexpens ve supply of unskilled and semi-skilled workers to compensate '

for sea nal production and the economic cycles which these industries-- ------

experie ce. In recent years, rural, pophlation growth and increasing
female participation in the labor force"have cdntributed to an even
largei supply of workers in rural areas; Therefore, new graduates of
vocational programs have little chance of obtaining jobs when they
Must compete with laid-off, experienced* workers.

Also, incomplete labor market information has resulted in the

modeling of rural vocational' programs on urban programs designed to
meet the needs of urban labor markets. As a result ural youth often
receive training in job-specificskillsl for which ere are no jobs.
And the few local employment opportunities which do exist, require
few'if any of these skills.

Furthermore, the practice of designing programs in response to
local industry often backfires because the need for those skills may
no.longer exist by the time graduation takes place.

Finally, research has found again -and again that where job open-
ings do occur, many employers prefer to do their own training,' and
they place no special value on the previous vocational training of a
job applican00*

This characterization of rural labor markets seems to suggest that

there is little that vocational education programs cats do to improve
the economic opportunities of rural residents, particularly females.

But ttis'is not so. Voektional education can be involyed in the
economic development of rural communities by looking to another major
sector of rural economies: small businesses,and micro-businesses. It

can contribute to the creation of jobs in this sector.

The economies of many rural areas are still made up of thousands

of micro-businesaess: cottage industries; one- or two - person service

firms; low-volume and,peasonal shops; labor-intensive manufacturing
operations out of kiteens, barns', and sheds; small specialized mail-
4,rder outfits; artesans and crafters; and small -scale agriculture.
Several recent studies, show that micro-businesses are not only vital
and active sectors of rural economies,- but, in terms of economic de-
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velopment and employment creation; Ate often more' capital"efficient
and more stable than medium-to-large scale industry and are primary
sources for generating new Jobs in the economy.'

In rural New England communities these enterprises, often supple--

mentary-income or part-time operations, actually provide up to half

the local employment opportunites. These jobs are usually close to
or in the home and, while they may demand long hours, they are flexi-

ble and at the same time have the potential for providing moderate-
to-good incomes.' Many rural women already operate small enterprises,
but their earnings are generally low. They have a substantial" need

for training in business skills that can imprOve their productivity.

Many other women who might benefit from self-employment are inti-
midated by a society'which -extolls the entrepreneurial spirit, but
discourages women from exercising it outside the area of household
management.' These rural women can he encouraged and trained in tech-

nical, managerial, and entrepreneurial skills needed to marshaP1 and

develop rural resources to support businesses. They could then parti-

cipate in this vital sector of rural economies, without compromising

the traditional values which they genuinely espouse.
9

In the process of suggesting policy directions for vocational

education, this study will summarize what is'known about female entre-

preneurship and extract what might be useful to vocational educator'

designing entrepreneurial development courses for rural women.

Rural Women in the Work Force

In the'past 30 years there have been dramatic changes both in the

number of rural women working outside the home and in the kinds of

work they are doing. Women, in the rural economy have 'intensified

their activities as they-have added new productive roles to their

traditional ones or substituted jobs in the markeelkace for other in,

come"producing activities in the home. The same holds true for farm-

women still om the farm. The increased responsibilities and complex-

ities of their lives make rural women one of the hardest working seg-

ments of the American population.4 Yet little is known about the re-.

turns tp rural women. Has the addition ofa full- or part-time job

to unOminishedpousework and other hame-prod.uction activities (e.g.,

gardening, canning, sewing, and craftwork) brought net\gains for wo-

men?! Has the increased workload been necessary just to.maViain a
simPle standard of living?

1

Labor Force Participation

Almost one-half of the 34 million rural women 'in the United

States today are in the labor force, either working or looking for

work. Rural women have increased their participation by, 58 percent

Since 1960, when Less than a third of all rural women were in the labor

it

.

market.
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The workApattern of rural women -is clear in the table of labor
force participationrates.(Table 2.1) Young unmarried or newly max--
ried.woken have high participation rates. Then, during their early
child-bearing years (ages 25 to 34) their participation declines, only
to pick up again after age 34, when those children are of school age.

.During the seventies, slight decteases occurred in the .labor
force participation rates of rural women :55 to 64 years and in theme.
late seventies for women 65 years and over. Early retirement, aided
by Social Security and increased pension plans may be one reason for
this decline. Another reason, perhaps more significant, is that women
of this age *have difficulty finding,jobs in slack rural labor markets
and, discouraged, they Withdraw from the labor force. This "discou-
raged worker" effect, which amounts to a form of hidden unemployment,
was evident in a 1975survey of elderly women (60 years and over) in
Maine. Three out of four of these women reported that they wanted
jobs'but were no longer looking for -work (i.e., not in the labor
force.5

TABLE 2.1

Labor Force Participation Rates by Age for Nonmetro

Women, Se llected Years,

Age Group Percent Women in Labor Force

1960 1970 1973 1978

14-17 yrs. 13.2 13.4 (16-19yr) 45.6 52.4

18-24 37.8 47.0 (20-24yr) 57.5 65.8

25-34 32.9 43.8 50.i 60.6

35-44 39.9 50.1 55.5 62.3

'45-54 . 54.1 56.7.
36.9 43.9

55-64 40.0 39.5

65 & over 9.2 9r2 9.6 . 8.9

TOTAL,

NQNMETRO 30.3 36.0 43.5* 48.0*

TOTAL METRO 36.2- 40.,8 ti 45.4* 51.0*

* 16 years and over

Source: U.S Census of-kopulation, 1960 & 1970.
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;; In ,many rura? 3omen mite in and out of t la force re- .

gularly, a pattern which contributes,to the undetestimertion of rural
female employment. Yet, even with this undereTtimation, rural women's
unemployment. rate 6 generally higher than rural men's by several per-

centage .
..

tage points.
. . &&

4 .

4.`

.

Rural women joined the, labor market in large numbers for a 'varte-

ty ofjeasons. Economic pressures and infla,Eion are.the.primary fac-
tors in the high participation rate of women with young children. The

increase in employment opportunities for women'in rural areas, gene-
rated by rural, industrialization arpopulatIon.-grow40., has also at-''

tracted women, -to jobs outside the home. Higher levels of educational
e attainment have, provided another incentive for labor-4orce,participa-
--ttOn7-by expand options.

Rising rates of divorce and
lower than urban rates, also have
for female heads-of=households to
one 4 the largest increases An
seventieg occurred for women aged
divorced, or Are4.6.

separation n rural areas, while
contributed to the economic need
enter the labor Market. In

labor force participation in the
16 to 24 years"-1:410 were septrated,,

Another reason for'greeter participation is that not all rural

women have the resources needed to supplement Oltft family. incodes

with dome production: gardening, preserving, keekilFsmall livestock.
.,Today, any rural "women live on small lots or fiOparttents, wheKe
they are unable to grow crops or raise animals. In some eases tradf-
tionalincome-gene 'ting activities have apparently now matched thej--
.level of earnings pos ble.in outside employment.,

Finally, many rural women work outside the home for t e persorp
fulfIllment of work,, the satisfaction - derived from earning an indepen-

o break the isolation of "suburbanized".raral life& .

types of jobs moat, rural women:take and the wgges
ationale of "enjoyment or fulfillment" must- be

den; income, and
HoUever, given?.
they receive, the
rarely invoked.

I

Occu 4tion'and c:3

,

An ayiil ble pool of lowlwage unorganized labor In rural areas
hglped to prec pitilte the decentralizati of Manufacturing industries
from urban to rural areas in theimPast two decades. .

hr
is increase in

manufacturing (and the concurrenrpopulatiod groin alsocreate a

need for support industried whiph, in turn, greatly multiplied employ-

ment opportunities. And the growth in female employmerir,has occurred
primarily iq'the lowest paying jobs generated bi:thls process: opera-

tive lob, in manufacturing, and clerical-and service jobs in support

industrfes. 4 .
. ..\

.
.1 Betides- offering low wages, jobs in these sectors offer little

411P

44,
adVancemente?ther in'the scuisition of skills or increased earnings.

over rime. 'Ttie.bighlt.skillp or educated -female workers in the

.
jobs'are not likely to btAllizfng all their talent's.` In addition,

4 . ,

.
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these occupations are higt}ly sensitive to fluctuations in the economy'
due' to 'seasonal 4lowdowns, national economic recession, or, interne-.
,tional competition. This latter,is,particularly true in the"nondura-

, .. ble goods manufacturing inn rise In which .many rgal women4are
employed. The lack of job s4O6rity in shafply fluctuiling industries

'is reflected it consistently high unemployment rates for women in
'sharply fluctuating industries:

0
[

1 ,

7- #
The pattern ofjob segregation in rural areas has conftned women

to the relatively few traditionally "female" occupations. Actually,
despite women's efforts to enter%iew and nontraditional fields, there
hes been an overall increase of women's concentration in clerical and
service jobs in the past ?0 years. In 1960, 36.5 percent of all non-lo

-se-rftee--occupattans-. 7
percent worked in these occupations.(See Table 2.2)

,
In Maine, during the 4 years from 1973 t

in the state's highest paying industry,--papor
from 10 percent of-the work force to 12.6 per
this traditionally male industryi- however,

ti

to

1977, female employffient

nufacturing, increased
ent. Women brought ihto
re given the lowest pay-

ing jobs such as clerks and unskilled laborer. The high paying crafts-,
worker jobs were reserved 'for men -- in fact the proportion of women
crafonworkers actually fell from 5.1 'percent in 1970 to 0.6 percent
by 1976:, Nor was this Aentmenon unique to_the paper industry: during
this same-period (1970-1976) there was a strengtheiing of male domina-
tion in.the high-paying craftsworker categories in almost all indus-
tries,particularly in the manufacture of paper, in public utilities,
and in the construction industry.? y

Because women's labor force activities are concentrated in so fey.
occupations, irsing female labor force articipation rates have had
the effect of lowering the average wage in these already low-paying
occupations. In fact, between 1969 and 1976, the average earnings
of .all employed nonmetro women declined from $5315 to $5120, tITin
during a period when the value of t e do ar also decreastd.

-

The availability of part -time Sobit In " emale" occupations has
ilso contributed to :nonmetro wome9 4 lower earnings and to higher'
concentration in these jobs. ,Yetzdhly 31 percent of nonmetro working
women work part-time, and many of thesedOso\Involuntarily: they cannot
find full-tine work, or their hours are r uced by production cut-
backs. In Vermont, for enanple, fully 5 rem, oof_the female work
force is in this situat,Aon.8

Another examille'of the effect of women,s entry into the labor
;force occurred in the professional an managerial octupations. From
1969 to 1976, a look arOonmetro fema e emploment gains in this sec-
tor might imply rrespomding gains n earnings. However, the.oppo-
site effect was oduced: average arrange declined by 8.5 percent
in professional- occupitions and II 7.3 percent in managerial occupa-

r m
tions.,9,-One effect of wo,0*44., hi _h rate of participation in rural'
labor markets in the 19-76's, the , has been to reduce average earn-
ingsein occupationa:which were t nditiodally high' status, male posi-

11,
.
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TAB 2.2

of Nonmetio osiHn by Percentage

Occupational
Category

Percent of Women in Labor Force in Nonmetro Areas

A

1978 1970 1960

Total Number 12,012,000

technical . 13.3 '

Managers/
Administration 5:5

Sales 6.0
,

.

Clerical 28.5

Craftsmen 2.1

Operatives ' 15.1

Transportation 0.8

Labor, Non-farm 1.6,

Private Household 3.7
,

Service s . 20.2

Farms & Farm
Managers % 0.8-

Farm Labor &
Foremen 2.3

Source: U.St Department of Agriculture:

6,886,000 5,238,000

13.7 13.2

\

3.7 4.0

6,3 8.1

N.

24.3 20.7

1.9 1.0

4111 17.7 16.9

- -

1.3 0.6

'5.3 10.6

18.2 15.8

.

0
4111

.6 1.6

1.2 3.3

O'Leary, "The Changing Role

o3-*open in the Rural Economy," and Brown and O'Leary, "Labor
.-

Force Activity of Women in Metropolitan and Nonmetropolitan

Xmerica," Washington, D.C.: GPO. /97qt

ti
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tione. "Cheap" women' workers have been substituted for high-paid
male -labor .

During the 1970's, the gkp in 'earnings between men and women
Widened nationally, with' women's earnings equally - three-fifths of
men'e.10 However; nonmetro women's average earnings were roughly half
or less .than half those *ct nonmetro men in .all occupational -groups
(Table 2.3), indicating that the disparity was wider for rural
incomes_11

Furthermore, in 1976, economic ic data showed that increased educt-
tional attainment levels had little economic value for rural women
remaining in rural areas (Table 2.4). A white male with 4 years of

--41-igliLseheel--earned-ttnr=a-nd-a-half-tteres---mare t if-white female with
lqtthe same education. In a more extreme examp he average earnings

of a white female with,4 years of college educa ion was actually less
than that earned by a-male with fewer thap 8 years of school. Non-
metro black males fared better than females with the same
amounts of education, but black female &OW least of all per year
Of education unless they had been 44,101-lege& These figures/ hive .

important implications for those...wWqdvocate greater educational AA
opportunNes for rural women,.for clearly, there is no shortage of
highly edusted/emale talent in rural areas.

II

..4 &bum Far iltdr Labors
0 - st,

.

, . :. s-.:

Changing social and economic49rges du'rideptothe pa'st twenty years
have brought rural women flooding,p1to the ebor market. Interest in
increasing female employment opportunittee ,seihests that it might be
useful to examine the effects on rural women's liVes of theirsgrowing
involVement in the labOr force.,,,,.. Are_they and tfreir families better
off or it? How do they, feel Aaut'heir work?

oductivity and Income
. 1c

.

.

-
,

Much as been said abOut the f,hafiging
4?

role of women in the cecina.-
my, with the implicit assumption *hit women are esoving frog nonproduc-
tive to productIze roles in our nation's economic syatem. r many
rural women howifer, ;hire has simply been a subsiit on extra-
market economic activity for labor, market activity,' n th case of
the farmwoman who holda'an off-firm job while cohtinuing her frnand
domestic work, it is a multipliethion of her product vity; but the
value of the resulting products 1131'not yet been adequately easured.

In the nation as a whole,- the working wife's contribution .in
wages to total famtky ,tncome has .actuaLly declined from 26.8 percent
in 1959 to 26.1 pereentAn 1978.12 T increasing differential between
men's and women's earnings is penally responsible for this decline,
but the increase in women's full -time labor force participation should
more than account for this efftct.,

111

The financial. contributios ett working wives is of crucial impor-

:11

-A 4 4

,
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TABLE 2.3

s.
Mean Earnings of -Nomn etro Persons 16 Years

Ocd upation

Category

and Older Employed 60.62 Weeks, 1976

Total Amount Earned
Per Year, Dollar,

Male Female- Percent female

Professional/
TecHnical 11,812 7%484 * 54

Managers/
Administrators 13,339 ,928 44

Sales 10,646 3,823 36

Clerical 9,484 5,299 56

Ci'afts -10,013 5,493 55

,Operatives 8,54) S 4,898 57

Transportation/
Equipment Operators 8,904

Labor 6,313 1

Services / 6,934 3,521 51

Private.Household 1 1,654

Farms & Farm
Menagers 8,858. 1

Farm Labor/
Supervisory 4,025 1

1 Figures not available; data base less than 75,000 persons.

Source: Bureau of the Census,

45
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TABLE 2.4

Mean Earnings of Persons in Nonmetro Areas 26 Years

and Older, by Race and Education, 1976

.

ichool Years
Completed

,
White

sale
.

Female

ELEMENTARY

Less than 8 \$6,5'41 $3,131

8 7,911 3,661

V
HIGH SCHOOL

- 3 9.831 4,068

4 11,981 4,998

COLLEGE

1 - 3 13,048 5,134

4 15,672 6,471

5 or more 18,267 9,681

- Black
;Ile Female

$4,58Q6. $2,225

5,845 2,684

- 6,251 3,144

7,778 4,72

1 5,348

1 1

1 1

1 Figures not available;,data.base less than 75,000

Source: Fratoe, Frank. "Rural Women and Education," Washington, D.C.:
U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1979. ,

tance, especially if it raises family income above the poVerty level
($6,191 in 1977). I* T97.7, fox example, 5 percent of all rural fami-
lies in which both husband and fe worked had inoomes below $7000
while 18 percent of rural Email in which the. wife did not work ha4
incomes below $7000. It appea that women's entry into the labor
market has been essential 'to keen theit'families above the opoveity
level ,during the past decade of high\ inflation.

46 , 152-
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However, the increase in rural women's earnings An the labor mar-

ket has not raised rural standards of-living if inflation is taken

into account. Although more then 2 million women have joined the work'

force during the 5-year period from 11974 to 1978, the proportion of

the rural population "living below the poverty level remained constant.

Median family income dropped' in real terms by 21 percent.13

. With regard to individual earnings, there have certainly been

positive benefits to rural women in having personal incomes. It is

important to remember, however, that because of the great *numbers of

women who have entered the rural labor force, wage levels have fallen.

Returns for women's labor have declined'both in absolute and, more

dramatically, in real terms since 1970.14 In fact, though women from

22 to, 44 years of age have been the most requent---ne

the work force, the proportion of rural women in.,this age group living

below the poverty level has increased from one-quarter in 1970 to

c&-third in 1977.

./
.

,

Rural job markets are limited in the range of job opt ons they

offer, 4nd those opportunities that co exist, are primarily reserved

for rural men. For this reason, young women'in the past migrated to

!urban

areas to pursue their careers This trend has diminished, how-

ever, and women who now remain in ural areas must find work within

the limited range of low-level occupations open to them: clerical,

service, and operative. For those rural women who do seek work that

is self-fulfilling, this reality must be frustrating. "It is the rare

woman," muses Dunne, "who finds self-actualization in eviscerating

chickens in .a chicken-packing plant."15

The labor, markets to which ruraL women have access are usually

structured on the demand side rather than the supply side. This is

due to the ample supply of women workers and their attachment to their

communities and to their husbands' work location. The employer can

. hold what amounts 4 a reserve of female workers who can be hired or

discharged in response to production needs., Unemployment insurance

makes it easier for an industrytto expand and contract its workforce.

Laid-off women workers will hang around waiting to be.recalled, or

will temporarily withdraw from the labor force. because of the nature

of the jobs they hold, rural women are less likely than their male

counterparts to have seniority systems, unions, or permanent Attach-

ments to an employer. Thus, rural women's work experiences nd to

be low-paying and highly unstable, both of Vhich cause anxiety and

insecurity.

Aspirations vs. Reality

A look at some of the research done on rural female youths' ca-

reer aspirations may shed light on their chances for persolal fulfill-

ment by th work experiences.

The Dunne et al study of high sc.hool students in five rural

regions of the .country found that young females look forward to k-

ing, before and duri marriage, as a source of personal satisfacAioni....,_

37153
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) When asked how they felt about combining work and marriage, the major-
ity'said they.want'd to work outside the home, regardless of-economic
necessity. (Their male peers, it ,should be pointed out, were not

.

rly as enthusiastic abut working wives, An attitude which has a

11

nearly
substantial influence on ral wolten's labor activities.)

, .

L

The females planned to stay at dome while their children were of
presChool age, unless economic necessity compelled them to .work, and
work part-time thereafter. Despite their work plans, these young wo-
men intended-to preserve'child. rearing and homemaking tasks for them-
ielves. This combination of "modern" and "traditional" roles is a com-
mon pattern among rural working Amen.and has had the effect of doub-
lin* their work load.

The vast majority of females in this study had post-high school
educational expecta-tions.17 Four years, later, however, it was found
that half of them had ended their education with high school. For

many, marriage and children had interrupted their plans, and more wo-
men than had expected ended up as housewives. Did this occur because
of voluntarily changed plans, or because upon graduating from high
school these young rural women faced limited educational and occupa-
tional choices?

' Double (Triple?) Burden

The lives of working' women in rural areas seem much more diffi-
cult than for urban working women. Public loch transportation is
almost nonexistent in rural areas, and man women do not have cars
of their own (and apparehtly many do not knomi ow to drive.)18 Besides
the difficulties entailed in depending on ands or friends in ard r
to get to work, this lack of flexibility makes shopping, access
other services (such as medical and banking), and transportingchild-
ren very time-consuming.

Child care is a major problem facing rural women who need or want

to work. "Extended family" Members who once took care of the child-
ren of working mothers either no longer, live nearby or have entered
thb labor foree themselves.19 The absence of day -stare arrangements
and after-school programs severely limits rural mothers, flexibility
in pursuing work oppOrtunities. Often informal child-care arrange -'
ments are made which, when they break down, temporarily force the
mother to stay homefrom work; and she is easily replaced.

-Most rural women feel genuinely and fervently that their primary
roles are as homemaker and mother. Numerous studies, surveys, and
interviews have lade it clear that rural women feel that the home and
family are their responsibilities and their top priorities.. They are
not clamoring for men to share these responsibilities, nor do they
curtail the responsibilities when'they enter the labor force. As'

Dunne and others have. emphasized, rural working women have taken on
one more )m0 !n idditiOn to their jobs as Somemakers, wives,'and
mothers (and insome cases farm workers.)10 .

4838
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The continuation Of this attitude is careally paised on to rural

girls. Interviews with rural women in Vermont showed that while mo-

thers are proud of their daughters' career accomplishment-S1 their

hopes' are that these same daughters are strongly family-oriented. 21
.

"ey feel it is good that //.women are working, but only if there are

no obligations at home. 'This conviction was expressed by a farmwife

A/th.seven children: -Soniwomen have to go out to work Who should

be able to stay at.home with their families. The government should

subsidize these women with a. minimum income so they can raise their

'kids."

-..._ In fact, many rural women -- Whether they work to support the
family, to maintain living standards with a second income, or for -

-- it moral ri 'lemma aver the

effect their outside work has on their performance as traditional

wife/mother/homemaker. And the resistance of their husbands, even in

the face of financial need, can be a spurce of tinsion.that only adds

to the multiple burdens which women carry.

The interviews wrth Vermont women brought out the inner turmoil
women are experiencing over this issuLas many begin to see.the abso-

lute necessity of working outside the home to add to family income.
Faced with the declining value of their husbands' earnings, many women

in the sample decided to stick it out throug

ilk

ingenious frugality

until{ with their children in school, they coul_ ake part-time jobs.

One young woman with four children, after looking at the lives of

work mothers in her community, decided she' would rather "just

ba0ly get by/ than.seek a job,
..----7"-

..

Most of those who do work, seek'pert-time work until their child-

, ren are fully grown. But evpn they exprarsed tremendous ambivalence

about whether they ought to "be working at all. One mother who has

worked part-time at the phone company for many years, "to take finan-

cial pressure off her husband,: reported feeling constant guilt

during hers..rrying hotirs.

Rural women have always supplemented the family income, and there

is no queasiness about having to share that responsibility. It has

Jut become very difficult for women'io do it these days. This was
expressed-by one 62-year-old Vermont woman who has beenn, a storekeeper

and post-mistress, has taken in washing and ironing, and now canes
chairs and sells Stanley produCts to earn money (she has also been

_town clerk and Justice of the Peace):

The wife has to do somethinefor an income to help her
husband -- juet for ,the basics, like upliances. I don't

see how a an can support a family alone unless the woman

is a really good seamstress et..sOmething. The days when a

woman could preserve enough food to get through-are gone.
Especially when so many live in apartments; I don't know
how they could swing it. 22

r

In sum, the phenomenal increase In rural women's participation
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in the labor force does not appear oto have yielded many postirive
returns. Rural 'poverty has not decreased. The buying power of the
average rural family's income has dropped by one-fifth, suggesting
that, if vomen.had not joined the work force in great numbers, the
population living in Averty would have grown,Wubstantiolly.

For the individual irking woman, average wages have decreased
in real dollard, and the difference between her income-and her hus-
bands' (brothers' or boyfriends') income has increased... As we have
already pointed out, job security is limited and unemployment. is high
for rural women. ,The jobs t'hemse'lves offer little advancement and
teach few skills useful elsewhere. *

41.

Rural! working women are anxious about their 'ability to perform
their wife/mother/homemaker roles according to the standards that

their mothers held -- in addition to holding their jobs. The frequent
lack of support from.husbands only adds to the multiple burdens which
'rural women carry.

Some of the Vermont 'women had embryonic ideas about earning an
income while freeing themselves from some of the burden and anxiety
of holding a job: through self-employment. That they had no idea
about how to achieve this status was evident. nne woman, who worked
part time in a shop, wanted to open.a fabric/craft store but did not
know how .to prOceed. Another young woman-with a beautician's license
feared she did not have the business acumen t) operate her own shop.
A farmwife who had five children and who worked full7tdme as a school
cock (including planning, budgeting, and buying) was are that some
of her skills might be in demand-in her community, but she did not
know how to explore or assess the market.

There were women among these Virmontere who were self-employed,
some-, in partnership with their husbands, some independently, and many
on a part-time basis. Their activities included: commission work for
the woolen mills, babysitting, -*washing and ironing, sewing., wallpa-

pering, drilling wells,salvaging junR metal, gelling fish tackle,

raising flowers and making dried arrangements, writing for the news-
paper, hairdressing, decorating cakes, training horses, gelling Tup-
perware, crocheting and knitting, doing freelance photography, and,
of course, farming. The self-assurance these women displAyed in the
interviews, and the immense diversity of their,activitLeg warrant a
further examination Of 'this group of rural women who work for them-
selves and are generally overlookediby vocational educaebrs.

Self-Employed Women

A larger number of women workers in this country are self-em-
ployed. Little is known about what they are doing, but their numbers
are growing. The following is a brief discussion of what is known
about selfl-employed women, and a thorough discussion of one group of
rural women who have a long tradition of self-employment: farmwomen.
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Self-employed women are generally older than women working for

wages and salaries (see Table 2.5), which is indicative of the greater

experience and maturity ordinarily required to run their own bAsi-

nesses or careers. 23 Advanced education is not a prerequisite to en-

trepreneurship: two-thirds of all the self-employed women intervi1wed

had 12 years or less education; one-tenth had 8 years or less.

More working women\ are choosing self-employment. as a means to

earn'ther living,and they have made considerable inroads into tra-

ditionally masculine provinces of self-employment, However, the dis-

parity between sexes in self-employment earnings is substantial: self-

(' employed men's earnings were three times those of self-employed "men
in 1977.24 The number of self-employed women his grown by a quarter

of a_m1.11i434ALthester rate of growth than that of

it ,

i

TABLE 2.5

Self-Employed Women, by Age, 1979

Age Nonagricultural Industries

Number Percent

(Thousands)

Agriculture

Number Percent

(Thousands)

Total 1,989 100.0 186 100.0

16-19' 42 2.1 1 0.5

16-17 23

18-19 19 1

20-24 129 6.4 9 4.8

25-34 455 22.9 41 22D

35744 480 24.1 35 18.8

45-54 446 22.4 59 31.7

55-64 286 14.4 23 12.4

55-59 191 13

-60-64 95 10

65 and up 151 7.6 ,18 9.6

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, Employment and Earnings,

Washington, D.C.: GPO, AugUst 1979.
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self-employed men (Table 2.6).: In 19711 20 percent of .all self-
employed workers weik women; in 1979, women made up 25 percent of the
total. Increased demands in the more female-intensive service anti
trade industries have drawn many women into entrepreneurship. (The.

shift from small owner-operated businesses to corporate ownership has
contributed to the lack of increase for men.).

Eighty-seven percent of the self-employed women in non-agricultu- .
ral industries in 1979 were in service industries and retail trade
(Table 2.7). In the service industries, close to one-third were in
pers

,
al services (operating beauty, shops, laundries, child care fa-

cili s, etc.). One-sixth were in professional services (e.g., medi-
cal enterprises, such as nursing homes; social servii.es; ,accounting;
architecture; educational services).

Over one-third ofall self-employed service workers are women,
but within this industry they dominate the personal services category,
making up 69 percent of the total. In professional services, where
30.5 percent are women, their presence is strongest in educational
services. ire than one-third of the self-employed are in the Other
Services cats ry, which includes recreatihn husineshes and operating
hotels and oth r lodging places.25 Of all self-employed workers in re-.

tail trade omen accounted for 3R.6 percent, and for 22.6 percent of
all see employed workers in the finance, insurance, and real estatP
field .

Because of the definition_ of self - employment, these figures do
not pOrtray a fully accurate picture of women in business for- them-
selves. First, an individual must he primarily self-tmployeri to he
classified in this category. Therefore, ,entrepreneurial Activities
in addition to primary vocations -- either*gainful'or homemaking --
are not included. (Ruth finney meniions this discr panty in statis-
tics on Hawaii where there are 12,832 "self-emplo ed" people, yet
there are more than 90,000 =excise tax ricense,. 26 s cond, the U.S.
Bureau of the Census in 1972, reported that there were over 400,000
women-owned businesses in the United States, but approximately 1.5
million self-employed women,27a differential which can he attri-
huted;only partly to partnerships, non-reporting of bukiness income,
ftc. ,This definition of self- employment excludes all those-women
who have formed corporations' who are counted as salaried workers and
all women in agriculture and professional services_

While these definition problems very likely lead to underesti-
mates of women's entrepreneurial activities, self-employment among
women still increased by over 51 percent from 1971 to 1979, three
times the rate of growth among men. 28

Parmwomen: Self-Employment in Agriculture

Female self-employment in agriculture and agricultuTal industries
more than doubled in the 1970's, while Isle. self-employment in this
sector baiely increass79, there! were 186,000 women in this
citegorwl-the.majority of whom were farm fesdents. However, we

52 42
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TABLE 2.6

Self-Employment in Rural Areas, Thousands

1979 1978 1977' 1974 1971

Total Number of Males & Females:, 8,621 8,157 7,575 7,386 7,057

Non-Agricultural 6,935 6,515 6,141 5,614

Agricultural 1,686 1,642 1,434 1,752 *

NuMber A Females : 2,175 1,933 '1,774 1,545 1,419

Percent 25.2 23.7 23.4 20.9 20.1

Number of Females:
Non-Agricultural : 1,989 1,776 1,682 1,438

Percent 28.7, 28.2 27.4 25.5

Unpaid Female
Family Workers 468 456

\
Number of Females:

Agricultural 186 157 92, 107 *

Percent 11.0- 9.5 6.4 6.1 *

Unpaid Female
Family Workers 295 253 257

Percent Female Labor I I

Foke'Self -Employed 6.3 5.0 4.1

*Not Available

Source: NATIONAL FEDERATION OF INDEPENDENT BUSINESS, NFIB Fact Book

on Siall Business; Feb. 1979, Washiniton0D.C..

Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1975 Handbook otWomen Workers. -

U.S. Department of Commerce, 1975, Table A-23.

Waldman and McEddy, Mbnthlj Labor Review. U.S. Department of Labor.

Current Population Reports, P -27, No. 52. U.S. Department of Commerce.
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TABLE 2.7

Distribution of Non - fart, Self - Employed Rural Workers,

by Industry and Sex, 1978

Industry

Total Non-Farm Self-Employed: 6,305,000

Female
Females in
Industry Male

1,774,000 (28.2T) 4,524,000

Percent Percent
of of

Females Number Percent , Males Number

Mining, Construction, '

& Manufacturing 4.8 85
'

?48
."-",

Transportation,
& Public Utility 1.1 19,536

Wholesale Trade 1.4 24,864

Retail Trade 32.4 575,424

Finance, Insurance;
& Real Estate p 5.0 88,800

Services 55.2 980,352.

Business and
Rep. 61 108,336

Pe sonal

AP
ofessional

Edueation

Other

Other Services
I

28.7 509,712'

16.6 294,816-

6.4 117,216

10.0 177,600

3.9 69,264
...

Source: U.S. f)epartment o Ls*

6.1 19.2
--,

1,322,468

8.1 4.9 [ 221,921

'10.5 4.7 .. 211,863

38.6 20.2 914,858

22.6 6.7 - 1,303,443

38.8 - 34.2 1,548,918

17.1 11.6 V5,364,

69.2 5.0 226,450

30.5 14.8 '670,292

83.8 0.5 22,445

fi,5'. 14.3 647,647

35.3 2.8' 126,812
4
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.
'should also pay attention to the women in the "unpaid family .worker"

cat - The'definition of an unpaid family worker-1-s site who works

15 h 4.-More'per week"wixhout pay oh a family farm or ih the fang-,

es- ly ag -41 vital business. Approximately ,60 pvcent of employed female

farm''res dente fell into this category in 1979.29 Because farming 16

a family enterprise, it is fair to assume that those women are also

izelf=employed.
411p

This as'sutiption is supported by the literature on farmwives' in-

volvement in agricultur/1 enterprise.30 In fact, as sociologist Elise

, , Boulding points out, 15 hours .per week is a significant underestima-
.

Acsv.'tion of the'time farimomen devote to farmwork.31' Boulding cites a

1964 Census survey which, repOrts farmwives wgrking 19.9 hours 'per

week as an annual average.' Boulding estimates 41 hours (4 farm tasks

per week in addition to 58 hours of 'home tasks", and n&r... including

off4hirm workor side-enterprises):

Only 43 .4113cent of all farmwqmen-are in the labor force according

e
to the .1978 Cs of Farm Populationn eithet self-employed.-or

salaried, or as unpaid family,workers. Is it possible that .57 percent

of all farm n do'no work dr any kind beyond a coupl of hours per

Ak day On the 7E, especially when less than half of all f rmers in the

United States are full-time farmers? Barringelfis at night, women

'Oust bee.picking up a bubltantial portion of the work that men are no

longerfdoing!

One factor which undoubtedly skews feaeral labor force statistics

,on'this/Oubject -- and strongly reflecter,ural.vomen's.lttftudes --4

is the lack of distinction that farmwives make between "work" and the

rest of their activities. ,A 53-year-old dairy firAwife'In Vermont!".

when asked whether she worked, easily answered no. When asked .how she'

spent eactrday, it turned out that she did the Milking with her hug-
.

band in the morning and evening;\including cleaning the milkAg equip-

ment (a laborious.and time-consuming jobs),*did all thelfarm accounts,

and spent half o'f the rest of her day doing other farm chores. the

integration of "farm" work and :domestic" work. often makes it impos-

sible to separate two. Is cooking for twenty people at harvest

time domestic or work? Is time Spent selling calves-in town on

the food-shopping trip domestic or farm work?

The''?arm work that Boulding's farmwives reported included field

and barn work, kitchen gardening, bookkeeping, veterinarian duties,

and general "coordinating." Most fantwiAlbs do all the financial

recordkeeping, an increasingly complex task considerin; the capital

intehsIveness of many farm , the multiple credit requirements, sources

and means of payment, and bsidiea; some women have turned to compu-_

terifed bookkeeping. Pr du vity records are also, an important

task. On a dai farm, for xample,Thsseful records are kept on the

reloionship weep feed consumptidn and"tnilk production. .The paper-

work required r animal registration whenever a new animal is born

is another tim nsuming chore.

Further evidence of farmwives! high degree of business involve-
.
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ment wieh. the farm is that they alai? reportj ding farm journals for
technlcar and managerial iinoyationil to pass o to their partners in
farming. Indeed, if_the.need arose,,20 of 26 nnwives interviewed
by Boulding felt they could take over managemen of the farm. this
high managerial self-confidence was also- exprefsed by the, farmwomen
in Stoler's Vermont sample. More than 74,000 women in the United
Mate- .perate farms, either because they have c.hosen this

-prof -sign for the selves or because the farm's have been left to them.

ParmWomen's Part-time Enterprises

400
Besides helping to run the farm, most farmwives have other in-

come- earning enterprises. -All the farmwives in'Boulding's study had
e.either' a) on-farm enterprises which were the women's own, but which

used farm products,'or b) enterprises which were OperAtedon or off
the farm, but which did not use farm products.

lk
The first category involved.:the further processing Of farm pro-

:ducts suen- as fruits, vegetables,wool,%heepskins, and mapte sugar.
These products were sold on the farm, atiroadsOe'sta.nris,..in local 10506.
stores, wholesale, ox by mail_ order. The far;woMen kept accounts of
these enterprises' separate from other farm' accounts. Earnings were
usgd to bolster the cash flow of the main earn enterprise, or to buy.
family necessities.

7.nterprises in the second category -- those not using fin pro-
dq77.ts -- included an infinite variety of activites. Newspaper and
magazine writing, auctionee'ring, nany varieties of craft production,
sewing,,babysitting, perrcqming as musicians, shnpkeeping, and hair-'
drpsin* are among them.

f$is more than coincidental that all 26 of the women Bouldingip
int0Siewed were engaged in one of these activities -or were employe
off the farm, casting significant doubt on the statistics that 57 per-

.

cent of,Farm women are ecoAromicapy idle.

The information on female self-employment: particularly on farm-
wives'' enterprises, gives us a sense of the amount and neture.of en-
trepreneurial activity among rural women. The low earnings of, self-
employed women, and tkeir ,concentratioo in only two industries, sug-
gest that educationallhnd technical assistance could enable serf- em-
ployed women to further develop their bwinesses.

The labor-force statistics- on self-emploOtent have not been.spe-
cific ablipt rural women's btsiness activities; there id no nonmetro
breldown in statistics Aon self-employment. The following section,
then, gives a detailed description of small womep-owned businesses in
rural New England and is based on local research done In three diffe-
rent parts of New En land. Particular atention is paid to the needs
of-the women running ese small enterprises, needs which can be met
by innovative vocational education programs. .
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Rural Women In Beams .

Before concentrating on New E4land, for coAterative purposes we

'will look at the characteristics of all women-owned businesses.

The first survey414 women -owned businesses, conducted in 1972 by

the U.S. Department of Commerce,-givep a partial Iiiew'of.felhaWentre-

preneurial activity in the United States. .3 iike survey couWte# 402,075

women-owned firms that were sole-proprietorWhips, and 87 percent,,of

Ulm had no paid-employees. , It is these one-women operations which-

more closely characterize the small independent enterprise4smost.fre-

quently found in rural.areas.

According to this survey, in 1972, these one -woman enterprises

averaged $10,000 fn'gross receipts, though more than half gtossed less.

than $5,000that,year. Women's business activities, were'heAvily con-

centrated In services and in retail trade industries, whiee,together

accounted for 71-percent of the t&tal number of firms. Of these wo-

men-owned businesses, eating and drinking places, miscellaneous retail

.establishments, food stores, automotive 'dealers and gas stations,

special trade'cnnSractors in construction, business services, hotels

and other lodging places earned-the most money These concentration&

of women's business activities compare favorably with other available

data on self-employed woken, though the data are crude.

Women-Owned.Business in Nonmetropeaitan Areas

The 1972 sure, of women'a\businesses did not identify nozetro

firms, .nor did it include the least populated rural counties in the

United States. However, it did pr`qvide data on all counties in the

nation in which they found 100 or more women-owned businesses in

rural areas. I have extracted from the survey all available data on

the nonmetro counties in northern New England and northeastern New

York. p \

The sum of these statistics, as medtionepreviously, gives only

a yew partial view of rural women's business ,,ctivities. The data

were derived from IRS business tax-returns and Social Security Admi-

neurs who did not file returns or pay into Social Se rity. Because
nistration records, and therefore exluded all thos women entrepre-

Of the scale and nature of many rural women's entrepren urial activt-.

ties, a large number of women may belo in this catego 'MoltMo4t im-

portant to our review of rural women' iness ownership, the data

did not include agricultural production ope ations (though self-em-

pl.oyment igures told us something about women's activities in this

induptry). Nor did the survey include legal services, physicians,

dentists, a other health-related services. Finally, the issue of

legal ownership , ersus real ownership and operation arises because;

similar t8 farm operations, there are many husband-wife businesses in

which the wives VIYe-themselves, as co-owners. They do much of the

running and managing of the b Inesses but are not listed as legal co,
. .
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owners. This phenomenon cdfltributss to the underestimation of rural
women's entrepreneurial activity.

One-woman Enterprises in Northern New England.

The 28-nonmetroplitan counties in northeastern, states 'Mine,

New-Hampshire, Vermont, northeastern New York, and northwestern

Massachusetts -- had a total of 4,259 women-owned firm4 with average
receipts per firm bf $17,890.34 Because we are concerned with the in-
dividual.female entrepreneurs in small firms, we will focus on t, he

firms with no.employees. There were 3,746 of these one-woman enter-
prises, or 88 percent of the total' number of firms in the 2R counties.
(This proportion firms with no employees to total number of firms
is the same for th- nation.-See Table 2.8)-

These women earned more than $40 million, averaging 00,720 per
firm, which is actually 7 percent higher than the national average for
firms in the same size category. However, earnings varied widely be-
tween counties. amen-owned4 firms in Massachusetts averaged only
S7,930,"while firms in northeastern New York had the highest average
earnings, $11,870 per, firm. New York's high average may be due to a
very large proportion of firms j.n retain trade, the industry sector
with highest average earnings. Other r1aQr differences between states
were due to such factors as the higher Percentages, of women in fi-
nance, insurance, and real estate in New Hampshire and Vermont, than
in gther areas, as evidenced in Table 2.8.

The greater income levels for nonmetro businesses with em-
ployees compared to the national' average may be due to the differences
in the industrial composition of the businesses: The 28 nonmetro
counties have a somewhat larger concentration of'"Omen in the con-
struction, manufacturing, transportation," and utilities industries,
all of which have high average earnings per firm. On the other hand,
h re is a significantly larger proportion of firms in the lowiearning

service industries in the nonmetro counties as ciompared to the nation:
42 percent versus 38.4 percent. There are also more women in .the re-
tail trade industry and fewer in finance, insurance,,and real estate.

. The nonmetro firsts were also compared to the same size category
in eight nort n New -England metropolitan are s. Once again, nonme-
tro earnings e higher. Average receipts for firms wish no em-
ployees in t w England metropolitan areas were $10,594, or $12h
(1.2 percent) ss..than nonmetro firms. Perhaps the income diffe7
rinde ise^a result of more business reporting in metropolitan areas
(thts a' greater number of very small firms would be represented).
On the other hand,- maybe rural women are just more sikcessful
entrepreneurs!

In comparing nonmetro women -owned firms with the women-owned
firms in the 'nation as a %thole; we findthdt -the one -woman business

.with no employees in rural New England Is far from marginal. In fact,

it appears to have done slightly better than its Urban counterparts.
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TABLE 2.8

Womeii-Owned Firms Without Paid Employees, Northeastern

Nonmetro Counties 1 With 100 or more Women-Owned Firms,

1972: Distribution by Industry and Earnings
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1128
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2.0
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2.3

.

0.6

(6 counties) 650 4.0 2.5 3.1 0.5

Vermont

(6 counties) 786 5.1 2.3 1.9 0.1

Northeastern 7-

New York
(8 counties) 1^59 2.9 1.1 1.1 0.6

Massachusetts
(1 county) 123 4.9 4.1 6.5 0.1

`Total
(28 counties) 3746 4.0' 2.0 2.2 0.6

All Women-Owned (3)
Firms, U.S. 1002 3..7 2.0= 1.7 1.2

e ....
c ft

4. . 5

Percerj

m a
LI to

c m
C ..-.

c....-.
*
nross

Rereints

Average
Receipts

31.6 4.0 41.1 7.6 6.4 q2,117,000 c11,740

730.3 8.0 42.5 1.5 7.7 6,69,000 9,5T1

28.9 10.4 40.8 1.4 8.5 8,308,000 10,570

17.6 4.9 5.7 12,571,000 11,871

30.1 4.1 39.0, 1.6 8.9 975,000 7,30

32.5 6.3, 42.0 3.4 ,7:0 $40,150,000 10,720

33.1 9.2 37.5 1.9. 9.3 10,017

I Only counties with at least 100 women-owned firms are included.

2 Other" Industries include agricultural services, forestry and fishing,

hunting and trapping.

3 Without paid- employees.

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce
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In otbpr respects, such as industrial composition, nonmetro busineiises
parallel all women-owned businesses:

One millessiolifference between urban and rural businesses is the
latter's lack of visibility, causing them to be virtually ignored by
all goverment units from the local to the federal le'vel. This over-.

sight has resulted in a general lack of knowledge about the number of
rural microbusinsses, the number bf rural female entrepreneurs, the
nature of these-szell enterprises, andt particularly, their contribu-
tion to rural economies in terms of both employment opportunities and
income possibilities.

j

Case Studies.

Some Efforts have been made to fill the gap in knowledge about
small or microbusinesses in ruraf areas. Drawing on several case stu-
dies in New England, the following is a profile of rural businesses;
who are involved, what they are doing, their role in rural economies,
with specific attention to the_problems women owners have which are
relevantto vocational educators.

111,

The Hilltowns of Weste ;n Massachusetts

There is a tradition of independent subsistence activity in New
England. It is reflected in the surprising results of both the survey
and the work with small-scale entrepreneurs in nine rural towns in the
foothills of..the Berkshires in westerh"14ssachusetts. These towns are
kopwn locall/ as the Hillstowns.35_They range In size from populations

.0f335 to 2,300; the total population for the area is just over 9,000,
representing a 15.5 percent increase over 1270. The high growth rate
is due to the rapid extension of academic institutions with their
related support industries, and' to some growth .,in manufacturing in
the Connecticut River,Valley below.'

On a-drive through these heatitiful Hilltowns -- once the site of
hundreds of mills driven by ample hydropower, manufacturing a wide
range of exports, and a major sheep-wool industry -- the signs of
economic activity are. sparse. The area bufdilesses now consist' of
some genera/ stores, gas stations, small,package stores, a building
supply stare, roadside stands selling fruits, vegetables, and maple
sugar products, antique shops; a small ski area, a restaurant and
motel, campgrounds, a craftsperson, a chain ,saw dealer, and a real
estate agent.' And one cannot miss the huge logging trucks cfowding
the roads, nor the few small dairy farms which remain. However, some
towns do not have even a grocery stole, and one town has' no post
office. From all appearances, the Hilltowns are typically sleepy,
rural towns. In fact, the State fiepartment of Baployment Security
was aware of only 114 businesses in the area; nun and Bradstreet'
listed 156 firms. The failure of government and other reporting
sources to provide an accurate picture of small,w.scale independent
economic activity was made clear when the Hilltowm Project undertook
to list and then survey all Hilltown enterprises.36



J By using town street lists and the knowledge of local residents

about their neighbors' activities, the Hilltown Project co4iled a

list of 545 enterprises; 55 others had not yet_beendiscovered. In

May 1979, a survey was mailed to.350 of thesAusinesses, not ,inclp,/

ding agricultural occupations. The 84 businesses' responding provided
employment for 428'people on a full-time year-round basis. This ave-

rages out to more than five full-time jobs per business. When part -

tine year-round workers were included, the average rose to seven jobs

per business, or 581 total. Another 73full-time and part-time sea-

sonal jobs were provided, es well.

The 405 non-agricultural enterprises, then,_employed (or self-

employed) approximately 2,175 people, of which 87ercent were Hill-
town residents. Thereforp, 1,892 jobs were provided by these. small

businesses. In fact, with the addition of individuals employed in

agriculture, all of whom were Hilltown residents,'about half the total
labor force of _ the nine towns found employment in local businesses.

What did the survey tell us aboUt women business owners? Ninety

percent of the, responding Hilltown businesses were individually or
Wily owned and 10 percent-Vere corporations. Of these, 60 percent

were owned by men, 26 percent by women, and 14 percent by couples. In

other .words,' 40 percent were wholly- or half-owned by women. Among

the women's businesses represented in the sample were: a 100-year-

old family-operated tool handle manufacturer, an excavating and truck-

ing firm, a dog kennel, an antique and gift shop, a perenial flower

farm, a toymaker, a real estate company, a day-care center, A general

store, a Christias treesgrower, a stained glass artist, and a wood-

burning stove dealer. Crafts were produced :by 54 of the women

entrepreneurs.

Some of the major problems all of these 'mall businesses entre-

preneurs faced were: lack of short-term credit, insurance costs,

trjnsportation dosts, taxes, and finding employees. Fully 90 percent

of those surveyed wanted help in business management. They were

interested in.: individual consultations with business professionals,
business-skills workshops, and meetings with owners of similar busi-

nesses to share information on acquiring these skills end to solve

mutuajl. problems.

Though not alr the women entrepreneurs operated their businesses

full-time, more than half worked in excess of 50 hours per week and

the average was 44 hours per week. -Six out of seven Hilltown busines-

ses reported using family ksbor in their operations,' yet of this num

beronlyone out of four. .7 the women -owned businesses got help from

their*faiiltes. Much of this help was from family members other' than

husbands; only,two reported husbands' participation, one at 5 hours

per week,. another at 14 hours per week.

Men-c4rned businesses, in constrast, ueNd a great deal of family

labor, par4icularly their wives'. In 40 percent of the men-owned
firms wives put in an average of 21 hours per week. Someiromen worked

op to, 40 hours per week in their husbands' businesses. filitt high de-
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tree of women's involvement suggests that present 'situates of women

in business and management are such too low.. In many caves, these
women manage and operate their husbands' businesses while the men are
at full-time Jobs elsewhere. Wives .will do the buying, scheduling,
bookkeeping, taxes, inventory contra, deliveries, and other business
transactions. /

The developed picture of women in business in the rural Hilltowns
shows that: they own or are partners in 40 percent of all local enter-
prises; 4,hey put in long hours, despite the "part-time" nature of some

. of theirkusinesses; few women ute unpaid AWaily labor. Their bust.-

nesse'', for the most part, are young and vigorous. They operate in
all industrial categories and are well represented in manufacturing,
construction, and agricultural industries. Most important, in addi-
tion to providing, much needed goods and services to their communities,
these women are a vital .source o4 income and employment in the rural
Milltown economy. They also need to learn. more business skills:

technical, legal, advertising, management, employee practices, finan-

cing, bookkeeping, etc.

Micro-businesses in Rural Maine'

A similar survey of rural microbusinesses in Maine37 gives us a
more detailed picture of the income and employment-gathering capabili-
ties,of small-scale independent enterprises. Eight-two individually
or faMily-owmed and managed firms with five employees and annual gross
receipts under $200,000 were among the businesses examined. Most of

the women-owned buainesdes were micro-businesses (under $10,000) and
were concentrated in the services industry,' with only few in man-
ufactui-ing. Most of theie service businesses sell to individuals,
primarily within a 25-mile radius of their location. The direct con-
tact with the consumer and close relationship with are residents, as
well as a sharp perception of the needs of the community -- for which
rural women halsOmtrong skills -- were very important to the success
of those microWsinesses'operating at a small profit margin.

The smallest micro-businesses (under $10,000) in the sample were
labor intensive. They had little working capital, small investments
in machinery and equipment,,And less than $500 invested in inventory. 4
They provided ,employment for an average' of 4.4 workers pct. business,

whalf of whom ereunpaid family members. Ari interesting chatacteria-
tic, of these microbusinesses is that the smallerlirms reported the
least fluctuation in number of employees over the year. This employ-
ment stability is of major significance to state and local economic
development planners; in the previous diicussiom on rural labor mar-
kets, it was seen that larger rural industries readily expand or con-
tract the size of their work force withqut losing ,their workers, cau-
sing hardship and insecurity for a maj8T portion of the rural labor

'force.

The Maine study also found that the smallest businesses did not
pay lower wages than the larger firms. Of the businesses that ;WT
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less thad minimum wage, 63 percent. hl sales of $60,000 or more.

Wages, then, did not increase as the businesses grew. This is a clear

refutation of the charge that smal)..rural businesses. only provide

marginal employment opportunities. '

Aside from insufficient capital (a problem of /wet entrepreneurs)

a major problem encountered by rural entrepreneurs in Maine was their

lack of experience and business "know-how," particularly in managerial

and administrative areas. The problems ranged from basic difficulties

with business structure to a lack of daily administrative management

skills.

Even for well-established businesses, on-going problems were pri-

marily in the area of management and administration. Forty percent-

of the.micro-businesses in the Maine sample cited this as the number

one problem they faced. The absence of this skill -- or someone to

teach it -- was so crucial that the majority thought that mismanage-

ment -- rather than lack of capital or marketing difficulties -- was

the main reason for rural micro-business failure. Also, it was disco-.

lived that the smallest businesses did not utilize ffee sources of

business assistance'as much as did larger firms. It was not reported

whether this was due to lack of.awareness of their existence or be-

cause those sources do not (or were not perceived -offereir help

as readily to the smallest entrepreneurs.

Othet major problems for the new enterpreneur were: delreloping

a clientele and becoming known in the marketplace. Beciuse markets
for most rural businesses ale established by word of mouth, it is

difficult to hang on until businesses become selfsupporting.

Vocational Education otraitaneurial

Devdoposust and Busbies Sidle Training for Rural Women

Rural women continue to enter the labor force fn record numbers

to compete for unremunerative, tins able,_and unsatisfying dead-end

jobs. Economic need is clearly the tivation. Yet, if aelf-employ-

ment is a more flexible, independent, 'end personally rewarding alter-
native, why aren't more women seeking '.o meet their needs this way?

Two possible iasons have direct relevance to vocetionareduca-
tors: rural women pave been socialized and educated to perceive their

generating activ ties have not.been lucrative enough'l'a

income earning ac vities only as employees, and extra- market income -
betitute for

wage-earning jobs.

This suggests two courses of action for vocational educators.
They could train women for successful self-employment, which would
address problems associated with the lack of gdod job opportunities,
the absence of adequate child-care facilities and transportation, and

the clear priority placed on family responsibilities.. And second,
they could respond to the woeful need for a wide-range of business-
related skills, indicated by the data from New England. The economic
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development implications of enhanced female entrepreneurial activity
and achievement in rural areas are self-evident.

Entrepreneurial Development

Vocational education programs have traditionally focused their
efforts on preparing students for outside employment rather than self-

'.---'

employm t or job - creation. And in the case of rural female students,
even pr paration

lh
for wage-earning status-has not been given a clear

priof1t-9--

Most training programs for rural women have not offered Al ideo-

logy of. self-management or economic self-sufficiency. 3$4 ihsenre
of a self-employment orientation in vocational education is ;,article -'
Farly evident in the programs available to most females: consumer
and homemaking education, office and health occupations.39 Consumer
and homdliaking education is not preparation for employment, and job,

in the health and office fields are traditionally provided by others
elite female must seek work from someone else.

The occupations for which young men are prepared, however, are
most' often in specialities with long traditions of self-employment,
particularly in rural areas; e.g., auto mechanics, carpentry, welding,
plumbing and heating, agriculture. While these skills are not taught
for self-employment as 910, there is an implicit assumption (mani-
festing itself in educational materials, class discussions, and
on-the-job-training experiences) that a young man night use these
skills to set up a shop in his garage or barn, or buy a truck and
work as an'independent tradesman.

Until recentlyy women in America,were never encouraged to nurture
entrepreneurial fantasies or to publicly display pride...4n their entre-
preneurial success. Women always,had to justify their business acti-
vitiesby "earning additional money for the family;" for men it was
always acceptable for business to be an end in itself. And the self-
effacing term "'pin Toney" was used for many years by women who were
in fact buying 'basic family necessities with the proceeds of their
small,enterpriies.

Vo tional education never encouraged its female students to con-
aide possibility of using their technical skills to create their
own eases. In fact, vocational educatio aterials do not even
sugge at "female" occupations could be the ses for self-employ7
went. do these materials present role.mOdels of women who have
successfully turned theif expertise into money-making. enterprises.

For example, neither a two-year child development course nor a
day-care aide program mention the possibility -- or the "how to" --
of establishing and operating a day-care center. Homemaking programs
do not suggest that many homemaking skills -- given some imagination;
research, and market explontion -- could be the bases for small busi-
nesses. Beautician training does not teach how to aotually set up a
business: determining demand and location, obtaining financing, ad-

,
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vertising, tecordkeeping, taxation,etc. (Many women do, of course,

manage to set up their own fusinesses, but without the help of educa-

tional preparation.)

By now it is a well-established fact that the entrepreneur is not

"a_Fare animal with elusive character, with ertain qualities from
birth."40 Entrepreneurial skills can be sequirlg and developed through

educational programs. Vocational education is well suited to dgyel-
oping and preparing entrepreneurs in conjunction with teaching skills.

It is the mastery of these'skills which give a potential entrepreneur

-the confidence o undertake the "calculated Tisk" necessary to start

onet-s.own busi ess.41 Provision of technical,skills alone, however,

will not create a a essful entrepreneur.

Female Aspirations and Entrepreneurship: Do Rural Women Want to be

Self-Employed?

There are those who feel that the suggestion that entrepreneurial
development might be particularly productivegfor rural women is seri-

ously off-target. They might even cite studies of414Fal high school
girls' limited occupational aspirations as evidence that training in

entrepreneurship would be wasted on them; that, in fact, they might

noteven sign up foi,courses so labeled:

Indeed, what has been described as "o/cupational myopia" in rural

females was observed in the Southern Youtit Studies42 which found that

the tendency was to limit their worqng.'guals to a few occupations,

principally beauticians, nurses, secretaries, and school -teachers.

On the other hand, Faith Dunne's more -recent work on female youth

aspirations found that there has been a alight shift away from hierly

stereotyped job choices toward non-stereotyped occupations, many of

which lie within the independent or self-employment frame of work:

manager, accountant, veterinarian, physician.43

The problem With occupational aspiration research, however, is

that it tells us nothing about the preferred structure of am indivi-

dual's work life. The Duncan scale and other to measure levels
-

of aspiration'are _constructed, for example, w . regard to: how

people hOpe or perceive their work lives will mesh with their social

and family lives; whether they want to work alone, with a partqer, as

part of a team, with or without (and what kind of) a boss; 1prels of

responsibility desired; daily demands and challenges; supervisory or
follower status;. part -time or full=time. Because of the stereotyped

conceptions of the creators of such scales, these characteristics are

not taken into account.

However, if two young women choose to build their_careers with

secretarial skills, one may envision herself working in a secretarial

pool with 20 other secretaries, while the other may envision herself

'as the aka typing service or temporary help agency.
Likewise;k,a woman who chooses' restaurant work could be thinking about

cooking at the local-diner, or she could be thinking about owning her
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own restauratt or 0erating a catering service out of her home. 'In

other words, no one his measured either the entrepreneurial aspira-
tions or the ideal "workstyle" of the rural female. Thug, preferen-
ces for self-management, or any other type pt workstyle and environ-
ment are not observable in the ratings.

Entrepreneurship:. What is It -- For WOMen?

The literature on entrepreneurial identification and development
offers 'a wide variety of economic; tociological,psychologicalr and
political factors which determine the4-likelihood of a person becoming
an entrepreneur.

-
4conomThts focus not on the ildividual's characteristics, but on

the availability of input -- e.g., technical and managerial knowledge,
financing -- as the primary determinants of entrepreneurial _de-ve-lop--
ment. In this respect, effective 'education and wory,..-perience is

essential for rural women and technical and managex/11 skills will en-
able them to develop economic opportunities i 6 economic gains. The'.
need for increasing the availability of :pital to women entrepre-
neurs, rural and uxban cannot be quest

Sociologists suggest that

influencing entrepreneurial t

occupational literature, w h

offspring are still pre cted
fact, the American M agement

owners found that h f of them

ily background is a major factor
dencies. (This is supported by the
shows that the occupations chosen by
on their parents' 4ccupations.) In

Assocation survey of women business,
had family members -- usually father,

brother or husba -- with experience in enterprise formation and
operation.44 Az alifornia survey of women business owners also found.
this associatlon to be true.46 While a family tradition of entrepre-
neurship is/not necessarily a prerequisite, sociologist Gene WatO
suggests that it often does give individuals a certain degree of '

entrepreneurial "readiness" and a set. of attitudes which enable them'
to recogQize and take action on opportunities T the environment."
Those

*9without family traditions, however, can achieve that readiness
through education and experience, though possibly perceiving opportu-
nities somewhat later in life.

Psychologists attempt to isolate the personality traits of entre-
preneu , generally coming'up with characteristics such as: need for
achiev ent, need for power, creativity, propensity fox taking risks,
indepen nce, and leadership. These character traita., with which our
society pically describes the successful businessman, are generally

lex-speci ic: masculine. They are not socially acceptable to women.

It is not far-fetched to surmise that many female entrepreneurs,
when measuring themselves against the male-associated "requirements
for success," find not only that they fall short, but that they are
not-interested in acquiring those traits. The difficulties of enter-
ing the business world with such negative associations are particu-
larly acute for the rural women trying to adhere to their traditional
roles while becoming economically.productOt.
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Haw, then, do female entrepreneurs reconcile the necesSary but

undesirable traits of the "successful businessperson" with/the desi-
rable female characteristics (that is, desiralatelb females)? It- ap-

pears that women are now in the process of redefining entrepreneurship

make it acceptable to themselves.

Ruth S. Finney, one of the very few sociologists to have,donare-

search on female entrepreneurship, has found. that women entrepreneurs
describe their reasoarfor starting a business, the personalcharacter-
istics they eonsider uheful in business, and the meaning of business

activity in their lives in an entirely different -- and nonmasculine

way.47 These women saw themselves in business primarily to help
or please others and to meet community needs.

Finney's interviews of women business-owners in Hawaii showed

that, "the women seemed to want approval, appreciation, and recogni-

tion that what they25e doing was appropriate -- for women."48 This

observation was boriirout in their reasons for going into businessy

Out of a prepared list of thirteen reasons, the most popular was, "I

had a gbod idea and wanted to create something with it." Other possi-

ble answers with the same idea, but subtly stressing competition, were
not popular, indicating that creativity is more acceptable In our cul-

ture. The second most popular choice was, "I wanted to give A' needed

service or product to others," underscoring the point made above.

Other popular choices were "I knew I would be good at it," "I wanted

to set my own hours and my own place to Work," and "I got tired of

working at a dead=end jobfor someone else."

Thus, Finney suggests, the motivating factori 1-or, women entre-

preneurs may be creativity and helping others, rath'er than competi7

tion: "To work hard and to compete in the interest Of others rather,

than one's self feels different, looks different, and is more soci-

ally acceptable for most women." Finney*.recommeads that, if the cul-

tural norms for a particular group of women are not compatible with

the stereotype of the entrepreneur, entreprenaurship trainers' should

work to reinterpret the nature of the entrepreneurial experience and

use that reinterpretation-to encourage entreprreurial entry.49

el.

The relevance of Finney's work to the problems of developing en-
trepreneurial attitudes in rural women is clear. By redefining what

being. "a woman in business" means, personally,.and in relation to the
family and the community, rural women may find it much easier to com-
bine their traditional roles with their business activities.

The following is a list of suggested approaches to an entrepre-
neuriaLdevelopment course for rural women.

1. Develop an awareness of the phenomenon of entrepreneurship,
interpreting it in terms to Which rural women can relate.

2. Create a positive atmosphere in which to, consider entrepre-

neurial ventures as potentialcareers.
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3. Draw on favailable entreprenetirial experiences (from the fa-
mily and the (Immunity, and from relevant jobs or volunteer
work they migh have done).

It

41k

4. 'Bring in femal e entrepreneurs from the community. These
role models can contrthute to discussions of all the ele-
ments on the list.

,

Discuss.community needs, drawing on women's awareness and
. appreciation 4f community values and -resources.

.
i a

6. Evaluate skills which could be used in am entrepreneurial
way to fill those needs.

7% Help women.to perceive and gain access to opp- ortunity struc-
tures in the community. Lsxpose them to networks of social
and physical resources that support new ventures. If those
networks do not exist (or do not exist fo'r women), discuss
ways in which women can create them (e.g., cooperativeq,
support groups, day care centers, business association).

H. Help them to develop insight into problems anri prospects of

entrepreneurship: mother/wife/entrepreneur role, sexism,
life-stage planning, social acceptance, and so on.

9. Discuss business requietnent5 and attitudes (such as hook-
keeping and self-discipline).

-111.

10. Discuss' previous sex-stereotyped avoidance, such as math,
which women must overcome.

11. Arrange on-the-job training with specificemphasis on ob-
serving entrepreneurial behavior-and acquiring entrepreneu-
rial experience..

I
12. Continue to encourage women to enter nontraditional skills

was to give them more experience for diversified
entrepreneurship.

13. Encourage men to work on overcoming sexism. There is proof
that: women's business successes'are tied to the support
of their husbands apd families, and that women's successes
coi tt-i-bet. the economic well-bekng of their families,
their communities, and their husbands' businesses.

0 It should he noted here that there are e trepreneurial develop-
ment courses designed for vocational educ ion rograms. The courses,
however, are primarily offered at the pos ndary level. The fact
that the majotity of rutpl females. never go on to post-high schoolIII
training, and the evidence that occupational aspirations are developed
-very early in life, would indicate that exposure to entrepreneurship
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Ati As,a career option Not tate place in early, high .gchool at the

latest. JP

Business Skips for Women Entreprenedts

Utile first problem facing vocational education in rural schools

is how to intr e Ihe concept of entrepreneurship to women, the

secondiaroblem onewhich vocatiwal education is well.,situated to
. address in its ogram:, the need-for courses to help_ rural women .

already in tusine
,..

.

,

.
. '6 As we have teen, 90 Per ent of ,women in small rural businesses

... in the Hill owns of western Massachusetts, need assistance with si-

_neap manageaVnt, planning, obtaining credit bookkeeping, taand le

, gal matters, marketing, ,advertising, dealing 'with eniployees, and

. government regulations. Microentrepreneurs in Somerset County, Malle,
.

feel.thatlaci of management skillslim thetgreatestit*eat to their

success. CriTtswomensll over Maine re earning poverty-level incomes

as they struggle 144th pl ning arid mprketing problems. Women entre- '

4110
preneurs in Californi ! so stressed the need for business courses,

to help them prepare 'fo' business ownership. Rural women ip Vermont

did not know how to go about starting a business.

Clotrly, there is a great deal of entrepreneurial activity i

rural areas, and womans 'participation in Wellness ownership and sel

employment is growing. { ,Mural women's business earnings, however, a e

low, and they are voicing their preference fat aksistan and tr- ng

iflin practical business skills over "persona, depel l ent" kills.

./ 1

WomewinFinneyis Hawaiian surley were asked what their/training

needs were-in two areas, personal and technical. Women in agricul-

tural' businesses (representing rural communities in general), reported

that-then .personal needi were clearly related_ to their business .

lives: they ,listed problems such as haw to combine business and fa-.

allay, how to handle crises, how to lessen risks, and how to learn

from mistakes. In the technical area, their top, six needs were:'

(earning about taxes,, accounting, cash flow; learning management'

techniques; and learning about credit -and insurance.
%.-. .

A

- Another indication of the largiamount of.interest in -this areg

way the high degree of particletion by women in the Hilltown Project's

business skills workshops hefT in one of the local-schools." Postse-

condary vocitilipaf ed4Eeti,on could well address these needs. The

Hilltown ourkshloa4 wh h were geared, specifically to small busines-

ses; cottage industries, and seat-of-the-pants enterprises, covered

issues such as, product and markqt definition, how.ito research your

business (sources of information), business plans, start-up costs,

credit, banking, business law, cost/price anaiyses, recordkeeping,

taxes, eAvertiiing, and other aspects.of running a small business,

Includinlipommon mistakes and pitfalls.
'4

One idArtant side product of the work shops was.that?5 Hilltown

businesspeople became4acqueinted mith each other. They learned about

.tS
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Illeach o er's businesses, contributed sdggestions (and experiences) to

solvelone:sedttlfr's business prbblims, and shared ideas and tips one
how tiraucceed in business in rural communities. Being an independent
businessperson in a rural ar* can be lonely and difficult. The work-
shop participants enjoyed and benefited from the sense of being part
Of a business tommunity. In fact, they also began to investigate the
possibility of forming a community development corporation for the
nine towns.

o The benefits of integrating vocational education with rural eco-
nomic development activities are' clear; but a conscious decision is

. necessary on the partof rural vocational educators to approach their
work with'activistattitudes..

Vocational courses for _en can also explore new income-genera-
ting id,eaa, such as farm tour am, bed-and-breakfastilins, woodlot ma-
nagement, new cash crops in agriculture, or further, processing of cur-
rent farm crops (cheese?): NQr should the benefits from nonprofit
enterprises be ignored (they ca. create jobs, too)', such as barter
services, food-buying or canning cooperatives, and day-care centers.
Also, women should be encouraged to part4ipate intaCtivities which
produce goods or services for which there is a year round demand in
the, local market place '(as opposed to tourism and export markets).

In addition to offering courses relevant to their needs, most
important in ensuring aLposctive Contribution to women's entrepreneu-

. rial activities is that the vocational. programs be both accessible
and affordable to rural Omen. c,

'to

Coordinating Needs, Training, and. Community Awareness

ions and agencies also have roles toplay in help-
ing to develop and support rural women entrepreneurs. Vocatiohaled-
ucation programs should seek to coordinate their.training progiams
with these groups at all times.

4
The Small. Business Administration, fgir example, currently has

41tittle'viaibilitY.in rural areas, due in some part to understaffing
and inOarge part to ignorance of rural business activities. Nowswer,
they round extend their educational outreach to'rucal areas, even if
only through wider dissemination of thbir literature. A major step
forward for some micimpusinesspeople, particularly. women, is to learn
that they are indee in business (not -just eataing "pin money").
Other ruralome5 need to be told.they tan be,in business.

A ,

The .Small Business Administration's Small Business Tislitute, lo-
cated in colleges around the nation', should try td get participants
out to rural businesses ethat need.help more, perhaps, than the record
stores trying' to get 'off the ground on the fringes of college
campuses:

The Small Business Development' Centers beginning to proliferate,
Around the country now shodld develop outreach programs not only for

4s,
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womenbut for rural businesses, both male and femaleowned.

The American Association of Community and Junior _Colleges re
c'ently *eveloped a women businessowned 'orientation and counseling
program and Curriculum which they area now introducing to junior and

communety college faculty around the' nation. Junior and community
colleges have been offering business skillr courses for some time,

Qey must recognize that, as widely dispersed as .their compuses
re, hey are not abpays aiFessible to rural women. These colleges

should consider offcampus courses, thus getting the faculty and

'resources out into rural communities where mere women can take adVan
.

tage of them.

110
Women's business organizations,. as well as. women members Qf Cham

bers of Commerce and other maledodinated business groups, should also
be encouraged to extend their support and activities to rural women
businessowners; Serious interest in their enterprises- will help ru -

ral women to consider their businesSes seriously and' to oVattalLethe

"W 1, it's na:really a business" ayndrome,'Which Inuntreattepre*
ne ial development. d),

Government economic development agencies should be made aware of

the importance of mierobusinesses to rural economies.' Knowledge of

the contribution to income and employment already made his sector

as wel.ras awareness of potential contribution might eAtrage thise

agencies to develop muchneeded support programs for such businesses.

Women must also learn to organize themselves into operative

groups to overcome institutional barriers. Buying, producing, and

marketing cooperatives may be necessary, and rural women, many of
whom are alrady experienced in cooperative work, should learn to use

this,method to advantage.

Since credit unions and revolving loan funds may be the only
readily available sources of funding, women should become knowledge
able enough about them to take full advantage of their availability.

Community developmept corporations should be.suported and they,
in turn, should, recognize the legitimate needs of female entrepreneurs

nd support them in their efforts.

Studies of local resources,.technological choices, and earket
possibilities should he made available-so that women can usm them to
initiate or enlarge entrepreneurial activities.

So
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HI. Farmwomen and

Vocational. Education

by Filmes Hill

The purpose of this chapter is to analyze farmwomen's occupa-
tional roles and determine the ways in which vocational education
programs can assist them. For example: Howcan vocational education

programs help solve the job-entry problem? What combination of gene-

ral. skills and job-specific skills would be most useful for'farmwomen?

And what are the most beneficial -- and approptiate -- contributions

that the public and private sectors can provide in such education?

To explore these questions, I conducted research among Midwestern'

farmwpmem and also reviewed data from research conducted' among farm-

women in other regions of the country.1 My research,. included semi-

structured, tape - recoiled interviews with 103 farmwomen, most of them

married women who helped operate commercial farms. Though most of

the farms were medium-sized, the sampling ranged from very large farms

to some part-time operations. The latter -- including farms operated

not so much as businesses but as a return to the land -- were the ex-

ception in my sample as indeed they are in the Midwest.

The paper is concerned with:

Farmwomen-rather- than all women living in rural areas -- an

important.if sometimes elusive distinction.

0 Agriculture as an occupation and a business, not as a rural

setting.

Women'already invlved in agriculture. The reason: lack of

capital, not lack of skills, is now a major barrier to en-
tering agriculture as a.farm owner-operator.

Vocational education ft the standpoint of farmwomen's neldi

and constraints rather than those of educational institutions.

bifferent groups of farmwomen.including full-time commercial
operators, part-time farmwomen;with off-farm jobs, and

farmworkers.
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Cultural Content al Rural Vocational Education

Rural America is not a museum filled with picturesque characters
embodying values markedly different from those of other Americans.
Well-intentioned romantics are unequipped to understand the values
and needs of ;contemporary American farmers. Other than people who
have returned to the land to live lives of voluntary simplicity,
American farmers are capital.ists who want to make a legal dollar --
or preferably two.

Farmwomen spend less time today tending vegetable gardens and
panning, pickling, and preierving the family food supply. 'Microwave
ovens and convenience foods have changed the lives in agrarian America
as well as in the cities. When farmers see themselves as different
or feel that society sees them as different, it is as much a source
of anxiety as it is of self-satisfaction. Culture is shaped b
regional and class differences, but the general contours of t

mainstream culture share some similarities.

Most women interviewed in the Middle West still bridle si what
they take to be urban condescension toward farmers. Almost every
woman interviewed related some horror story of social snobbery. For
example, a Wisconsin woman in Washington, D.C. to testify before
Congress on dairy price supports was asked by the elevator operator
:at her hotel whether she had ever been in an elevator before and
whether thee was indoor plumbing on her farm. These personal experi-
ences reinforce the general feeling that urban people still regard
farmers as backward and benighted. Any suggestion that farmers

4 should,be rustic and picturesque is likely-to be greeted with an
outrage that cannot be .understood by romantics, especially those
from privileged urban ba4grounds. Farmers react against the idea
enshrined in American folkways and in American academic scholarship
that the -best and the brightest moved to the city, while the timid,
the mentally impared, and the backward stayed on the farm*2
Farmers might like to suggest that they are better than urban Ameri-
cans -- hardel-working and more inclined to uphold cultural values --
but they are overbearing about these claims.. They seem willing to
settle for being regarded as similar to the middle class in the
dominant urban-suburban sectors of American culture.

Most farmers are capiAtts. This is especially true of those
commercial farmers-who try to, make a living from their farms. It is

less true -- or not at all true -- of part-time farmers, hobby far-
mers, or back-to-the-land devotees. Perceptions of commercial "fami-
ly" farmers as part of a neglected, betkward rural group that re-

a quires compensatory programs will simply alienate farmers.a Whether
farmers should, in their own self-interest, make common cause with
other sectors of-the rural population is beyond the scope of this
paper. The fact is that they do not. .A similarly important fact is
that non=farm.rutll people, rural organizations, and rural advocates
do not reach oUt"to farmers as part of a larger "rural" constituency.
For example, in Deceiber, 1977; the Board of Rural *erica, .Inc.,-
voted not to include a farmer on its Board. Or, to be more'precise,
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the motion to do so died for lack of a 'second. For their part, farm-

women find many gatherings of rural women too "Appalachian," a code -

word for too strong an orientation toward the rural poor.

Farmers have paradoxical attitudes' toward government programs.
Although they are beneficiaries of commodity programs, government

ownership andtperation loans, and a government-financed research and
extension complex linked to the land grant universities, farmers' or-
ganizations nevertheless routinely go on record for less government
interference. Farmers, whatevtr the incongruence between their beha-

vior and their articulated policy stions, donot turn first to govern-

ment programs in the non-farm c ponents of their lives.

Educational institutions are probably more accepted by farmers

than other' public service organizations, but the content of the

programs and the ways they are presented will be important in the

response of farmwomen to new initiatives. Romantic attempts to make OF.

rural America a museum where the urban middle class can to go relax

Nom the tension of the "real world" will meet nothing but scorn and
rejection. Vocational education programs that preach to' farmpeople

about the cultural virtues of their lives despite the economic

disadvantages will souncrsomething like the colonial administrators

who, while seeking to "civilize" the "natives," nevertheless wanted

to convince them that seeking European jobs and European standards

of living would destroy the integrity of their culturea.4

Different Roles for Farinwomen

Women as Farm burner-Operators

Defining the population of farmwomen is a difficult task for two

reasons. First,, it is unclear .how various censuses have defined
"farming" and how these different definitians'have been applied. For

instance, is a "farmer" an owner or an owner whe also operates a
farm? Census data indicate that almost 9 percent of American farmers

are women. This says very little about the relation Between women
and their farms. Second, women who farm as partners in kinship units
have usually not been counted as "farmers.". The census in all its

population counts, has never solved the problem of how to classify

women who work with their husbands but are not 'listed as owners or-

workers. The simplest way has been to ignore the women as co-contri-

butors, as owners, or operators, or workers. Women's only hope .of

being recofded in the census as individual participants in agricul-
ture was to be single or to be a hired worker. Wives were not coun-

ted. As a result, they did not count. Married women's roles as farm

owner-operators have been hidden from history by a screen of cultural

myths about male gallantry and female delicacy. Prom this perspec4.

tive, ?en farm andftomen merely "help" -- even when they are perfor-

. ming the same tasks for the same number of hours. To talk seriously

about women's roles in the farm operation -- beyond the occasional



bow to the "little ladies" by. the agriculitral press or at farm
meetings -- is to enter a new area. Underitandably, educational
institutions have done'lisle to help women perform in roles that only
the women themselves inal -- or admitted -- they were doing.

While the problems of defining and identifying "farmwomen" in
national data" persist, farmwomen themselves seem increasingly asser-
tive about their roles and their needs. MY research shows that well .

over half the women interviewed and surveyed identified themselves
as either "farmers" or farmwives, but rarely'as simply "housewives."
These women report-thdt this is a:change- in self-perception during
their own lives and is also a change from-the self-identities of the
women in their mothers' generations.' Farmwomen in other generations
also worked. The change is that women seem to be deriving more peer-

.

tonal gfeificatIon from this work.

Farmwomen's interests in farm-related topics is evident in the
.policy statements of the new farmwomen's organizations: American
Agri-Women, Women' Involved in Farm Economics (WIPE), United Farm
Wives, and Concerned Farm Wives Are all agricultural policy organiza-
tions. They were established during the 1970's and their memberships
are still increasing. The organizations now exist in most4 parts of
the country and they have begun to have an impact through lobbying
in Washington and in various state capitals.,

In addition, there are several auxiliaries of male-dominated com-
modity organizations. These auxiliaries.tOok on new Nies during the
1970's, and their members assumed the major rAponsibilaty for produce
promotion and for a more broadly'conceived public relations effort to
build better relations between producers and consumers. YarmwaMen's
active interest in the running of their own businesses comes as a
surprise only to those "good old boys" -in the agricultural establish-
ment who have always been convinced that "farmer" is a male noun.

Centemporary farmwomen perform three main roles: managerial,
technical, and financial/marketing. These roles, having changed'ra-
pidly, have begun to require more precise expertise as farms have be-
come more fully linked with administration and have used increasingly
advanced technologies.

Management tasks are becoming more complex and more important to
the success of a farm. Farmwomen are now being recognized as the farm
bookkeepers. Over SO percent of the women I surveyed and interviewed
l'eported plat they bore eheMajor responsibility for bookkeeping. 'The.
complexity of this task has increased'with the complexity'of,,the tax
codes. Farm recordkeeping systems are generally geared to the needs
of the Internal Revenue Service and" to'the decis- ionmaking needs of
the farmers, who requtre extetaive and precise technical information
as well as financial information. These ltwosets ofuipeeda are by no
means complementary. And women-are becoming increasingly experienced
in both types.of recordkeeptnk. Those women with high school or voca-
tional school commercial training tend to feel more at east with these
responsibilities than those with no previous experience in commercial
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recordkeeping. The farm records are not simple extensions of house-
head accounts. .

I

) .

Some farmers now subscribe to computerized recordkeeping services
with farmwqpen providing the raw data and interpreting the processed

4
data. A few commercial firms are deve'oping small computers and.ap-
propriate softnare for farm use. These technical changes will place

new types of demands upon farmers. And if present patterns hold,

farmwomen will be the family members responsible for understanding
these information processing changes and relating them to the needs of

the farm operation.

In addition to recordkeeping,lfarm management involves complex

estate planning and other e kings which require an understanding

of property law. This is further omplicated by-the blend of kinship
and contract characteristics of farming and some other small busi-
nesses. Farm management inures that little-understood interface be-

tween family law and pro ty law. FeW lawyers or legal scholars have

worked creatively in this area with an eye to the political problems
faced by farm families. Even fewer have considered the particular
vulnerabilities of farmwomen. Estate planning now centers on efforts

to protect the estate, not on efforts to balance the interests of the
various people involved in building it. Under present law, estate
plans often exclude women from ever owning the land of other property.
The partial solutions offered by 'current law have made farm families
more aware of the problems without offering any realistic solutions.
As a result, women continue to be excluded and the property passes

from father to children -- usually 'sons -- directly. This.lack of

legal protection intensifies the marginality of the farmwomen's po-
sition Otis -A-vis the farm.

Farmwomen de not simply stayin the house and keep rdcords. Di-

rect involvement in farm production requires a high degree of techni-
cal expertise. Women realize that they require such expertise whether
they are farming with their husbands or Off their own. Many of the

women interviewed expressed confidence that they-could handle the
business management side of the farm but felt less confident of their
ability to take the technical production decisions. Many are deter-

mined to acquire"theae-skills,----'

In an era of resoutce constraints, the challenges facing farm-
women in reassessing their, technical skills and finding more appro-
priate production technAques do not differ from the challenges faced
by male farmers. There' ar t male and female methods of, farm

production.

Contemporary agriculture is not characterized by a rigid sexual
division of labor.__There are few, if any, cultural traditions or

taboos and meetan4zation has reduced the importance of physical

strength. We are - guided by need and interestN not by culture or
biology.

Women'also are involved in the marketto of-farm commodities.
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The type Of involvement varies with the major commodities and with
the prevailing marketing arrangements.. Fruit and vegetable producers
are most likely to engage in various forms of ,dfrect marketing: they
may operate roadside stands or participate in farmers' mlirkets in

urban centers. The Agricultural Marketing Project, headquartered in
.

Nashville, Tennessee, facilitates direct marketing by small farmers
in Tennessee, Arkansas, and Alabama. Women have participated as

`staff members, producer/sellers, and as consumer-organizers. Inte-
rest in direct marketing seems to be grpwing both abzw consumers who
seek better, possibly cheaper food, as well as among farmers seeking
to retain a greater share of the consumers' food dollars.

With commodities like grains or diary products, which require
processing, direct marketing is never feasible. These eommodities
are soldtbcough cooperatives and other large organizations. ,Small,
local caPeratives have merged into large, multi-state suPercops,
like the Associated.Milk Pr ere, Inc. These supercoops are still
cooperatives protected unde Capper707olstead Act, but their opera-
tions are more remote from the members and far more complex than the
loperation%of the-local-coops they "have rep/Ated./

...

Whethec women become involved in marketing organizations or focus
on their own farms and play larger roles in marketing their farm pro-
ducts, they need better information on marketing strdtegies. Futures
trading, the operation of the transnational commodity markets, and
t nhepossibilities of establishing independent lotal marketing chanels
will all become increasingly important. The old idea that farmers
should be pricetakers who simply d ver their products to the nearest
buying illation is no longer satisfact ry. Indeed, farmer discontent
through ut American hist", suggests tat this has never been setts-
factory and that farmers have always sought greater involvement in
marketing arrangements. Farmwomen are now becoming more publicly
involved in these efforts.- During my research in the Middle West I"

jOnterviewed a woman who worked off the farm as a futures trader and
who also marketed all the commodities of a 1,000 acre farm in central ..

Iowa. Another woman, Nita Gibson of Seminole, Texas, the national
president of Women Involved in Earm Economics, is the foun and
president of a cotton marketing organization. Such women co d be
resources for other farmwomen -- and men -- in coping with the finan-
cial pressures of coneempofary agriculture through more remunerative
marketing arrangements.

A Black farmwomen perform all these roles, too. However,' their
problems. are compounded by the lingering effdcts of racial discrimina-
tion. Black-owned and black-operated farms historically have tended
to be smaller and less heavily capitalized than white - owned and ope-
rated farms. Black farmers -- male and female_-- have been less well-
served by government agricultural programs and by agricultural insti-
tutions. Even now, black farmers continue to leave the land, and are,
nearly extinct as a group. Black farmers owned almost 15 million
:res in 1120.- Now they own lees than 4 million acres. 8

This decline was caused by several factors. 9 Black farmers have, T-
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in general, suffered from all the problems of white small farmers,

in addition to the larger problems of racial discrimination. In

addition, the legal snarls surrounding "heirs property" that permits

land speculators to gain, control of land legally, easily, and cheaply

'continues to drive black farmers off theland that they thought they

owned.10

The situation of black farmwomen suggests that even equal access

to future prograMs may be insufficient'to solve the problems created

by past discrimination -- both racial and sexual. Black farmers may

not need courses in management and technology as much as they need

help with the legal 'snarls of "heirs property."

'Employment Off the Farm

Increasing numbers of women are taking offfarm jobs. However,

current data do not contain such details as the numbers of farmwomen

making this choice, the types of farms from which they come, or the

types of offfarm jobs they take, Census data,do provide information

on metro end'rural'nonfarm populations.

Women in nonmetro areas are entering the labor force in unprece

dented numbers.11 In fact, employment among nonmetrotomen is growing

even more rapidly,than among nonmetro men. However, men still consti

tute the majority of the labor force and still command significantly

higher salaries. Indeed, the relative earnings of nonmeAro women

the labor force, actually declined between 1969 and 1976.12 The de
declfne is accounted for by the concentration of women in low wing
jobs and by an apparent tendency to pay women low wages even for/

jobs classified, as professional and managerial."',

All of these trends affect- farmwomen. What/is not clear is whe
thealfarmwomen,and nonfarm rural women are affected in the same ways

* as a result of this more widespread employment. "Within the general

pattern of increased female employment in nonmetr areas, farmwomen

would seem to constitute 0 special subgroup wit particular needs.

They are, in most cases, 4fnal career women who a e making an economic

contribution to the farm as well as working off the farm. To under

stand these patterns and the possible contributions that educational

institutions could make, one must ,turn from general data on rural

women to less extensive but more specific field research data dealing

directly with farmwomen.

Farmwomen seek offfarm employment for two basic reasons: the

drive for personal. fulfillment and the economic realities of contem

porary agriculture. Except for those women who have alternative

careers Off the farm, most farmwomed adapt their work to the cash

needs and \production cycles of the farm. Women whO see themselves

primarily as farmers will seek jobs; that Ao not conflict with farm

prOdpction.ethis means that these farmwomen -- as well.as men --

will seek temporary or part time employment. This is true of

thcise farmers who regard their farhs as at least potentially profi

table enough to support their familles.,

(
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During the last decade, however, there, has. been an increase in
part-time farmers wh se farm. operations ,are dAligned to ftt %into a
working .lifeIthat includes a, permanent full-time (or even two full-
ttme) off-farm Sob. 'Obviously, the etploymenWreferences of the two
groups of fermOrkwill differ. The,most important point is that off-

. farm employment' is part of a..14rger pattern, of economic activity in
which the 'nature and labor requirements of the farms are important
considerations.

--..... . . .
TV desiet 'for _personal fulfillments is .notunique to farmwomen,

'but the 'particular relations of these women to their farms makes this
a need that they are unlikelrto fulfill completely to farming. Those
women -who, wa,nted of frfati employmelit fbr pereona,I fulfillment related
his desire, to, the-lack of a sense. of individual identity'and ind.ivi-

dital achievciment aspIiated with agriculture.
' . t-

, ..) The.* farm is -linked with the family. This is irritme cases a
. .

nuarear family and in some cases an extedded fam'fly, a kinship an4
p.rciduction unit ltnk.ed either with 'the husband or wife's parents or

!.with- the brothers or h.isters or other relatives. 'Irr?tmosLcaires, the -.

larid seems to be 'tied to the husband's kin group, leavinerthe wife a',
somewhat peripheral kin by contract, not by blood,,, In the case of
the 'increasingly common="brothers' partnership" or "brrhers' corpora- ,,'
ti n;" Wives may be excluded fAm.partictpstion in lartubiork 9r farm.'
molagemeni in the interest of 'U,eepIng peace in tG f"amily.14 The mo-
ther may keep thew books as long as she is able because she is the,
only woman trusted all partners or stockholdirs. . Even the..wife's
manual "labor. may arouse the jealousies -and suspicions of other kin.
This 4ea s her ew chances for self-fulf4lment' on the farm. Even
wheh he VI perm tea, ow reqpireett work and help manage ,a fAily en-

. terpr , sh'
y
wish-to do soinething of the farm by herself. This0 'is not necessar l for herself in a ,fiitanciale sense because the money

is. most -likely to go for farm orateem. y needs. The ser^Se of _personal
44' fulfillment' conies from the fact that she is not simply helping her

husbaridorfother male :tele Ives but is doing her job in her own way.
and-is rewided.ifor it as- a 'iilditlidual.- ,her Personal income is addi-

44' ranal confirmation of this individualization. -
II, '' ,...%

,4 Income has other material meanings .and purposes. In a fareiry .en-
ter title it taifftplylo4lhot what money IS used for tp,:_faqi,ily And

used f ,the bisiness, we, many-Women have diseoveredwhen try-
in ow'fthancia contribUtiona to the farm to avoid pAring inher-1/`

lace taxes. gileorover., agriculture cetiurna Jess income per dollar
ated than as*:.other industry -- .approximately 3 percent. . While-

far/sera have high net' worthYtheir-,work idge.nerates a ,limited net
:tit iptome. ,,Ca flow probldMa are endemic. foririnstince, during the

1970'1.1,0' fermata coped wiyJ I the. 'greased prottuction costs "of fanning
, not throUgh higher pric for",UOvemadities but through thtir .increased

borroling ,capackty: due to apprecisat ion in the value' 'f Iteir Pal.
,) / With less operaTing capital available, the ten anew of, borrowingWith

ppe ating.capitat against an_ Opreciating real asset became "increas-
. - i lifilear. 4ne response as been to seek off-firm incora. Women

-1111whoseprimar ovation is , pecuniary, must balipnce ..dOndwillrn ?lb* .
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the income from an offfar?A,with what they could earn-by working
full time on the farm, As result, only ce;tain types of offfarm
jobswill be economically rational.15

Whether farmwomen can achieve personal gtowth or enhance their
incomes through off farm employment will depend upon the types of jobs

available, the level l wages, and other 'benefits. Farmers, male or

fomelec-are not a.mobile labor force. Flrmers are not a proletariat

bUt a bourgeoisie that may become a quaai7proletariat. If the main

economic activity and the main identity cPters on the farm; these,
workers will not compromise- the economic' viability of the, farm-in
the interest of offfarm emloyment. Thus, farmers take jobs that are -

within commuting distance of their farms and that can be adapted to
the farm production cydle. Employers are aware of such. constraints.
Nonmetro jobs.ofter Lower and less attractive benefits than those of
urban industries, especially those which,are onized. Women receive

even lower wages, on average, than do men these rural induliles.

Relationships between the agrarian and industrial sectors of the°

rural economy .are virtually upresearched. Neitheeindividual needs
nor structural possibilities are understood. All that one can,say with-

any confidence t,s that increasing numbers of farmtiomen are _pursuing

two careers while continuing'to bear the main burden of housework'

and child care.

Women as Fart Workers

In Ivo, the Census reported 141,QOG women "farm - laborers and
farm foremen."16 The roles were, as diverse as neighborhood teenagers
working-for wages, skilled experts in animal husbandry; hired hands,
and migrant and undocumented workers.. Itis no easier and no wiser
to generaliie about farmworkers,than about owneropera! 8s.. The prob o
lems, however, are so perVasive that it is difficult to distinguish
those of women from those of .men or children.-

)

The. most severe hardships and the most difficult problems for
society focus onthe migrant workers. Little has changed since Edward

R. Murrow first brought the exploitation of migrants to public atteu--
:tion in "Hasvest of Shame."- Reports issued by the SenatipSuliocomdittee
on Employment, Poverty, and Migratory Labor continue to document the

sake pattern of exploitation of entire, families; Robert Coles 'has .

chronicle the same story of the exploitation of men, women, and.
children1n fields Toss America." .

Ibe"

Few Public programs have 4.addressed this problem because migrant'
wrkers -- poorly paid, Ikthout political influence, in some cases
vulnerabge to deportation as noncitizens should they become "undisci

plined" are, vital to the prosperity of powerful farm Owneropera-
tors. 'These owneroperators are organized in large cooperatives and

comledity organizations, and can influence the American Farm Bureau
Federation, historicall the farm organization with the grfatest in
.fluence Over federal agricultural policy.

0
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The workets' oyn response has been unionization and increased
organization for both wage demands and,poltticaI influence.18 This

approach has perhaps mitigated some problems but has not changed their
basicposktionof vulnerability and exploitation.

Farm labor markets are'not stable. Lana grant universities con-
tinue to develop crops and machyes thatleduce the need fpr labor and
there is,little evidence that members of the present manual labor
force are upgradedto fill new requiring new skills. The current
controvely over mechanization is that it destroys jobs witFbuti cr a
ting new ones. ,Critics do not question mechanization as much As hey
question the types of machines being developed. Far more tax-Su por-
ted research has gone into the development of large machines for ver-
laser farms.18 Few farmworkers, male or female, can hope to,; work up
to better payingMobs or to own their own farms% The old concept of
the "'agricultural ladder" -- through which the hired'hand,coOld become
a farmowner through hard work, upgraded skills, and thrift -- has
never applied to significant numbers of migrant workers /regardless
of their personal merits. 20

A I

Toward a Realistic Perspective on Vocational
Education's Usefulness ?or Various Types of Parnmotiaeny,

a

It is 'clear that/women in agriculture have, needs that might be
addressedithrough education. Women farmowner-operators, women working
on their farms and holding off -farm jobs, black farMwipen, and women
firmwolkers haVe occupationally related needs as wellyeadesires for
personal development and economic betterment.

All 111- '\
mlp desire to develop as many government programs as possible for

bill, every sector of.the population is a generous imPulse. The queition
s: what actually helps those for whom the programs are designed?
What probl6ms are amenable to educational remedies? In what cases

... would education have little impact on occupati/onal andepersOnal bet-
terment? tIn 'whit 'cases might educational/ programs, actually be

counterproductive? ,' A ,
, . b

ALIOn/41. education. rature'discusSes the general -controver-
..., slea,over the usefulness of vocational ed cation for job entry,-the

desTrability of providingmeneral or spe ific skills, and .the rela-
tive' respOnsibilitifie of the public and private sectors in" providing
various types of vaational training. 21 Each issue .is important in
understanding how vocational education ight or might wilt contribute,
to the economic and personal betterme of various 'groups ..of larm-:

Of Women. /
A.-

: 7/

Occupation entry ia'coiplex p ocela. There is little evidence

obi, that tack Ofeducation'il.e barrier to entry into the occupation of a
farmqwner-operator or that ocatio 1 eduCation priogrems would facill-

. tate entrA' Persons with degrees n agriculf4re, but lacking capital,

still nay not b ableto yetabli their own farms, "unless they marry
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or inherit land. This is as true for small-scale farmers as Tor

large-scale farmers and for farmers of all ethnic groups. 'ft is

difficult to imagine that a farm person or a farm family might have
the capital required for farming but might be held back because they

lack the necessary skills or_degrees. It is equally difficult to
imagine how vocational education would help aspiring.farmers acquire

capital. Vocational education would be o primary benefitsto'those

women who are already involved in agricalture but who' have been

excluded from the'land grant and extension systems.Ak
. 4w

Until the 1970's, the agr cultural colleges had a white male qu o-
ta of virtually 166 percent. ling the 1970's, women beganto enter.'
the agricultural colleges'in u recedented numbers and now conatitute
anywhere from 20 percent to o 40 percent of those majoring in pro-
duction-related courses.

The paradoxlp 'that this c ange i4epoi.iime-fito late for those women

already farming and has come at a time when fe0 of the young agricul-

ture. majors -- male or female - will be able to own or operate their

own farms. Few farmwomen will have the time to enroll in 'lull-time

college prOgramst even if they live within commuting distance of the

schools. They 'will have to fit vocational education into lives al-
ready filled with 'running their businesses, caring for families, per-

haps working at an off-farm job, and participating in community and

agricultural organizations. In the foreseeable future' there could

be a group of farmwomen interested in enhanCingitheir agricultural

skills bUt having few opportunities to do so. Vocational education

needs,to .addresa the, problem of accessibility as well as entry.

It is .more difficultto determine the utility of vocational edu-

cation-programsjor entry into off-farm jobs in rural industriea.23
Farmwomen are unlikely to have either theppecifft skills'required by

the industries in the local area or the more general )cmoyledge re-

obi and ensdre that they are treated as the aw re-

ey deserve. Vocational education 'is more 3e ionaive

c skills needed. Vocational agsicultural in sameAis-

1,

much more thin productimpagricultufe, with courses in
occupations.

quired to' find

quires add a
to the pec
tricts off
many relate

Schoals"havt been less successful with the more- general, job-
.

saki sk121. Women seek job counseling on every aspect of employ-

ment - fr the application process, to the, protection of- their

rights'as workers And as women, to strategies for advancement. In

fferIng.these services, educational institutions must guard against

sexism 'in their advice is well as against a tendency, to ;be oriented

to the statle o and thus to 4ployers rather tan to employees.

°On* persona*, experience will serve to illdstrate the possible.
dangers icilhout claiming that this incident is narssaetty, model be-.

havidx among rural Career tounaelors., Southwest tinnesota State
Univeiiity in Marshall, Minnesota, sees. itself as a rural' institution.

As ..pat'i of their attempt to serve students, from rural backgrounds is

well fie tile adult population of the .surrounding rural area the.Uni-
p

.
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versity in June, 1978, six:moored a week-long symposium on rural is-
sues, including the' needs and perspectives of rural women. !A

One session dealt wilh non-farm employment in rural areas. Among

the panelists,was the difector'of the campus job placement office, who
told an audience of farmwomen that, he always advised married women to
take their husbands to job interviews so that employers would know 'it

was "all right" to hire them. When he was reminded that such actions
were illegal, he dismissed criticism by Saying that many employers
told him, they liked this procedure. It was, after all, "voluntary"
for women to do this. The farmwomen in the audience seemed distinctiS'
unimpressed. Several- women of varying ages stated that could not
imagine taking their husbands along on a job interview. The job

Ascemenedirector, a fairly young man, never seemed to consider pdt-
ting himself in the place of the job 'applicant as well as the

employer.

g

Problems of occupationalontryfare' most acute for women farmwork-
ors whose farm jobs-are disappearing rapidly. These women,are' not
likely to have many skills relevant, to the off-farm labor market.
Since they may have little formal education, their cases raise the
issue of the relative importance, of providing programs that offer
general or specific skills;

Vocatidnal education programs could help provide the agricultural
labor force, including megrant laborers, with basic education in,lite-
racy and the general skills necessary for dealing with government and
businesses. Educationpl programs coul&cover literaCy courses in Eng-
lish and Spanish, basic math, basic business practiceso and organiza-
tional skills In conjunction with occupational courses. Such courses
might thwelves have to be migratory, moving from job to job with the
workers so that they would not have to choose between education and
employment.

It remains to be seen whether overworked, underfed, poorly paid
orkers given inadequate medical care could take advantage of such

programs after long days-of stoop labor. Karl Mark's early writings
on the complete-life linking,labor and scholarship assumed rather more
bueolic endeavors than toiling for agribusiness..

s

The provisidin_of specific skills would have to be assessed in
relation'to actual 4ob opportunities, Learning specific skills for
nonexistent lobs has been a recurredt critieism of vocational educa-
tion.15 Such programs might only serve to convince' those without jobs
that joblessnessmis the result of personal deficiencies rather than
of problems in the economic system. The idea that everyone can'ha*e
a job if properly traipd may not be true, but withOut training, jobs

are even flatly to find. If vocational programs fail to take account

'If larger economic constraints, they risk becoming toolia repres-.

sive socialization rather than of individualq,etterment.28

industYialization raises the euestion of the-appropriate
division of responsibility'between publfic.and private sector. TWO

4/
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entire issue of division of responsibility for
ar"

particular types of
education must be considered within the context of other public cost-

ehiring arrangements associated 'with fural industrialization. .What

responsibility for voce nal educatiqn is publics and what is private

will require more thought han seems currently to be given to these

matters. The costs ofk-expe ed'educational responsibilities in rural
areas with no vocational schools. or community colleges must he consi-

dered. In these areas, high schools mightprovide "some facilities
for adult education at night, on weekendl, or even during the scho81
day, depending on local conditions. Vocational education geared too
narrowly to the needs of '4 particular industry ina particular loca-
tion might well be acorporate responsibility; Tax concessions made
to industries to locate in particular rural areas may already be a tax
buriien on the rest of thcommunity. The local community and govern-
ment decisionmakers should decide if public funds should establish
vocational schools to service one or two industries that have al-
ready received a variety of tax concessions.

Educational institutions mosrmake choices regarding rapid rural
industrialization: either they can serve as labor recruiters and
guardians of the status sa) despitecurrent condtions or they can pro-
vide broader opportunities.27 Since rural industrialization is not the
perfect solution.to the problems of rural Americans and rural America,
theireducational institutions cannot responsibly avoid .0ese inquiries
and these choices.

If educational institutions simply assume the role of lifSOY re-
cruiters or socializers,,of-adapting individuals to the requiremenl!
of specific industries,' then they would seem to be derelict inlihen
duty to the taxpayers who sujort these educational institutions.
Such challenges and demand's are made on most educational institutions.

Vocational (institutions should think of all the roles that male
farmera and farmwomen could play in rural economies. Their roles as .

workers in,ths new industries may be among the lealit important roles
they will play. Rural industrialization is a consequence of public

4 policies rather than of decisions by components of the private sector
acting to isolation. As citizens -= voters and taxpayers -- of local
areas into which companies move, farmers are called union to decide
bond issues and fax-concessions granted to the new industries. Voce-

...: tional programs might ptovide ihatruction in community planning;
.public finance, and rural development in light of the roles of members
of th community planning and paying for rural industrialization.

lasitiatioasl a_lot_ art aI Vocational F./location
Io

This paper does not *a explicitly with the Various institutions
and programs that have. in the past characterized vocational' education.
It is, however, important describe the larger in4Itutional.context
of post - secondary tram -- or its alternativek -- for adults.

There have en no fUll-scale programs designed for women. And
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The land-grant/extension service monopoly would be'leds disquiet-

ing if this organizational monopoly offered a broader -range of tech-
nologies to a diverse rural population% This, unfoxteniately, has not
been the case. For much of the period since World War .II, the land -
grant

1

asagricultural orthodoxy has been as rig d as the land-grant con-
viction that men farm and women only help.- omen may find that equal
access to the existing land-grant degree pro ams, i.e., short courses
and seminars could-be irrelevant or even counterproductive to their
needs.

This poses another challenge to vellational, education: the need
to assess the state of the art in providing occupationally relevant
Skills. This issue is not discussed in the litrature on vocational
education. The emphasis instead is on dissemintatAon of information
and the challenge of financing the new equipment. necessary to .train
.studenr to current production techniques.' Vocational'. educators

t

seem

while women have not been equithly served by those.programs provided
to men farmers, the few production-related programs designed for farm-
women have been oiverwheItsingly, successful. For example, Professor
Clarence Olson of the Deity Sciences program of the.University of Wis-
consin at Madison- pioneered 1 developing, such progr and hiss dairy

production seminars are now an institution in agarian Wisconsin.
These two-'day seminars deal Acclii:ively pith production-related

4issues.

When Professor Olson first presented the idea, the extens4
service assured him that no farallomen would be interested. But, when
the county agent-in LaCrosse. County decided to take the risk of co-
sponsoring Such a seminar, the 50 women registrants -- the maximum
number permitted -- drove through a blizzard to attend. The.Univer-
sity of Missouri at Col4bia sponsored a seminar on hag production.
They had places for 200 women. Over 300 responded'tO the preregistra-
tion invitation, and some had to be turned away. These examples sug-
gest thatidespite serious interest, little is being done so far by
eddcational. institutions.1

This is not to that a vocational education establishment of-
-fering programs fa, fa n will -enter an ,uncontested policy area.
Even though none o th= ru .1 American institutions has served faTm-
tromen well in the past t ey might well prevent new institutions and
new programs-from enter g their domain. Choosing the4appropriate ap-
proach mechanism for the development and implem tat,ion of programs
for farmwomen will involve political choices and otential protests.,

' Land-grant universities and the allied extension service are po-
litically powerful and well - financed. There is little reason to ex-
pect the land-grant complex to deviate from it long-established prac-
tice of.guarding its domain fiercely and tenaciously. 28 Indeed; the
land-grant complex can be expected to fight to maintaiJ its hegemo-
ny. 29 Thus, vocational education institutions will have -to pick their
way through a political minefield if land-grant colleges see them
as. competitors. .

1 9 5
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to assume' that needed skills are clearly defined in relation to the
requirements of the job. This is perhaps a safe and responsible as=
sumption for industrial training since the job spirants cannot define

the technologies they will need. Farmers can &eine, at least to some,

extent, the technologies that they will use on their farms.. In this

context, vocational education requires not simply information dissemi-
nation but" the presentation of a broad range of technologies that dif-
ferent farmers%might find useful on their farms.

There is little reason for vocational institutions to duplicate
the programs offered by the.will-funded land-grant/extension service
complex. -There is every reason for vocational institutions to broaden
the range of information available to farmers and to make special ef-
forts to include farmwomen in their programs.

Teaching production techniques devised in and appropriate. to the
era of inexpensive petroleum-based technologies would be counterpro-
ductive in the present ere.. Most farmers now in business know how to
use these techniques. However, they do not know,smid are interested
in learniu, ways to,make their frms economically viable i the new
world of expensive energy and high-cosi firm management. Vocational
programs for adult farmers could usefully provide information on a

range of alternative production technologies. Several such approaches
have been tested through' projects, outside of the land-grant research
complex.30 Indeed, many of the langrant colleges have fiercely op-
posed government-funded projects on alternative production.31 Voca-
tional schools could provide valuable. information to women -- and men
-- already in agriculture by disseminating the available information.
Land-grant colleges and the extension service give every indication.of
contiduing to provide information on outmoded production techniques.

Technical training should be flexible enough to vary with the
size of the farm, the major commodities, and the types of technolo-
gies already An use. Such basics as machinery maintenance and repair
would interest all farmwomen. Courses on animal husbandry and crop
sciences consistent witty' the production systems of particularly areas,
have/proved sriccessful in those few cases where Oleg have been orga-
nized for women. F9r some, farmers, courses in the uses -and appligm-
tion techniques of 'pesticides ands herbicides might be useful. Even

in those Lases where farmers prefer to hire the supplier of these chem-
icals to, appliy them on a contract custom-work basis, many farmers and
farmwomen are expressing,ibe desire to know more about the technolo-
gies that they hpve adopted. The-rapidlyincreasing cost of these
.technologied -- both in absolute tens and relative to the prices re-
ceived for thq commodities produced J make farmers increasingly inter-
ested in learning about the best application procedures and the most
economical use of technologies that were introduced fn n era of low
petrsoleum prices.

For the same reasons, farmer s have become interested in-learning
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about alternative technologies such as solar:energy for crop drying,
and the heating of barns, milk houses, and farrowing hoUses; farm al-
cohol; composting and organic fertilizers. -The U.S. Department of
Agriculture, the land-grant universities, and the.irtensionservice
have not yet fully researched these possible alternative technologPs,
nor have tahe4 made available information about them accessible to far-
mere. Vocational schools couldoprovide courses that attrivey actual on-.

farm experiences with these technologies. They could sponsor short
courses or one- or two-day seminars on particular technqlogies. They
could sponsor bands-on workshops in the construction of solar instal-
lations or stills for the on-farm prgduction of alcohol and for the
modification of machinery to lls.e these fuels. The U.S. Department of
Energy is currently sponsoriqg 49f-workshops on farm alcohol production
in cooperation with vocations schools and community colleges. The
favorable response of.farmers,has led to consideration of expanding
the program.

Women are interested in these issues. Indeed, Women Involvle in
Farm Economics (WIFE) has been the leader among farm organizatioql.in
urging the'development of a national farm alcohol production program.

The need for such A program and for education in the construction and
operation of on-farm stiolls was-gthe -Cerkt-rit1 -theme of 'RIFE's icw Na-
tional convention in Lubbock, Texas.,

4
Farm management courses still proceed on the assumption that farms

are run by male' and that females are 'either uninvolved gi only per-
ipherally involved. Ands conventional sources of agricultural research
and education have failed to investigate the unique business and legal
problems of farmwomen. Indeed, even less is known about legal and
business problems in' farming than about alternative,produbtton tech-
nologies. Yet those most knowledgeable ind most in need of knowledge
in these areas are farmwomen.

In developing such programs, any cooperative arrangements with
the land-grant/exteRsion system that prove feasible should be ex-

plored. In those _cases where active, cooperation is limited, it

night at least be possible to avoid opposition.

The best hope for cooperative relationships would seem to be with
the 17 "hVatorically black- 1890's land-grant coll.eges. These sepa-
rate and unequal land colleges -were established primarily to keep

black students out of .white land-grant insSlitutions. Until the oast
10 years, theyawere massively underfunded. They received no researTh
fundi until 19E17 and'no extension funds until 1972. The 17 colleges
now receive a total of approximately $10 million for extension ser-
vices and S17 million for research.32 The schools are located in 16
States from Texas tp Delaware, in areas heavily affected by rural
industrialization. They already have had experience with the blend
of farm'and non-farmoccupations that is becOmlng important in other
arels.of the country as well.

111Is
These institutions focus on the needs of people with limited re-.

sources.. Each 901001 has departments of vocational education and vo-
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cational'agriculture. Jn areas already served by these institutions,
the establishillent of other institutions seems unnecessary". Instead,

the colleges' short courses, field days, and general extension efforts
could be reinforced and expanded through the 'infusion of vocational
education funds This would serve the dual purpose of strengthening
existing institutions and providing programs for those historically
neglected by the white land-grant/extensi. complex.'

There is little indication historically that the 17 schools have
been any more' responsive to the needs of farmwomep as wage earners
than have the "white" land-grant schools. Thus, the administration of
an expanded grogram would need to pay special attention to sexual
equality.

I do not suggest that these proposals will elimiilate those rural
problems that are amenable to educational remedies. Nor do I suggest
that questions of,the appropriate division of rsspopsibility between
public ,and private sectors will become any less4Ufficult. 'But where,
'appropriate institutions already exist, those who control yocational
education funds might consider building on what already exists rather
than seeking to duplicate facilities and programs.

11There are ,no comparable institutio designed to serve the farm-

workers, especially, the migrant ,worke
1
s. Here, the problems are

acute. Mechanization is displacing thousands of farmwolkere every
year. Yet, other opportunities -- in agriculture, rural industries,
or cities -- are not opening up for them as rapidly as jobs are being
eliminated.'Herei, vocational educations faces in acute fore its limit.:

ed abilities to help people enter the labor force.\Job entry depends
on the state of the economy more than oa the state "of vocational edu--
cation. Yet, the farmworker population clearly needs as much aid as
possible in making the transition to non-farm occupations.

Whatever programs might be developed for farmworkers,: estab-

lishing eqUal access.forwomen will ie an important responsibility for
those who implement such programs.* A study conducted in Idah$1, Texas,
'and New York by the Farmworkers' Women's &quity Project found signifi-
cant sex discrimination within the farmworker organizations and the
programs that they have deve/oped.33 Although the study did not ad-
address directly the issues of successful job placement in the lafger

..pfonomy, the tew York study' found that' women fared worse .than men in

finding jobs and in salaries offered. Few women found jobs in non-
traditional occupations. owever, the willingness of.farmworker orga-
nizations te, stuily themselved and to .document the unequal access of
Women to organization programs and to lobs within the organisallIons
suggests that these groups might help vocational education efforts
for women farmworkers:

6f

$ 4

All components of the study reporte t people want occupa-
tional training as a means to a better way of life. And this IA'
precisely what vocational' education malf -not be able to provide to
the 'farm popdlatioh who need help most. 4 K.__/
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'Pe,er Instruction: Farm W en 'as Vocational Educators

farmwomen's probf s, needs, aspirations, and perspectives have
long been neglected by Government, by university researchers, and by
educational institutions -- all of which have been supported by the
tax revenueaNgenerated in part by women's lahor. What reason is there
to think that the situation has changed? Further, if educational in-
atitutions wergiven a mandate and funds to do more about the needs
of farmwomen, would\they be able to do the things that farmwomen need
and want? These questions should be considered seriously by voca-
tional schools and by Government agencies investing tax monies in pro-
grams for farmwomer. The,major insight into farmwomen's problems is
provided by farmwomen themselves. There are no experts in the conven-
tional sense of degree-holders. Farmwomen have researched and grap-
pled personally with the busine'8s problems of both farms and of women
associated with farms. therefore, it seems self-evident that voca-
tional institutions shouldinvestigate-che feasibility of ongoing pro-
grams of peer ilistruction by farmwomen for farmwomen. Such courses
are likely to provide the'highast quality information quickly and
cost effectively.

*

In those areas of ruralAftmerica where there are few vocational

*schools and where the high schools cannot be enlisted in vigorous adult
'education efforts, programs might be coordinated with the existing
Extension Homemakers', Clubs. This suggestion is made with a certain ,

trepidation.

The home economtcs side of extension, which organizes the4Exten-

siqn Homemakers' Clubs, has.never dealt with the economic realities of
women's roles as farm producers. The tfaditional sexual division of
labor in the Extension Service has had little relation to'actual sex-
role differences on the farm. Thus, the "women's extension." has his-
torically created aobureaucratic niche for

...
itself by not treading on

the turf of thefen's extension."

In the process,'homaieconomists have neglected most of the issues
that now concern fatmwomen as farmers. The problem for the Extension
home economists now is that the world has changed and what they have
traditionally offered is increasingly irrelevant. Thus, the problem
for farmwomen is that "theif" extension service is increasingly irret

')46 levant; to their royes as farmers. Yet, farmwomen still go. to Mode-
makers' Clubs, if onl,y'as social gatherings, and a-way of maintaining
relations with the ighbors: -However, there is a structure of Exten-
sion Homemakers' Clu s in existence, and one cannot cavalierly abandon
organizational stru tures without exploring the possibilities of put-
ting them to more relevant uses. These clubs could become vehiciesof
peer ffittruction-In farm management; estate planning, and career counT
seling:flowever,neighbors may have difficutlY sharing information with
farmwomen. The Extension Service might consider organiziAg a kiqd Of
speakers' bureau of farmwomen who could give talks at Extension ex-
Aense to Homemakers' Clubs ill other parts, of their state. This would
have the double advantage of providing information about similar types.
of Orme covered by the same state laws without asking neighbors to.

.111MV
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tell each other too much about themselvea. ,In this effort, Extension

would be well advised not to recruit froM the largei:fafts only, but

to tncllide the various types of farms that are bedaiing characteris-

tic of agrarian America. -

Such an effort by the Extension Service wouldnot4se a substitute

for vocational education and other forms of post-secondary education.

However, the Homemakers' Clubs could inform women of the value and
,

types of courses and , seminars available in their local areas.
e ,

. ,

Peer instruction' in vocational school-1-0d community colleges

auld be invaluable. The-faculty of these inetitutions -- even-with

recruitment -7 could never furnish the expertiie that farmwomen al-

ready have. Farmwomen could provide classroom instruction, partici-

pate in and help organize symposia, and offer ongoing-counseling for

other farmwomen.. Farmwomen of different ages, from different types,

of farms, and having various levels or ,formal education could relate

very effictively to other farmwoMen. They can provide role models for

coping. with the changing conditions Of rural Atherica in ways that the

faculties of the schools, however well-intentioned, cannot do.

Secondary schools, vocational schools, and community colleges

might consider working with the loal chapters of farmwomen's organi-

zations such-as Women Involved inlarm Economics, American Agri-Women,

United Farm Wives, and the commodity organization auxiliaries. These

'organizations are growing rapidly in membership and visibility. They

are activply involved with managerial problems, policy isstes,,and

personal concerns that affect agriculture and women's roles in agri-

culture. _TAnd they are repositories of expertise on such issues.

,

-

A partnership between educational institutions*and farmwomen not

only would provide the highest quality education, but would eevent

educational institutions from becoming retainers of rural industries.

In other words, involving the clients of educational institution s

hpart of the faculty and administration of those institutions would
elp keeps education focused. on the needs of its clients rather than

on the preferences of local power structures.

This proposal requiibs cooperation with existing institutions

that already proVtde some form of occupation-related training to the

agricultural population.'

Beyond the Marketplace

During my reseirch in the Middle Vest, I met several women who

were occomplished writers and painters and many others who were

looktnp far- more in life than economics. Many ofithem attended

evening or weekend classes at high' schools or vocational schools,

studying subjects ranging from,Shakespeare to macrame. Some ha0 even

enrolled in a belly-dancing clfss: The University of Wisconsin at

Plattyille operates a very successful arts festival in the summer%that

id attended and supported by the surrounding rural population. All of

I-
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these undertakings, are important in themselves. Suffice it to say
t at farmwomen are aware of their importance and look to educational

stituttons to provide a range of opportunities for self - fulfillment.

Humanistic offerings might include courses on women's history,
particularly that of farm and rural.women. -This might be especially
valuable in the high schools where it-could provide young women with
role models and self- identities linked with their backgrounds without
necessarily suggesting that rural youths should not become urban
adults. Such information would also interd'et...4dult farmwomen, who
have been denied access to their own history ac's completely as other
American Women. Such qfferings are not substitute for courses in
business presticey farm management, farm production, women's legal
and economic rrrKts, and job counseling that should form the core of
the vocational educatton offering for farmwomen. Yet, the historical
courses would help women find their own identities, define their own
problems, an6 seek. ,a rInge of meaningful solutions. Even Adults need
role models, a sense that they are not alone 4nd that their problems
are not unique. The %Lander& women's studies courses based largely
on the life experiences of urban middle class women cannot give this
same sense of identity and common struggle, as could courses built
around farmwomen's own histories.

Conclusions and Policy Recommendations
-

Vocational education programs for farmwomen involve a cruel para-
dox: while they could help women who are already farm owner-opera-
tors, they do' not seem to offer similar. benefits for women farm la-
borers, women who work at off-farm jobs, and black women seeking' to
retain control of their land. This paradox should be recognized.
'However, vocattonal education can make worthwhile contributions. The
challenge will be to eliminate sex-role stereotyping and to'provide
high-quality and useful information.

4

The larger critique of vocational education centers on its claims
to he able to do things it cannot, in fact, do. This critique. should
be given serious consideration in the context*of intensified rural in-
dustrialization. The design of vocational education programs in this
context involves political choices. One would have greater enthusiasm
for urging the expansion of vocational education programs in this area
for farmwomen and for other sectors of the rural populations if the
history df vocational education,did net link it so cleatly with labor
discipline in the interest of the business cdmmunity. In the case of
"family farms" where the same persons are simultaneouily capital and
labor, these issues do not arise and useful programs for farmw:4014,
owner-operators could pote5*tally be develdped.

The following policy recommendations'are made in,an attemptto
tconsider the contributions of vocational programs for women in
'agriculture.
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*.
1. All programs should, 'bet evaluates in terms of the problems

that are amenable to eaucation'remedies. Creating educe-

tionil programs as end, in themselves is not the best use

of public monies designed to enable people to live better

lives.

2. Vocational programs'JR/ d increase emphasis on general

skills. Few people/will perform the same tasks all their'

lives. This may ba especially true of- farmwamen who are

adjusting off-farm employment to the needs of'both farm and

family.
/

3. Decisionmakers who:create programs that teach specific job-

related skills shauld define an appropriate balance between

the responsibilities of the public and'private senors. In-

dueltries in a local area might be interested in4fundfng- part

of the public vocational education effort.

4. Farmwomen's roles as farmers should be recognized and courses

offered in production, marketing, and Farm management.

Farm management courses shouldcieal with women's unique legal

and cultural problems in thetr roles as farmowners and'

operators.
t

6. Farmwomen shotld be seeri, as dual Career women pith respOnsi-

bilities both on the farm and to an off-farm job.
11.

111

7. Vocational programs should'be more sensitive to the contro-

versies surrounding agricultural' preductionparketing, and

management and not simply replicate the.0 orts of the land-

gran /extension complex. Working with ci izen paneli'ltom

the areas"-- with wohlon strongly repr ed -- would help

avoid the divemination of irrelevdnt or ounter-productive.-,

approaches.
/---

8. Wherever possible, vocational education efforts should'-b

coordinated with existing 4.programs and institutions. The

historically, black land-grant colleges founded in the 1890'.a

could play an important role.

9. Vocational programs should Be coordinated with successful :

projects in alternative agricultural techniques...Funds night

be provided to these -projects to train people loci,.

10. Farmwomen's vocational programs should utilize, er*

instruction.
op

11. Some programs on farmwomen's. history and current situations

--las-women, as farmers, and as members of kinship-linked

businesses -- should be provided.

x,96
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Equal access for women is not the only 'issue, but it renaincl`
fundamental. Those who desrign, implement, and arimnistar vo-
cational education programs shodld ensure that equal amass
1,s a reality.
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11Ievftr Hire, a Girl:.

yoestionarFiducation in Rural

( Secondaty Schools
I

by Faith Dunne

Those who hese a home which they can make happy, will-
not sigh for contact ,with the outer world, to be permitted

to wrestle and contend among its fierce-,trialland fiercer

spirits that struggle there for daily bread; me:. or reject

the gentle ties of wife, mother, sister, to study ,some

46 learned profession, and rush into thoiie,haunts and paths
already too crowded with the sterner sex. Such must be-the

lot, nevertAlkess, of many wome, whom. necessitous circum-

stances have forced into an unnatural. position.

-- New Cyclopedia of DOmestic

Economy,,1892

They'd never' hire a girl.
with getting under a-car and

wouldn't like it that` most

toilepofscilities.... We ne

*What this needs for
household skills-7-basicsco
many TV dinners. TheWs a 1
wives work.

R

S

Much his changed in Americ

the paradoxes that dominate the live,

little. Rural, women have always :w
sisters; from 19th century women's
sociological studies, phe Areport his
labor in the house and in the fields.

persisted that r4ral'women'are-too "g

productive work bUsside the hp0es
sena in many rUraf-communitiedlthat
fillient as a wife and mother/ mg
stances" shOuld propel her into the-1

102.;93

t -

4,4 I

Most girls could not tope
tting cold in, winter. They,

arages 'don't have adequate

d to give girls life skills.
irls is a program in batik
king, so they don't serve so ,

t of that no*, ,since so many

ra)PHigh School Prihcipal,
uthern_New.Hampshire, 1980

in the last 100 years. But

of 'rural' women have altered
rited harder than their urban

Sgazines through 20th century
consistently shown relentless
$imdltaneously/ the notion has

Wile,,"' too delidate, to take on

vet. today, 'there is a strong

the "good"' woman finds her
that only "necessitous\circum-
hornierkot.
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Parts of this conception are breaking down in the face of chan-...k.......:

gi'ng rural 'life styles` and a changing American society. Farming is

41 .
so longer the common' rural enterprise, and the need for women td
work_as unpaid 'farm laborers has therefore diminished. 'Kass media
and interstate highway systems have whetted the appetites of rural
people for consumer goods and urban amenities, and these' appetites,in many cases, can gray be fulfilled, by a second income. 'Ruralwomen, to varyingAegrees,,have come to share with their urban count -
erparts a desire for the kind, of independence and self-fulfillment
that comes with a career outsi e t home. And the general pressuresof inflation, increasing ener y.costa, and modern family instabilityhave forced many rural women into the labor market, whether they
want to be therNjAr not.

But if parts of the old concept of a "woman's plate" have brokendown, other parts remain intact. "Nedessitous circumstances" havecome to be more 'broadly defined,. and a wider range of women now feelthat they .can or mustgo out to work among the "fiercer spirits".of
the opposite sex. , But, for many'rural women, "contact with the'out-side world.""as compounded the paradox, not resolved it. The majorityof non-farm rural_ women are adding wage-earning labor to their homeresponsibilities. They are now permitted by a liberalized society tokeep house, tend thegarden, raise the children, help their husbands,

-and bring in a'portion of the family income, besides'. However, theyare still ~ not supposed to compete with men for jobs with'higher wagesor more autonomy; nor are they encouraged to,expect their husbands toshare in the household talks for which thf wage-earning wife is Still.responsible.

This sit pn presents a clear challenge to vocational education
program planne . Since rural women are in fact entering the labormarket in ever-increasing numbers, they will need training"to helpthem.get and keep the jobs'they want. But this is not a simple enter-prise. A good 'vocational program for rural women is up against a
variety of competing forces: the pregsure of traditional communityvalue structures; the stereotyping of rural jobs; the concerns ofrural women about their own capacities. To provide occupational train-ing,for country-bred women without considering the multiple.demandsmade upon them is to render a disservice. Out-of-context programs 411provide recipients.only an illusion of access to meaningful and pro=ductive work: Rural women deserve more than illusions.

This-chapter intends to provide a context for thinking about appri-i 5iiate vocational programs for rural women. .It considers the presentalatus of rural women at home and in the`-labor market; it examines
typical vocational education programs intended to meet their needs;
anenkproposes ways in which'secondary schools could provide theriwith more appropriate occupational preparation.

J

There are few studies of rural4 vocational education, and evepthose few dial almost exclusively with men. An extensive searchfailed' to unearth a single specific study of vocational education

id
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programs for rural women; one would be hard'pressed to find a subject

lees researched.

Nevertheless, this paper is based on" a review of the existing

research, augmented by data from two sou)ces: the 1976-78 "Profile

of 'Occupational Interests" (POI) atwiy, multi-regional. study of

rural high .school students in five areas of ..theUnited Stites; and
some informal interviews conducted earlY in 1980, which tapped the

views of administrators, counselors, teachers, and students at eight
secondary schools in Vermont and New Hampshire. The schools chosen

represented a ,ariety of types within the geographical constraints
imposed by limitations in time and money. (See Appendrk I for a more

comMete description.) They covered a range. of bizes, levels cof

commitpent to vocational programs, local availability of jobs for
vocational graduates, and the extent of metropolitan influence on cam-

mudIty life. These data are suggestive rather than conclusive, bVt
they indicate possible trends and some promising directions for fur-
thew research. .

"The boys calls me\Arnabelle,Hatchet," she announces with a
proud grin, "because I"was cuttin' down trees faster than they
were. We make the guys in here look sick!" Janet is in the

first year of a two-year Vocational Agriculture program at her
regional high -school in Vermont. She' is one of five.girle in a

class of 12. Her teacher encourages girls to do.the same work

in forestr logging, sugaring,- horti ulture, dairy production,

and far nagement units that boys do and is delighted with
Janet' erformance. While he concedes that "some employers might

be preju iced," he urges girls to 'take pride in their achieve-
ments; he says, "I tell a girl.: you've got it -- you sell it!"
He, too, notes that Janet's skill with an ax is superior to some
of the male mstudents'; in fact, 'her swing has become somewhat
legendary, and even the principal talks about it.

Janet is scornful of her classmates who are "just. ,..in. for
credit." Accordik to her, two of the girls ,and."some guys" fit
thatdeecriplion; she speaks with pity of the girl who "even
lives on a farm vd6couldn't tell the parts ofNa chicken on our
test last week." Janet herself takes such testeseriously. She

signed up for Vo-Ag because .she helps care for livestock on her
father's small farm at home.and she wanted to learn about di-

* images. "Say you-got a sick calf; youjearr'what to do?or it....
If you gof trouble at home with an animal this'll help you

Yigure it cut.". She is particularly inter in horses; she
has broken and trained several and plans to money by giving

trail rides this 'summer.

Janet's two best girlfriends also enrolled in Vo-Ag because

they like caring for animals; one would like to have a pet shop
someday, and the other dreams of living 'son a ranch out West."
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But Janet's plans are More specific: she knows she wants to
-farm. in' Versant. Her father,- grandfather, and great-grandfather
'have all been farmers, and she is the only one of eight children
in the famity,who wants to continue. She has been paying.parti-
Cular attention to thd coursework -in farm management,
accounts and, all that"; she expects this to be useful in her
future because her father "thinks .he knowsit all already:" And
though her father has given her a few acres, she doesn't really
want to stay around his:Tlace. "I want to get my own place,"
she says firmly, "and build it up."

. , ,

a

J et's boyfriend has othSheas. He think she should set-

'

tie do nd raise a family when she graduates next, year; then
he can' pport them working as a triucker.' Whilestlanet would
like to ,have, kids, especially because they would help with
chores," she wants the farm first.. "I, figure," she s ys, "if
girls settle down amdlinise a family,, they won't do,,W at they
want to do." aShe doesn't tkint to be "tied down to kids -- kids
take a lot of money." She alto 'knows ,that children wou be a
time-consuming responsibility; she speaks with horrorcofthy
she's seen babysitters trvat kids, and says she would never Leave
any e her own with hired- sitters. Shet's,rot so sums she could
care for kids and run her farm while her man is out driving a
truck, but she sees a solution., "I think," she'says hopefully1
"that he'll come round to farming. I think I can get him round
to farming." .

* * *

The Uves of Rural4Womert Dealing With Dilemmas

It is difficult and dangerous to make'broad generalizations about
any group, incPaing rural women. There'are more than 25 million of
them, representing every'race, ethnic group, social class, and econo
mic 'situation. Their skills are more diverse than those of urban
women as a result of the geographical insularity which has maintained
unique rural subcultures in an "increasingly homogeneous and metropo
litan nation. The Poi research found that regional differences among
women were as significant as differences between social classes, and
even between sexes. This kind of variation makesglobal assessments
suspect. Nevertheless, at- a group, rural women do have some common
tendencies, recurrent qualities with which the edudationsl policy
pAlners must grapple..

There are implicit contradictions in the lives and ittitudes of
most groups of women, but rural women seem to have carried these coh
tradictions to an extreme. The myth of womanly delicacy and the fact
of female competence are) both embedded in rural culturT,and both are
factors when "women plan their' lives. For example, rural .women are
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very,family-oriented, and tendto be quite traditional in their view '
of the appropriate roles of wives and mothers.' They perceive them-

selves as."helpmatee" to their husbands, attentive mothers to their

.children, and good neighbors who help friends and relatives in diffi-

cult times../ They are not -particularly interested- it legislated

equality; Larson's 3 review of the literatute onrural attitudes found

that more than half of the nation's rural women feel that ERA is
-either unnecessary or inappropriate:

.. At the same time,however, rural women are very career- oriented.

They have high educaponal aspirations and; generally, high achieire-
ment levels: the 40Arage educational level of the whpte rural woman

is equal to that of her urban sister and her male counterpart, while .

minority rural women generally acquire more schooling than rural

minority men.4 Further, the young women tend to plan prolonged work

li,e i and often aspire to careers which would require extended,

comm tment, such ,as veterinary medicine,.a6kcounttng, and business

management.5 '.

This would not be paradoxical if two different age groups were
under consideration here' -- if, for example, older women saw them-
selves as traditional homemakers, while younger women were eager for

more (liberated" lives. But this does not seem to be the case. The

census statistics indicate that,increasing numbers of ruralswomen in

all age groups (including youdE mothers in the 20-34 age category) ,

are moving into the labo; force in record numbers.6 And a group of*
Women, 'recently convened by Lyndon State'College in the remote "North-
'east Kingdom" region of Vermont in December 1977, to -explore the voca-

tional needs of adult women, called the problem bf re-entry,homemakers
one of the most pressing issues facing'the female population of that

area.
or.

Further, the young rural en seem very nearly as traditional in
-411v their orientation as their mothers and aunts. The POI research found

that high school girls expected to work, but that they also expected

' to run thet4r households singlehandedly. 7. In fact, they expected less

help from husbands than their/ male peers declared themselves ready

to provide. Our interviews /confirmed the survey findings. Nearly

every girl interviewed planned to work and to manage a home with

little or no help. "The man would feel awkward," one girl explained.

"It's the way you're brought up. Girls do dishes, boys do wood and

gartge.". Some of these young women expretsed'some,ambivalence about
the traditional division of roleo,*but most expected that custom would

triumph. As one girl ppt it, '"A husband, should help, but I don't

think mine, will. It depends on what_he'allike. am might be lazy,

or tired from work. I will, too, I guesi,4but it's got to be done,
Mostly, it'll be me ... he probably won't." This young woman has no
particular husband in mind; she was reflecting her expectations of

men as a general group. .

1

Thus, rural women ofikll ages seem to envision `themselves as

both wagA=arners and homemakers, with little expressed consideration,

#
4
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of what this combination i
College conference there
likelylOtE young, women, t
twelve quaTts of tomatoes
the of On the of
.difficulty in being a ful
simbltaneously7especiall
and most outsile activitie

I

likely to cost them.. At, he Lyndon State.
ere indications -that older women are less
construct a fantasy in Ichithey put.up'

inc-themotning snd perforM rain surgery in
erhapd,,neither. do they seem to sense the
tilde wage earner and a fulltime homemaker
in) rural areas where services are.scarce.
require extended travel,

eV.

I The'homemaker/worker i sue is not the only dilemma with which
At ial women must deal. Thel actual position in the labor market con-.
fronts them with another paradox. When young rural women talk about
working, they speak of j ba as a-source of satisfaction -- according
to the POI research, to t far greater degree than young men -- with
no,apparent reason for t is attVude.

In spite of their F igh educational attainments and aspirations,.
.

stimulation, responsibl ity, or i come, O'Leary's study found thet

rural women are content ated in t e least satisfying jobs in terms of

fully,25 percent of rur 1 momen-are employed as'operatives in nondur
able manufacturiing -- jobs in processing plants of various kinds
which represennsome of lift's" most tedious and unpleasant occupa
tioni. Further, these 'unattractive jobs are rarely redeemed either
by sigh pay or the prospect of promotion. According to O'Leary, the
mean earnings" of full4time, rural female workers in 1976 was only
$6,590, half that ofi heir male coubterparts .and $1,000,1edS than
their"urban sisters. nd rural women are likely to end -their work

,lives where they beganl them: at the bottom of the carter ladder. Ad
one business teacher i a.northern NAT Hampshire towp said, "Arl jobs
for,women in this are are minimum wage, nonmatter'what their educa -.
tian or experience. Sere is little chance fopr advancement. Women
bank tellePt'haye bee' there 10" and 20 years 'without promotions. A

, than will work there tless than tb.ree years and' get moved "up."

The'young rural, woman, therefore, seems to be boxed in before she.
makes her first move into the labor market. She has learned to be a
fit, , supportive, responsible wife and mother; she has learned to want
a profuctive career; stye has learned to look for satisfying work 'as
part'of'her identity. And she has Also learned that women cannot get
those kinds of jobs. Io.this context, it/is pot surprising that
rural women have diffuse, sometimes contradictory, notions abowhat
they will do with their lives. It iFfonly..iurprising that they manage
to plan at all.

a

The Status of Rural Women In the Libor
Market Reams and Rationalizations

The unenviable position of women in the rural labor market' is
due to' a numbyr of - underlying causes. First, the rural economic
structure tend to be relatively simple and undiversified.8 In. addi
tion to farming -- traditionally a male preserve -- most rural commu
nities offer one or two primary' employers. Characteristically, the
major employment opportunities are highly sexstereotyped: minim,
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:fishing, logging, and heavy machine industries hire men, while tex--!

tile factories.:. food, packigg,,platits,40and plastics companies hire

women. When the local indudtry_hiarea both males and -females, again

.the'jobs ,tend to be sex stereotyper4thin the Oriallization..9 And, 1

klmosvinvariably,the "women's jobs'''. offer lets, piY, fewer chances
for, promotion, and leap 'autoppmY 'ehln db the Sobs held by men. This

means that, in most rural commUniti0,. Itromenhava either lirtle.

opportunity for-"meapingful"-emploilienkt,..orabundant, low-level op-

portunities. /'''
.

...,

-

4 ,t
t

In our interviews, we asked, "Where do women'around here work ?"

and fhe responses were consistoent: "Part-ti-Se, in menial jobs"; "At

'the rubber plant"; "At theplasctcA factory." There yrre,few equally .

consistent answers for meo, even though their labor'market is also .

limited by the constraints of the rural economy.,_

.

Some of the occupational ,sex stereotyp4comell from the nature. '

of rural work. Many of the stereotyped "wen's fobs" requi e a grea
deal oforsical strength which womeA either'lack, or are resumed Ilr

lack. rural principal pointed out in an interview tat "a 25-year

old man isgoing to be able to 114t more a 25-y4'ar old woman. can, On * \

the average,m.and that this difference is.signifi&I in a logging

camp. The' emphasis on strength In several rural orE tions escou-

rages sex stereotyping, and tends to discour e Women fr considering

other male - stereotyped occupations which mig t be readily ma ageable.,

.

1.\---....

. Although some 'rural jobs have 711.:alities that encourage sex- g

7 stereotyping, most occupational discrimination tems from community
and employer attitudes (as it does in metropolitan areas), rather\

than. from anything inherent in the job' itself. Even the most oPtims-'
tic. of vocational education teachers see real problems. in the market-7i

plice for unconventionally trained women., Ose vocational agriculture

teacher, who takes- a very ,positive approach.toward training and
placing women in, agricultuie-rglated.fielk still feels he has to

hedge his hopeful assertions: "If the employer is somewhat u tdr

date, ha'n,hire a girl. A girl. has as muqh-chanceas a boy t ble

hired.today. But ... the employer might be prejudiced. He mi
'like a boy in mechanics --Iigurei he'A had a.car, fooled afound- Ai,lth
it -- where he _might hire a girl. in horticulture or something."

-(s.

\ . Most of the teachers,' administratorl, , and ,students interviewed

were far more pessimistic. Many, agreed with the young woman who 'said,

"No girl 4ould he hired before a guy, rib matter what the situation.
My lather owns a garage and he would never hire a girl, even if she
was the beat in the class." ,

I

. . .

.

Employment -- in traditional or untraddtional ocCupadtml --

does not end the working rural woman's problems'. Access to trarlepor- .

tation, to child care, and to store; and-services is more difficult
for rural women than for their urban counterparts. TI-ft lack , of

ade4'uat4 day care is -particularly aqute in some rural ar9as; In

central Vermont
, \

one teacher told us, .mariy mdthers "go,on welfare
,

.
.

. ,
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,instead of working because they don't want to leave t heir kids alone ,",
and 'can't find'a reliable -person to look after them.

Traditionally, rural. women-compensated fbr scarce, services and
$oor transportation through a ,mutual support network.10 But the old
custom of "neighboring" as begun to break down, as its members move
Into the workrfOrce. A yoting Mother cannot tqke her neighbor's kids
after school if she works the 3-to-11 PM shift at the local nursing
home.' MDm.can't cook for her' daughter's husband and children if she
Waits on tables at the resort every.evening, Thus; many rural women
are fiifcert to, choose between poverty and family neglect -- a painful
degiSioicfor any- person, 'and a heartrendering choice for the Family-
oriented.rural women.

A 4
As a ti.nal paradox, the external problems posed by the nature.

the rural/Jabot market and the scarcity of services in the-country
are exacerbated by-the problems of rural- women's internal attitudes
toward their own futures. Although teachers and counselors feel, as
one put it, that "attitudes are Changing -- there's more career
orientation today,," marriage remains a priority for young women, and
traditione1.1,rural values compel the marriage - oriented young rural
women'to be ready to drop career plans'at any point.

Sidae many do not kno who of when they wilt marry they Lind to
perceive their futures as uncertain and dominated by the random whims
of fate. As a 'result, one vocational coordinitor says, high school

' girli tent about a career,11 but actually "think in terms. of a "job."
"Boys

substantial l ambitions see marriages as an ,impediment t to sucess
over which they 'have no control.

, One high school jupior, who says
that she wants to be a'social worker, was asked what factors could
stand between her and her goal. "Getting married," she replied;
promptly. "If I get married .first, I can't 06 on to school."

This ;ptative attitude toward the future may be one reason why
some femillem'Students see lit,Xle point in investing time, money, and
emotional Commitment in training which may be abandoned at any
moment. It meike4 more sense,*ts one assistant principal notes, for a
girl to "latch on ant get_marvied" while in high school. Then, at
leas16.she can feel (howevektemporarily) that 'something about her
futdre is-determined.

.°

N * *

"I 'ove this stuff!" cries Jift, waving her hands at the
buetting children of the Quantity Foods Proga during lunchtime.
"I love all of it -- teaming about caoking, servivg, the manage-
ment. Tee really; really interesting." Quanttty Foods is q
2-year grogram, but Jill enrolled in her senior year. wish
I'd gqiften into this earlier," she say". "I wish I'd karted
before, .1" would have loved to go on."

Now, however, she feels it is too late; she is five months
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"Now that 'I

I'lltestay horne'after th

sgmetilk m2ybe after he
definite.pLans. She doe

1.,

11

1

married, with. my baby coming -- well,

baby cornea." She thinks she might-w&
'child goes to school, bUt she has no
n't think she is qualified to do much

in food trades, in spite of her enthusiasm for her current course.

Two years ago; she was enrolled in the Office Oatupations.program,
but dropped" out'af.schOol and has only, returned to finish this

year. I

'As.evidence of the real potential orthe QuantittFacds

program, Wpoints to two of her classmates, two young n who

plan to start their own restaurants After further training at

Culinary Aits Institutes. "They're really going to do well,"

she says. "I mean, I love this,/but I didn't start soon enough.

But at least I'll be able to cook for my family."

Vocational Programs in Rural HigheSchoola: The Basics

Federally funded vocational education for rural youth began in

917, when the Smith-Hughes At authoriied-the expenditure of $7.2
Illilon for occupational preparatibn. In the countryside, these

funds were focused on two prqtams; vocational agriculture, which
gcit fully half the allocated funds and home economics, whose funding

-wa's split with thepore urban-orianted trads4 and industries programs.
Since 1917,. five m#e acts, each with subsequent amendments,'have
succeeded the Smith-Hughes legislation.. But the primacy of the VoAg

and Home Ec programa in rural secondary schools has never been
challenged.

today, with Only 11 percent of rurarresidents engaged in farming
and 49 percent of fural women in the labor market, this ell-Oasis
seems odd,. But traditions are strong In rural schools and the
communities that support them. Several high school teachers and

vocational education directors voiced, sentiments similar to those of
the New Hampshire principal, whosaid, "The community is fond of the
Aggie program, refuses to change it. We've been FFA (Future Farmers
of America) champs 11 tides in n'years."

Furthermore, both agriculture programs and consumer and homema-
king education courses have been modified ove'rthe last ten wears, in
response to constraints of both the job/market and,Title Ira --Some of
these changes are access-oriented one school, for example, abo-.
Hatted a rule that barred girls from the'Future Farmers of America
club; another renamed the coo/king classes

.

"Culinary Arts" in a suc-
cessfuLeffort to recruit young men. Other modifications were more
engaged with content. For instance, in some schogls, the home econo-
mics programs (as they are still called in most rural schools) have
devised classes to prepare young people for restaurant

cooiing occupations.a
216
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Agriculture programs have broadened their focus to pe point
where the national FFA can claim that since one-third of the jobs in
America are agriculture-related, agriculture is the natural all-
conclusive vocational education program. Whether or not that claim
seems plausible, it is clear that many VoAg programa-are broader than
they once .were. In addition to the dairx aria. forestry programs
characteristic of norther ew England agriculture programs, schools
selected for this 'study fered, under the general heading of

# "Vocational-Agriculture,': everything tom greenliousp management to
small business practices. Partly as a result of these changes, there
are places where the sex- stereotyping usually typical of those pro-
grams has broken down There are some girls in most VoAg programs,
and some boys,in Home classes, such as Culinary Arts. Neverthe"
Leas, the tenderly toward sex-orienteecoursespersists and, since in
many schools these two programs are the dominant form of occupational
preparation, they perpetuate the odel for occupational sex-stereoty-
ping which mirrors and reinforCIT the stereotyping/tendencies of the
community.

C.1

If the Smith-Hughes Act la he foundation f r sex-stereotyped
vocational educalion, mo*e rece r legislation has unwittingly encou-
raged it. The Vocational Education Act for 1963 (and its amendments
through 1976) was intended to encourage the achies'ementof sex equity.
However, the call for program evaluation has instead promoted the
maintenance and development of inequitable programs, especially, in
traditional coymunities.

As long as vocational education programs are evaluated by th
numbek of graduates they place, the best guarantee for success is to
prepare young men and women for the kinds of jobs traditionally
considered "sex-appropriate." To mount unconventional programs Ls
to, court failure. Given the limitations on the- training capacities
of secondary -level vocational centers, this kind of evaluation has a
particularly negative effect on the training of women. Many if the
higher income women's occupations (such as nursing or elementary
school teaching) require training beyond the secondary level. But as
one occupational home economics teacher Complained, 'she hesitates to
encourage her better vocational students to go on for more traIning,
because "going on to school is not placement," and entry level place-
ment js the gauge' of success.

This form of evaluation obviously works 'against young men in
some instances, too. However, thecentty-level positions in typical
"men's occupations"are generally super'iorto those available to women,.
and, therefore, the effect on men is not as negative.

Beyond VocAg and HerneEc Polarizing

Progranatimd the Myth of "Moe Mix"

In the small rural high school, vocational programs are restric-
ted in both size and scope. The smallest schools selected for this
study (with enrollients ranging from 100 to 261' in grades 9 through
12) .tended to*offer 'only two or, three programs, generally the sten-.
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dard vocational agriculture and hole economics. package, plus either

"business skills or some form of, irldustrial arts. Larger schoolsN
especially those drawing studenti to their vocational programs from

very small high schools in the' surtrunding^ areas, offered more pro-..

grass, frequently adding courses of sruey la distributive education)

child care, machine tool drafting of food services. The Area Voca-

tional Centers, with more federal' funds and broader selecttpn of

students, tended to -offer the standard programa plus courses re-

quiring substantial investment in equipment, such as building trades,

metal Trades, printihg and graphice' auto mechanics, and health

occupations.

It is clear that students. at the larger and more specialized

schools have greater choices in vocitiqpal training. -But it is equal-

ly Clear that in sex-stereotyping terms, those- choices are nearly

as restricted for the student at the,AreeVocatiOnal Center as they

are for the young person enrolled in a tin rural high school.
4

This situation is not uniquely rur al. k Rieder12 points out,

vocational programs nationally "f ithfully mirror the occupational

segregation by sexin the labor force." But rural women, already

embedded in an extremely sex-stereotyped culture, seem less likely

than their` urban sisters to hurdle the barriers motecting male-

dominaebd occupations. Thus, trainIn? zopportunities which polarize

te-sexes are very 'likely to accentuate,the channeling young rural

women into the most traditional female' jobs:

1-

Sever \l vocational staff membets noted that it is very difficult

to persuade girls to enter unconventional programs. One vocational

director attributed thisPrifficulty to ;:sex biases of he family and

inadvertent sex biases of the sta `Others, in ding students,

singled out the peer group as

mainbfiining traditional sex-role

articularly powerful force in

. Virtually every teacher and'

counselor interviewed had stories '3f girls
her

wanted to try auto

mechanics,.ot forestry,. or agriculture,. 'abut her boyfriend vetoed it,

and there as substantial agreement that unconventional enrollments

required pe approval and support. "Ice difficult to get them

started," o counselor comsellited. If ehey had a friend or a few

girl's in ltit-would be okay, but they're afraid to intrude on male

territory oIra_theii own."

For the girls who stay in their "own territory," 'the opportuni-

ties are very limited. The "Office-Skills" courses generally offered

by small, high schools prepare the4r graduates for only the lowest

level clerical positions. In many places, these graduates are readily

employable; ,c.hool personnel tended ito agree with the guidance coun-

seriwho said that "a lot of fcopanies like rural students and

eithr high moral values." But the 'lobe theget -- es bank tenets,

bookkeepers, typists in small ()Hides -- do not lead to either ad-

vandement or good pay._...gmployers'Aike to hire'polite, hard-working' ...

rural girls, who wear skirts iilstead of blue jeans and get. to work on

time,.but they-don't like to pay them more than minimum wage. ,There

.413 good jobs, even within the clerical field," or which these young

112 is
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women could 'betrained, as legal,,mediral, or executive, secretaries.
But, even if such tra1fting were proVided,the local labor market could,
not absorb such specialized personnel.

.")Health care programs are similarly limited in the skills they
can teach. The well-paid jobs, the jobs with mobility, all requite
postsecondary training.. The graduate with only a secondary''health
-program background is employable only in low-level, dead-end jobs.
While_there are also limits to the employment opportunities for
graduates of_mile-st4iepiyped secondary vocational programs, they are
both broader in rahge and'imore lujrative -than, those for women.

Business and health care programs prepare their graduates-'!Sr
low-level work, but th* alternative female-stereotyped programs pre-
par,e most of their ', students for no paid work at all., Consumer and

....-Aornernaking education C&HE), which As ,not congl.dered an occupational
progfamAy the federal government, was the primary vocational resource
for girls in the'high schools visited. The teachers in these Programs
frequently made significant effoits to relate their courses to the
interests -Of their students -- male and. female -= but their' reforms
led, them. toward 'students more likely to enhance the
than the quality.pf income.

quality of life

A numat of C&HE teachers intrviewed have la.inched successful
"Marriage and the Family" courses, which tended, as one teacter put
it; "to change a lot of minds about getting married right after high
School they begin questioning when we come to the pact about
budgeting." Other teachers.have career orientation and life planning
units built.into the curriculum. This kind of learning undoubtedly
has a useful iknction in women's career development, but it does not
provide the high-school graduate with marketable skills, nor is it
1.6tended "to.

Child careiprograms, which are technically occupationally ori-
ented, dO not appear much more likely,to enhance employability than
C&HE courses. Rural communities rarely offer formal day-care programs
(even thougb many need ,them badly), and the typical child-care program
does nbt offer the small busineer-Management training necessary to
enable eyoung woman to start a t(enter of her own. Thus, many of the
young women _enrolled in such, programs agreed,with the girl who said,
"I knew I wanted be a mother and I thought this program woul0 pre-
pare me." Only few harbored visions of starting day-care centers
or well-child ce erg, but they did not Beet to have the practical
expertise'to real ze their dreams.

46

Thus, the young wormed en olled in the traditional female- oriented
programs finds herself trained either.f r a low-le-KAI job or for no job
at all. Those who want more must g on ,for further education, or
they must "rush into those haunts and paths already too crowded with
the Sterner sex," and compete with s in male-dominated vocational
programs. Itise do. But, the data suggest, not many.

According to i statistical' analysis done by. the Natilonal

9Y
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zation of Women14aponsored Project on Equal Education Rights (PEER>

on los data, women,constituted a maximum of 20 percent of-the enroll-

ments intraditionally male-dominated programs, ,put only in Michigan

and Washington. In the more rural states, th percentages ranged .

Afrom 5.2 percent in Arkansas to 9.5' percent in Vermont,'both below

!postsecondary

national average of 11 percent. Further, these figures include

!postsecondary vocational training, which tends to draw more women

"into nontraditional programs; the percentages are probably lower

at the secondary level.

Thease,statistiT,were supported . by our interview results.

While there are some prquams, particularly, in agriculture, which

have high proportionlY orgIrls, most *of the traditOonally male pro-

grams are overwhelmingly masculine in enrollments and in what some

teaohers,and administrators call "flaVhr."

In this,conteit, a girl 'had '6 be either highly motivated izS.?

rather frivolous to. enroll in a traditionally male program. Among

)the young women interviewed, there were both. The highly motivated

generally had very specific plans for the application of their skills.

Several of thejairls in vocational agriculture said they were planning

to take over family farms. 'Othera believed ,that a male - dominated

occuOation-was the best route out of a constricting environment. "I'd

like to go po differentkstates end, different corporations," one female

etaf trades studeht said. '"I want to get into bigger places, see

e world."

0
-

1
This kind, of vision seems to-give some young women the capacity

focus on an attractive future, %enabling them to ignoa present
wil/t0 they are often teased by the boys, sometimes condescends to

by theteachers, and occadionally actively discouraged by the respo

of their communities. "Everyone in my town was really shocked:, 11,-,

outwardly mobile metal trades student said of her decision to en ei

the program. "My parents thought at first thattI was really out on a

limb; taking on too much. ,Now they say, 'Just so long as you're

NIPPY.

Those 4frts who enrollieln non-traditional programs r frivo-

lous reasons seemed willing to ignore their bwn apacities o do the

A ,./W work required. Two girls in a New aampshire high school's buiYding

7-.trades program said they picked, that grogram because r:407-boyfriends

were.takinge4t-444,our friends said ewe wouldn't dare." Besides, "it

. gets us out of school in the afternoon." Their teacher declared

that "in.m.apy cases, the girls are outperforming the boys," and the

vocational Ilreetor Of the school said, ."Those girls are tough --

o perfectly willing to deal with physic al challenge." But the girls

themselves/ rejected any notion of using their skills to earn a living.

As one said: "There's too, much prejudice around Sere to choose a

W job. I've heard, too daily stories about ,how women are treated."

It is clear that stereotyped programs ha built-in problems for

young women, whether they fojmiow the traditional or the unconventional
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training route. It would seem logical, therefore, to create more sex-
. neutral programs which would offer a broad range of relatively high-,

levelopportunitioes to both sexes-wilthout requiring7Young women to
surmount barriers which do.not face young men. This, however,' it
easier to propose than to implement.

At Oiesent, only a handful of programs -- distributive education,
food services, plus an occasional busineis course and printing or
graphics programs -- ever has what vocational directors like to call
a "nice mix." And even this mix is often illusory. Within' the "nice-
ly" mixed" programs, students. are Often resegregated by sex: tr p
typical bdsiness program, tor example, the typing and 'shoythaad
courses wild be entirely female, while the accounting and management
classes have more males. This resegregation, reflects different
visions of the future. As one business teacher said, boys take
business courses "mostly for their own personal use -- to keep books
in business." Theleirls ).00k to office skills for theft- livelihood;
the boys, o the other hand, see these skills, as a' useful tool in a
more com ex occupatIon.-

4

These differences in perception persist even when boys and girls
take the same classes. Food services programs are frequeltly men-
tioned as a "well-mixed" program, often predominantlymale, but with.
women moving up in enrollments. But the girls who enroll in theni
pro rams tend to have very different motivationp from, those of the
boy 7. In one group of students we interviewed, the boys reported
plans, to "have my own restaurant," and "to open my own place
some-thing seasonal, ",.while the girls sa they had enrolled in,the
courses because couldn't cook at all,' Or because they wanted to
prepag for married life. Thus, there, is separation even in the
most aliparently sex-neutral programs.

4'
I

Creating genuinely mixed,programs appears to be dkificult, tspe-,
sally in conservuive rural areas. Several vocational administrAitors
meNioned strong community resistance to the'notion.ofsdx neutral pro -
grams or "program clusters",13_which would attract mixed, enr?llments
and then train for a broad variety of'occupations.

One vocationtkl director said tha,t he has' been trying to put
together a cluster of programs around the theme of,"Protective Ser-
vicei," including police, firefighting and security guard preparation.
gut the cgramunity resisted the notion of merging)) male and female
occupations.' "It's easier to sell the community do traditional male
octupatioss," the director said., "It's difficult to get the community
to go alEdivtiith the clueter 'Concept. 'They figure it's the than who
will have to earn the living." This sentiment was echoed
"The town wouldn't go for a (sex-qeutral) program," one
teacher said. "They only' go for '.etereotyyed male occu ipns."

This teacher, acid the vocational director cited previously, ome
from very different communities -- one relatively urbanized, and in
the midst of a diverbe labor market; and the other very rural, with

often.
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only two large employersi But both have,ode thing in common; the

bulk of women-in the region, *are emplOyild.. Twenty years ago this was

not true. But co6munitY attitudes .have not changed with the labor

, trends, and the belief persists't.hat where resources 'are' icarce,

vocational training for women is &luxury.

/1
Sex-neutral prograRs are also' difficult' to mount because they

tend-to be, speCialized in 1ature. It is very easy for a program

which prepares fora narrbw,range of jobs to flood a rural region
with its gractuatet,.: Its own successes can drive a program out of

business. Programs in printing and graphics, for example, show

promise for mixed.enrollments, but their graduates may have to leave

the community-to find work.. For some young people, )leaving is a

cherished goal; for others it is, an undesirable consequence of

obtainthg vocational preparat on.

'\ One vocational director thought that program rotation might be a

reasonable way to deal with this problem. Programs could run for 3

to 5 years, and .th2% Be replaced with another specialized training

effort. The-problems wiAth this model are: equipment costs might

provide prohibitive; teachers might have to be, replaced; and studen

who want a particular kind of training would have to hope that t ey

were the right age in the right.year. "It's hard on a kid to say,

'Oh, you want to go into health work?.'SortSr, it's,,a year too .late

for that,'" a vocational director said . Int-liany schools, it seems to

make more sense to train students, in generalized skills which have

broad applications within the local labor market. /
/

Someone concerned with enhancing the Position of women in the

rural labor force might well conclude that the most promising route

is to encourage fettle enrollment is traditionally male programs.

Thisis.the strategy used in most of the schools visited for this

study. While vocational direciori and teachers tended to bristle at

the notion of "head-hunting," or "trying to force a girl into auto

mechanics just for a statistic," many of eftem were trytng to recruit

girls into nontraditional, programs and to provide they with the

appropriate support system ( primarily otheis girls and coop place-

ments) to help them make it through.

4
e guidance counselor mentioned,_a colleague it an Area Voca-

t nal Centerwho make a routine practice of pointing out girls in
nontraditionaliprograms when he guides groups of prospective stud4nts

through the,school. "It backfired recently," she said.. "Some sophis-

ticated fifths-grade girls suspected hibof being sexist because he

kept pointing out the famales'in the programs:'

Along with the pressures of Title IX legislation, and the efforts

of the sex equity coordinators, a number of other factors seem to

affect nontraditional prograls enrollments among women. Rural schools

which have'experienced in-migration from metropolitan areas seem to

draw more women into nontraditional Inograms'than those which have

remained more homogeneously fural. Programs tended to be more mixed

1 1. 7
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in,_Nktive sichools surxeyed when the schools` were near a city, or'when --
they ere in a resort region Vlach had drawn metropolitan families in'
search of the "good life." .

. ,i. `, ,
, I A

One principal in the latter type of district suggested that,tipe
cross-enrollments tended to come from ,the new families. -With the,
long -time residents, "It's mostlx French Canadians, and northern
Yankees around here," he said. ."The family is a.stromg and important
value. That's the way it is -- in order to, keep a family strong, you
need the female' in the hoie."- It is the more "socially libefil"
families, he added, who encourage their daughters to think, ghout
careers. For the long-t me residents, "the. goal is for the woman to
get married and have a fa fly." ,

. - I

Cross-enrollment also seem to vary with the local availabilitof,.:
actual jobs-to which the training applies. In the ski count6f.of
central Vermont, for example, there is a reasonable market for trained
redtaurant cooks. Thus, there is a real incentive for young men to
enroll in food service programs.. In the schools we visited, the
existence of local jobs appeared to have a more immediate impact on
crobs-Enrollment, of male (than on females, but it seems evident that
perceptions of what jobs are appropriate for males and females can be
altered by changes in the job market. ,

i

1.
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The Cvitical Complex Teacher/
Student/Employer Attitudes

most important factor affecting nontraditional enrollments
o have nothing to 'do either with the make-up of the local

on or. the availability of jobs. It has to dO with the
ction of teachers1, students', and employers' attitudes, which

can vary from school to school, even within very similar districts.
It is impor.tar to look at theselattitudes as an interacting complex.

While a singleAnstructor can hAve an impact on Cross-enrollment,
it is unlikely to bear- frUit unless employers am, prepared to hire
women trained in traditionally male skills. FUrilter, employers are
often influenced by teachers 1/ a variety of ways (which will be
described below). finally, the peer group can infltence its members
either to accept or reject nowitraditional traininu.and the attitude
of the peer group is affected by teaches as role mnodeld and by the ex-
periences of older siblings and friends already in the labor market.
For the-purposes of d.iscussian, it is possible, and probably neces-
sary, to break down the complex into, its components. .But as they
exist'in the real °world, they are engaged in constantly changing
interactions'with eitCh one another.,-

4
Instructor attitudes appear to bepOkrotal in the development of

student response,. We,. found, for exaMple, some vocatiqpal agriculture
programs which were evenly split between males an&Jemales, and others
where the males odtniunbered the females by a ratio of more than 40:1.
The well-mixed programs invariably had instructors- who actively
encouraged female enrollMents; the single-sex programd had, teachers
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who were tolerant of women at best', and openly biased against them at

worst.

One vocational Agriculture teacher:, whose classes are consis-

tently half female; attributes his success to the "girls in the past

who have recommended it to their friend's -- my biggeet publicity is

through 'the kids." In view of his attitude toward women, this chain

of recommendation is not 'surprising. "I like to see girls in the

program," he says. "They add a lot. Girls like the greenhopse a

lot, an4, the work out in the woods -- love sugaring.' Not only does

khe weldome them into the program, he also maintains an atiding'faith

lin their employability asagraduates. "rpersonally believe that girls

have equal chances .of being eiployed if.they have positive'attitudes

when applying,"he says, and the girls in hie prbgram reflect his

belief that there is for them is agriculture-related enterprises.

In the lalt few yeais, this*teachet has modified his program in,

an attempt to broaden the jobs prospects of his graduates. "My idea

i= to expose them to many areas, SO they can see what they like. We

sed be mostly in dairy production, but then I diversified and the

enrollments increased." Some of these diversification efforts speci-

fically enhance the job prospects of the female studenes: horticul-

ture, landscaping, and work in the U.S. Department" of Agriculture

' dairy and food labs, work which is likely to seem female-appropriate

in'the communities around the school. But all students are enrolled

in the same courses, and hemakes no effort to steer female students

toward certain interests His students say that he treats boys and

girls as equals, and expects them to participate equally in all

aspect's of the program fro*, the woodlot to the greenhouse. /
..-

This instructor is not unique, even in our limited sample of

schools. But this attitude segified less typical, of teachers in male-

stereotyped programs than that of another VoAg teacher, whose program

is theinly vocational,alternative to business courses In his small,

remote school. Like the first instructor, this teacher'attributes his

enrollment pattern to peer influence., Unlike his counterpart', how -

per, he has only two `girls enrolled, in the' program --with 81 boys.

"The imbalance results from peer preisure from their girlfriends,"

he says. "And the boys give them grief

A closer lookIt this teacher's ttitude .suggeste that there are

other sources -OE "grief" for femal agracultdre students at this

'school. "We interview freshmen," he says of his recruitment process,

"to make sure they're really interested in the prograti.We're especi-

ally interested. .in interviewing girls. We want....to make sure they're

not taking it because- of their boyfriends. I'm a life-long resident

of tellr.commonity. I know these- kids and what they can achieve."

This teacher Iteclares, with obvious_sincerity, that his program

has "someehing to offer to both boys and girls," and claims to welcome

young.women into his programA But his non-sexist claims do not seem

in line with his actions. He gave a number of examples of what good
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students can an do in agriculture programs -- all'were male. An con-
, strast, his example of a female student was "a real weirdo -- dyed
her hair' green for St'. fatrick'a Dsy." He says that he treats boys
and girls as equals, but adds, "They hive to work, too -,- not just

'stand by and watch a boy do their work for them.:

4
... The deep-rioted belief in the prospects fog' female -success in
male-dominated occupations does not seem to, exist here. And, in
fact, there seem to be little non-traditional hiring in the community
served by the school. As the business teachei in' the same school
said, "'In stores, afl the meat cutters are men and all- the cashiers
are women. There is little chance for (female) advancement. There
are women with college educations working in the factories."

It is difficult to determine the extent to which the local oppor-
tunity structure shapes the attitudes of vocational teaches. But is
is clear that vocational teachers can have an inAct on the local job
marks - and that their, view of women in nontraditional occupations

itis im rtan to the kind of impact they have. A' printing teacher at
a Vermont Area Vocational Center' indicated what can be done. "I think
I've broken the barriers," he says. Seven years ago, he tried to
place a young woman in A Co-operative program with a local printer.
The printer refused to take a girl. But the teacher had4been around
a long time', and kne4 the printer well. ,He forced the issue. "I
gave him a few choice printer's word3," he says, "and Ihe too Sher
on." The printer later hired the yo ng woman and now says that he
couldn't get along without her. In a small lksiness community word
travels fast. The instructor does not expect to have any problems
placing female apprentices again. -

Obviously, a number of factors we into this small success
,story. The instructor, as an eptablished,member of the local communi-
ty, codld not be dismissed as & wild-eyed newcomer. He /is male,
which appears to have some positive influence on nontraditional
employment.. He had worked with local printers for-a while before he

4 placed his first female dp rentice; he was thus able- to overcome
initial resistance thr xgfi he sheer weight of his prior relation-
ships with'"those'employees. But at the root of this success seems
to be his belief in the capacity of womb to do sound work in any
field. *.!The girls have prpven they'can handle it," he says: "There's
no great difficulty in echanical ability. Boys sham more -- girls
make awful mistakes, b ause they'.re less afraid to make them. But
then you ,can teat om them." -He proudly displays a beautiful
cookbook his/class signed and printed. "I would never have gotten
that from boys -- I doh care what any6he says!"

Belief in women's capac help an instructor break through
eniplpyment barriers. But the c rse is, evidently, equally true.
In one southern New Vompshire community, where junior high school
girls are still 'required to take-home economics while the boys take
compulsory shop, the few girls who enroll in industrial arts cla2peS
at the high school level are not taken seriously. ,"We had a sep.4Yate
course for girls a few years ago," the teachef/says. "It was geared
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differently. They had easier-projects II- made pin holders and things."

He has a few girls in his classes now, but does not see thelr

skills as -useful ill, a vocational context. "Cindy is in home

maintenance," he $says. "She dan learn how to fix irons sand sewing
machines, She seems to enjoy ft, even though she doesn't get .dino
much out of it." The school's principal makes the same kind of

distisctione about the girls in ithe small engines class:- "The girls
do well'on the tests," he says, "but the+ are _not comparable to boys
when it comes to actual mechanics and application." A few "choice
prj.nteel,words" might,well be applied to attitudes such as these.
But they are not uncommon in rural schools and serve'to reinforce the
traditional sex-stereotyping that exists in cure' communities.

Although there was a great deal of evfdence that teachers can
shape peer 'group attitudes toward f*erly stereotyped vocational
training, most of the professionals in the survey felt that 'peer

influences operate independently of a thing a teacher can do. These

pressures, they'said, are generally ne ive, in that they reinforce

the-traditional and stereotyped views of t community, and discourage

girls from enrolling in atypical programs. Most teaches had stories

about how boys treat girls in male-dominated programs, which they

told with disapproval.

The girls,, however, seem generally to have 'worked out a means of

dealing with harrassment -- a combination of outrage and humor which
seems td get tbem_Arough the year. One girl, in a shop class in an
extremely traditional school, said of her male classmates, "We get

afpng good." But then she added: -"I had' all the wires on my project

and they pulled them out. I was so'mad. Electrical work is hard --

and they did it just to be funny." In another school,- the metal

trades teacher says of,hisfemale student, "She gets some flak from
the loyd.-- but she just ignores it or gives it back."

Whether the position as permanent target has a serious ipsycholo-

effedt on a girl is not known. The girls who do get up the

nerve to- enroll at all, seem to, handle peer harrassment well.
. /

A number of teachers reported modificaticin in the Attitudes of,
boys in classes where there have been femal, students, even if only

few. A metal trades teacher .said, "Boys react quite well to girls --
they were a little 'paternalistic at first, but that attitude wore off

when the found the girls were better molders by far." The girls in

that program wort that harrassment has diminished, and they seem
willing to interpret reduced teasing as acceptance.

A
'L

Just as there are limilits,,,otf an instructor's capacity to mold
4 peer attitndesithere are limitsto,the vocational program's capacity

to alter attitudes in the job market. While rural teachers, at
least those who havebeen around for awhile, can have great impact on
their pommunittts, this impact is often, tmited by the resistance of

the rural community to nontraditional, employment.' One bGiness
teacher told a story which she said.was typical-of her area: '"one
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bank called the other day and said thilly were 16Oking to bike a boy
"that could eventually move up into a tnanagerial position. iI said,
. 'We have tpree.girls who have straight A's.' They insisted on' boy
- the?' didn't want a: teller; 'theY said. I had to give them a boy
withia.0 average." Other teachers told similar stories of employer
'intransigence, often backed by the attitudes of families and friends:

When the local employment market is closed to womenwittnon-
tradittonal, skulls,' pressure for leaving the community is strong. One
vocational counselor ,Summed Up a'common attitude: "My gueei-is, Joe
at the local shop would" -Fake a boy over a' girl, no'matter what. But
big companies are crying for women. They've got to get their fedeAs1
money and meet their quotas 7-they'll scoop 'em up." This situatibn
is fine for the girls who wane to leave their home communities, but
it is a clear obstacle to those who primary desire is to stay where
they,are.

In some schoOls, teachers reported s %udent reluctance (especially
among girls) to travel as _far es'the (nearest medium-size town to
work; the transition from the ruf41 school to a slightly more cosmopo-
litan workplace seemed to'cause a crisis of confidence in manyzofher
female students, one teacl3er.told us. "They don't refuse those lobs
because of lack of'skills -- the banks would rather have our students
- - but because of the life-style." In the context of this kind df re-
luctance to leave the familiar, it is clear that if nontraditional
training requires leaving the area to use one's stills, many young
women are unlikely to want it, even if they have appropriate talents.

This study of the current status of rurafyipmen's-vocational edu-
cation has not produced a particularly "optimistic picture. Yung
women with complex (and of en incompatible) desires for their future
grow up in. conservative comMueities served by schNls with limited vo-
cational training options. If they choose male-stereotyped training,
they are likely to have to leave their home areas or struggle to find
a place amon reluctant employers. Ifthey,have acctss to a sex-
neutral-progra choosing it' is'likely' to prepare them fhr a very
limited number of'iocal jobs.

In addressing the needs of rural women, vocational programs find
themselves whipsawed -- torn between the pressures of. the state and

-fe4aral governments and the express desires of the community. Often,
th'e specific needs of femalestudents become merely the rope in this
value-laden tug-of-war. It is ito wonder that rural high school girls
are often confused about their vocational future. It is no wonder
that vocational directors tend'to-stih heavily when asked to talk

their programs and plans for women's edUcation.

* * *

Jackie has lived all her seventeen years irr'a small Vermont
Atown and pldns to stay there. "I went to New York City once,"
she says. "Down there rid live in constant fear of getting

112
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mugged or'raped -- you haves to keep your door locked all the time.

No, I tiefinitely,pant to stak.around here."

'She has definite' plans for 'work as well. She hat, already

done some waitressing, and is sure she Wouldn't want that for
the rett of her life, "you get sick being around food all the

time." 'Nor would she want "a constant typing job," though,her
business occupations teacher praises her skill in typing. What

she really likes best is "working With people, like working in a
bank out front." She is studying bookkeeping and shorthand and

computer programming -because they should help her get the kind,

job she wants; they'll "look good." Her teacher considers
her onemof his best all-around business students and feels
has excellent, chances of being hird by one of the banks in he

areas. He takes care that his students understand the firie
points of getting a job, like employers' preferences for skirts
and stockings rather than jeans. Jackie knows how to be poised

and confident in an interview, and has already'had several prom-

ising one for summer . "le

Jackie also know! that her best employment opportunities will

,.,- be outside hen own town, in onelof the more sophisticated commu-
nities la to 15 miles south While her guidance counselor feels

that 4771ployere in those town like .to have rurally-raised workers

because of theif' "high mo I- values," Jackie has encountered-

some "snotty" attitudes, which she attributes to the fact*hat
she lives in ehe country. Unlike some of her classmates who worry

about how they'll "stack up" against more ,cosmopolitan candidates

for jobs, Jackie is not intimidated. "I don't feel anybody
should be walked all over., After all, I'm doing them qv equal

favor." She expects the kink she'd most like to work for, the
..r. area's.Lar*si, "will 'probably treat me on an equal level."

4
Her determination to stay in her home, town while. working.at

a good job down the road has raised the problem of transportation.

lackie has this ill figured out, too, at 'least for the summer.
At her father's suggestion, she bought a Moped. It was a matter

of having to "decide priorities." Thid purchase-meant'that she

didn't have the money to go on the Honors English class trip to

England. But she enjoys her bike. "At first, people were talking;

like anything," she says with glee. "They were really shocked! "'

, .
. ..

This kind of, notoriety is "funny"
/.
to hackie, who sees no

0, reason why a girl shouldn't Tide a Moped. But,,,,on More serious

issues she declares herAde moritraditional. She feels, for

example, that the wife should take major responsibility fOr
housew* and "childrearing in a marriage. One of her. teachers

has a husband whostays home to care for $heir small child;
Jackie says she admires this, but adds quickly that she wouldn't

want her own husband to do such' a thing: "It would make me feel

awkward. It's as if he's, not -quite as manly, you know?" Still,

she would like help with the dishes, and perhaps other tasks so

that "you could bath go out and have fun -- so it's not just him
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going off tehing,and unting:" Jackie feet the concept of
compromise is important in a marriage. She and her boyfriend
Peter have worked out "pretty much, tate same ideas," shetsays,
"though we used to fight a lot."

One Of the things Jackie and Peter agree on is marrying and
having-their'qhildrenlpuhg. Jackie notes that this is aapommon'
pattern in her town, where "everybody knowe everybody else.' Al-
though the ,teachers and advisors at her school counsel waiting,

Ayeels have claildren at an early age can be'a good thing.
paPents are pretty young,'and we're realty close. We have a

great time. You can Jiald more fun with yoUr kids if you're
nearer their,age." Accordingly, she hopes to have hers earlyand
"pretty chose together," Jikt not too many: "maybe too ... it's
pretty hard to pay for not fair to have more than
you can afford."

Another thing Jackie and Peter share is. this recognition
that raising children is expensive. "Peter wants me to Work,"
Jackie says,. "We couldn't aff rd just oneperson's salary ...

Usually 4ou have to have both orking. planePeter plan-ta, set u
his own lumber-operatio sea e "he oltes to work outside and
be independent." Jackie.plans to return to work after having her
children. She realizes that .she will then need 4ameone else to
care for them, and is hopeful of finding someone Like Peter's
sister, who "takes in seven or eight kids along with her opll.

certainly wouldn't leave them with anybody I didn't trust."

Jackie's confidence in her.ability to create the future she
wants .extends eten to the details of her home. She and Peter
have theirfeyes onreme land to buy, and plan to &i11d their own
house.- "Right now we'd just put up the shell, work a bitat a
time." But in 10 years, Jac sees herself "in a nice house --
that 'g the biggest goal, -- a couple of kids and a good
job." When a friend ,points ou that she hden't mentioned a
husband in this vision, she says, "Oh! I just figure the -husband

-comes with the house .... re ON she eays'and!Zaughs. `",1: don't
sound very liberated, do I?" 444.&

* * *

to the Future: Prospbcts and Programs

While the present status of rural women iri the 1ae darket is
distressingly low, the situation js not hopeless. There is much that
vocationaaducation programs and personnel can do to prepare young
rural women for interesting and varied labor` market. participation.
Among.the schools in-this small'study, we found a number,of,promising
ideas Being :tested and implemented. With enhanced communication
amonig Tursi4 schools, some cbordination andfaaaptation of programs
might fruitfully occur.
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Several steps could be taken to make vocational programs' more

r, relevant' to the specific needs of rural high school students:

44...L

1. Deslin:and adopt' courses which will help rural tligtl school

students to, everei. realistE-WiiEUriEfErcareerorientations lrit7

themselves. This- is particularly important for rural girls, who
A

generally do not get adequate' counseling through the customary strut- -

tures. The POI study-found 'that, compared to miles, female high

school students get little help in career planning -- from guidance

counselors, teachers, or parents -- thus reducing the likelihood

that the will be able to achieve ambitions reqUiring complex or

long-term training. The non-college_bound girl, who is most likely

to be enrolled in a secondary sch4plt vocational program, was the

least likely of;. anyone in her peer group to get advice at all: 14
A

Teachers and counsi4ors agreed-that some kind of career planning

,

.

program was important for these young women. Vocational education

counselors said that most non7college-bound girls make no particular .

career plans, in constrast to young men. "MostNpf the girls plan on

being married three or four years after high school -- unless they

are pregnant," ones principal said,reVecting a general assessment of

female ambitions. "A lof of girls Twant,to achieve," a guidance

counselor at'another school noted, "but they have this fall-beck -- 'I

can always tarry some rich, good- looking guy.'" Since this "fell-a

\ nback in most,rural areas is about as useful as depending o winning

the s ate lottery, doea,areel disservice to girls who use it as a

basis for life plaahing. . ;at

The girls, themselves, generally projected vague career ideas 4

supplemented. by fairly detailed plans for husband-heme-family. Many

,were able to te1P-Als more about the number of children they planto

have in -1990 than about the kind of jobs they wilit look for ne

year. 'Further( some of those with concrete career plans had little

notion of what moose plans entailed. One girl said that she wants to.

"get,a little shop," because she likes animals And has raised

' several of her own. But she does not know anything about running a

small business, and it has not occurred to her that such information

might beLuseful to obtain./ "Ill' get al accountant," she says breez-

ily, and giggles.

LANbyiously,iligir ike this,,nead,help in planning their lives.

They.need to learn o deal with the contradictions implicit in

the juxtaposition of traditional Values and contemporary' pressures.

Young women need to )recognize that they cannot belksimultaneously

-Olivia Walton and Mai)? Tyler Moore. Choices must be made. Further,

they need to plan a future, rather than to assume-that it will reveal

itselP to them. Girls. who want a career need to know whereto find

trainiag, what obstacles might stand between, them and satisfactory

employment, an how to overcome those obstacles. For many, the place

Ito have this reality orientation is high schOol, when many problems

it and conflicti- can be worked through in a supportive and sheltered

environment.
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Teachers and guidance counselors suggested a variety of ways in
which this kind of training could be `accomplished. Several schools
Offer formal courses which encourage career planning, or whichcompel
students to look at the realistic implications of cettain decisions
they might make. There is at least one commercially available curri
culumldeveloped by a team led by this author) which is used -- in
various adaptations -- by some of -the schools in this study. This
course, called "Options: A Career Development Curriculum for Rural
High School Students",15 uses cage studies and simulations to each
high scipool girls and boys ways of handling career and family chdices.

Other teachers felt that courses at the hl chool level come
too late to do a great `al of good. One counselof in an Area
Vocational Center said that non stereotype career or i entation must

- ._come early if girls are e%pected to make sound plans i high school.
As one principal commented, "The sex divisions are in the culture

e girls come from," and there are limitations to the impact school
prAiculum can have.

N,

iTevertheless, most ,teachers seemed tk.f.yel that citrses have a
L

useful, if limited, 'role, in the orientation of girls to the outside
world. Several teachers agreed witiLthe woman who said,that classwork
was most likely to have an impact frmtt was bolstered by role models:
favorite teachers-with nontraditional` family styles. "Men on this
faculty are not afraid to do traditional women's work," one teacher
said. "There are fathers taking care of kids II this kind lof example
is very important." In rural communities,' whera,c the lifestyles of
faculty members is likely to be well known to students (and to their
parents), this kind of modeling can be a useful teaching tool.

2. ourage yOung women to consider nontraditional careers.
Principal and vocational directors at every school in this study
declared with vigor that their programs are open fo both males and
females. But there is a gap, sometimes a gulf, between openness and
.encouragement. In one school, the shop teacher says, "I say they're
welcome, but maybe they're afraid of me. I'm pretty,. strict. One
girl was going to take my course this year, but .he didn440 She
would have been the only girl." In another school, the metal work
teacher made sure that the sole female freshman in his course was
placed with'the sole senior girl, encouraging them to help and support
one another. In both cases, the official pojture is welcoming; in

a practice, the differences are obvious.

The data gSfhered for this at-4; suggest that effective female
recruitment,in rural schools is entirely possible. Taking vocational
agriculture as an example, we have seen that marked differences in
female enrollment appear to stem from differences in instructors'
attitudes and in their willingness to organize courses whith include

- "female" subjects of interest (such as horticulture). In fact,

vocational agriculture 'right well serve as a model for nontraditional
recruiting. It has been ji male bastion for nearly 100 years, but it
is alsd amenable to broad interpretation in terms of the skills it
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re.
teaches. VoAg instructors pould spearhead efforts to recruit young
women, and at the soma time serve as models for broadening the focus
of other traditionally male training programs.,

3. Re-educate rural voc al teachers and employers about
the potentia of women in ntraditional occupations. Vocational
ducat-egichers-Warcounse ore need to learn that career choices
are not ma entirely on the. basis of peer and, family influence.
They nood tb_ be confronted' with the evidence of successful non-/
traditional enrollment efforts.

with`
lomust teglilze the possibility

that ittti4udes they attribute exclusively to the rural culture may be
their own-as well.

It will not be enough simply to ,!inform vocational education
teachers that they can attract, women to nontraditional programs.

They need help in planning strategies for recruitment, support, and
training of women who are ready for those careers formerly considered
characteristically male.

.

There is already significant pressure on vocational education
programs to aise their female enrollments. "They (state and federal

officials) get arried away and'put stickers on our books (indicating
sex - stereotyped material)," one teacher said. "It's not o r fault."
Many teachers and administrators reported a sense of frus ation at
the lack of positive suggestionorto help them to achieve th e desired
mfx. Workshops and other in-service training activities might reduce
the frustration and enhance the Wectivness of recruitment programs.

It,stems likely that the best i tructors for such wolokeWmpi

ti irould be rural vocationgl education achers who have dealt effec-
t tively with problems of female reczu tment and support. They have
had firsthand experience in dealing with issues that keep girls out
of nontraditional occupations: and with the values of rural communi-
ties that reinforce those Isaties. Further, they are likely to have
high credibility with other rilzal vocational education teachers who
might readonably distrust urban-based vocational education instruc-
tors, or people who have never,wrestled with the complex problems of
vocational education. Finally;ithense of rural vocational education
teachers will give credit and yisibility to these pioneers in non-
traditional female training redit many of them could use to keep
them going in what is often an 6phi:b. struggle.

The re-education of teachers is, only the first step, however.
Itlust be coupled with the re-education of employers. There would
be little use (and perhaps some negative 'impact) in' welcoming young
women to nontraditional programs if they are going to be unemployabl .*

when trained. Since many vocational education teachers have stro
ttes with employers, it is, probably best to leave the communit
education function to local staff. One Vocational education teacher,

a man with a good record of nontraditional job placement, says that
"one -to -one co-op placements' have the most local effect," probably
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because he- "takes sure that every ficcessful experience is widely
reported in community. One* again, it is unreasonable to expect
that every ocational education teacher will automatically know how
to re-educ to the local employers; materials and direct instruction
mustbe available to help with these efforts.

4. Develop more sex-neutral 'Toyama. SexrneUtral programs,
spite ?f WeTroMess associated with. them in rural areas (i.
Labor market saturation and community resistance), are worth seriou
attention. -First, there is some evidence that more occupations are
now regarded as sex-neutral. among:rural youngWeople, thus expanding
the boundaries of this category. One school in our sample reported
that the local Area Vocational Center's printing and graphics program
"had become more sex-neutral" during the last few years, in spite of
its traditional male bias. No one could say why, but general changes
in society and the employment market seem to have encouraged young
women to enroll in the program.. Several schools reported similar
changes in foods courses, As restaurant work becomes a more accept-
able occupational option for young men.

An analysis of enrOilmint patterns in Vermont and New pshire
vocational education programs (postsecondary as well as s condary)
seems'to confirm local acceptance of broadened view. While most
courses were still sexually discriminatory, a substantial number fell
into a mixed-enrollment category. These included courses in account-
ing and management, data processing and computer programming, print-
ing and graphics, health technician programs (othef than nursing,
although there seems to be some movement of young men into that
traditionally'female-dominated field), landscaping and horticulture,
bartending, real estate, natural resource maimagement, and quantity
foods preparation. If sharply polarized perceptions of occupations
are beginning to disintegrate, it would be wise for secondary school
programs to encourage that trend. the very existence of'sex-neutral
programs breaks down the conception, of "natural divisions" between
men's and women's work, and weakens the barriers jaintained by that
perceived division.

Further, sex-neutral programs offer young women the opportunity
to\upgrade their occupational status without violating the traditional
norms of their communities, or, the expectations of their peers. A
young woman who would never consider trying to be a welder might well
prosper as a restaurant chef, Or as a greenhouse manager. And the
existence in a community of mixed-sex employment within and occupa-
tional categoiy paves the way for mixed-sex employment in even less
conventionally acceptable categories.

Some schools attempt to resolve the problems inherent in sex-
neutral programs by designing "cluster programs" in large categories
like "protective Bernice'," or "human services.' They reason that,
even though these programs'aremade up of, actual jobs which' tradition-
ally have been, sex oriented (fireman/meter maid; nurses; aid/ambu-
lance driver), the'presence of both bOye, and girls within a general
course of study will automatically begin'.to break down those distinc-
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tions.' It is difficult to predict if this approach will be success-

fu/. In our sample, the schools were in the Initial,stages of devel-

-oping'such'programs, and had as yet no evidence of success or failure.

5. Develop programs to train women entrepreneurs. There is some

good strong evidence,indicatins that small business may be a most pro-

mising field for rural women:11 Many rural areas. are presently exper-

iencing a wave of in-migratioa from metropolitan areak,17 providing an

excellent market for new businesi. Even in places where the popula-

-s tion is not rising, a history of underservice in rural communities,

often makes small business.develOpmenf plausible. And women can pro-

fit from these opportunities.

Small business and service enterprises are well ,suited to rural

women's needs and. interests fot a variety of reasons. They do hot

require an enlightened employefl they do not require large capital

outlay; they can benefit from some traditional rural finale strengths:.

independente, self-sufficiency, wgAingness to put in long hours of

work. They also permit women who want to develop traditional "women's

skills",t4 makea readbnable livings

ir

a

or.

For example, many young rural women would like to be beauticians.

They invest a great deal of time and money in thetraining programs

requireefor licensing, and are then faced with vhe.problei of finding

a job in a beauty parlor (often far from home): When their do find a

job, most of their receipts go'to an employer. If a young woman

knows how to set up a, small business, she might be able to open a

small' shop catering to local needs, thus permitting her to earn an

income, achieve autonomy, and be useful to her community. But beauti-

cians' training does not prepare anyone to run a business. Specific

programs need to be designed to provide that kind of training.

While some teachers interviewed for this study felt that there

teas little soon for small-scale private enterprise in 'their communi-

ties, others felt that this attitude indicated lack of imagination,

not opportunity. One assistant principal said, "I once made a list

of 22 things youngsters, could do to supplement_ income in their own

towns. The gas crunch is going to drive people back to the towns,

to more self-sufficiency. If I had federal money, I'd set up a

coordinator in each town to set up small businesses. There are a

million things they could do right in town t- paint and 'repair houses,

glaze windows, repair small machines...."

One stool has launched a small business prograi under the

general rubric of Vocational Agriculture; others are considering

similar steps. Many teachers are not prepared to teach such programs,

however. One home economics teacher said that there was a real need

or day-care centers in her community, but *he had ng idea how .to

to ch the business skills required to start one. She felt perfectly

prepared to teach S child-care course, but could not teach subjects

aboo4t which she knew little.
1
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If small businesses -are to provih genuine opportupities for
women, money and ,expertise, are necessary 46 provide the training
required. These. are not unobtainable assets, available only to
graduates of the Harvard Bushness School. But they do need to be
packaged and made availaple to 'rural, schools and toPhe rural women.--
young and mature --swho need them:.

.
6. Design programs which 1111 teach women to use their skills

for supplementary income. Many rural- wome=rant, to maintain their
primary identity as homemakers and mothers. -The bulk of girls sur-
veyed for the PaIfitudy said they felt that mothers of young children'
should not work outside the home; and many said that they would prefer
not to work until their children.are full-grown. But many'of these
same women will want (or need) to earn'same money. Programs-should
be provided to teach young women how to turn skills they already
possess into income-producing work.

Many young women, even in these modern times, have learned from
their mothers and peers a number of old-fashioned skills: sewing,
canning,.quilting,- knitting, and other forms of handwork. These can
often be used to' provide supplementary incomes Women who know how to
quilt, knit, or make leather goods can eapli some money working at
home, in their spare time, with virtually -no overhead costs. Women
who know hot./ to garden and can are capable of running produce stands,
or of supplying local markets with home-made or home-Town foods.

Osher women would like to learn' new skills which would enable*
them to earn money at home. Students at one school expressed a desire
for programs in furniture refiniShing and chair caning. A teacher in
anothet school recommended' a course in sign-painting-for women with
artistic inclinations. Numerouit.other skills could be identified,
each appropriate for parttime, home-based employment.

But these women, like their full-rime entrepreneurial sisters,
need training in the, elements of marketing, accounting, and other
small business skills( Craftswomen need to knew how to assess the
lucratlke urhan markets, so that their quilts, afghans, or leather
belch will appeal to the people who can afford to buy hand-made goods
atiligh prices. They need to learn hOw to form harketing cooperatives,
and how to get their finished goods4o thesbest retailing outlets.
and they need to tears how to prepare income tax returns which maximize
'the advantages of -being in business for themselves. All of these
skills can be taught, and schools would seem to be the most reasonable
vehicles for teaching them.'

These recommendations are just a beginning. But they have an

------)

important coupon element. They assume the existence of a full-range
of rural weep -- from those who want to break into predominantly
male occupations and need help to do so to those who want to maintain

I a very traditional rural womens' role, but who need to earn a little
money. Further, they assume that rural high school girls should be
taught how to make choices, and how to plan careers, but that they
should ,not be. taught which choices they should make. It is crucial
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that those of us interested in life prepiiation for.ruralworaen not

make the mistake of assuming that "good women" will choose to forsake

their traditional values. Much good has stemmed from those values as

weir/is-much constraint. It is important that efforts to make options

available to rural women not result in the destruction of the rural

communities that women have long maintained.

* * *

"Your aize really holds you back on thise machines," says
Gina, indicating the collective of massive equipment in the

,metal trades shop at her Area Vocational Center. "I'm only five-

one; my friend Ow graduated last year was short, too, She got

turned down for an apprenticeship and one reason the, company

told her was she was top short. Like I have to stand on a box
to reach the brake on that one over there. So we were thinking'
-- why not have little crates so you could reach everything?
There'd be a way around it ... if they allowed you to find a way

around it."

Gina will finish the 2-year program in mechanical drafting
this year. Size started out with an interest in architectural
drafting, but finds the mechanical, aspect "more interesting -- I

like to tear things apart." She also enjoyed working with ma-
chines in order tomake the things that she's designed, which is
what brings her to the metals shop. She is the only girl in her
'program at the Center, though there is a younger girl starting

metal trades this year. With the help of her teacher, Gina acts
aea counselor and model for her; the school sthff made sure
Gina was working' on a machine when the new girl came tb the shop
for her first day.

This kind of support is, valuable in a program where, ac-
cording to the Center's coordinator, "boys are a little.paternal-
istic at first" and according to the new girl in metal trades,
"They don't like a girl in the shop; they think'you can't do the

job they can do." Gina sometimes feels isolated but her work
absorbs her and keeps her ,going. She gets support for that work
from her drafting teacher; who has had up to 50 pergent girls in

past glasses: Although he notes that girls "do lack in practical
experience," he feels they te4d to be "more careful, more precise,
more exact" in drafting; they value "nice clean work" more than

boys.

Gina lotakt-forward to going on to college because it will,
help her get ahead in her trade. She expects to get "a B.A. at'
least: and than hopes a company will sponsor.her for a Master'
degree in engineering. She is bewiWered by ctassmates'at her

4I local high ischool who plan to attend liberal arts colleges:

"They're deciding to go and they don't even know what for.
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Seems like thej're just wasting money." She attributes her own
practical view of highs education to her mother, a second grade
teacher who hai always told her, "You'go to school'to learn, not
to play." And while she says. that. some of her regular teachers
"think Voc Ed is for ,dummies," she refuses to accept that stigma.
'"I'm in college courses, physics and things like that -- but I'd
rather dome here and learn a trade."

l :.

This ambition springs tly from Gina's observation of her
siblings' experiences. She as two older brothers who didn't

Igo college, but now "wish they had." pier alder sister, ;low-
, proOides the moot important'exaMple. Although this sister

had planned to become a teacher,, she gave that up and got Married
right out of high school. "low," says Gina, "she's sick of
staying home. She's looking for a part-time job, but there
'isn't much.... I don't want that to happen to me." Gina thinks
she'd like to-marry someday, and then perhaps adopt kids, but
work comes first. "I'M going to get something to fall back on
-- and then get Married: I don't want to get _stuck with no
skills." I

t

* * *
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e Interview Site Selection -

Schools were chosen. to ',represent the kind of variation typical

in rural New England. Four were mall high schools Serving single
communities; four were regional, serving students from .several

surrounding towns; two were Area Vocational Centers; the rest of-
fered a varying number. of courses And programsv Four were located
in rural communities within posy commuting distance from large-em-
ployaent centers; four were located in remote rural settings, where
most employment was found locally or which required supstantiel
,commuting to work. Four orthe schools were 4n Vermont, and fol.&
in New Hampshire (highly similar state$' geographically,'but with

very, different school fading patterns). There were other possible
dimensions of variation; those chosen, however, seemed most rel-

evant to the vocational trainingpetterns' of youthful residents.

Interview" Procedures

One of two interviewers, both with, extensive rural eAool ex-
perience, visited each school forre day. Both talked with administra-
tors, vocational education teachers (at,least one from a traditional

female program and one frame traditional 'male program); guidance

counselors (where available); and students enrolled in both male-
' and female- oriented courses. Where there were programs intended to

be sex-neutral, teachers and students in those programd were inter-
viewed aloe.

Interviews were open-ended, but followed a genera; outline es-
tablished by the principal investigator in.conjunction with the inter-
viewers. The basic interview outline is included below.

I. Basic Information

A. Statistics

Number of students in school, in vocational education
Number of staff in school, vocational staff.
Number of students who go. into job market
Number of students !Ip go into junior colleges,
techniCal schools

Number of students who go into four -year colleges

B.. Brief DesCription of Community

Who lives there?
What do they do?
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II. A. What is the Labor Market for Males?.

B. What do Women do in the Labor Market?

What do'adult women, presently in the labor market, do?
What are the opportunities for female graduates --any
new opportunities?

C. How do you Prepare Fs:Dillies for Employment?

4t 1. Nature of vocational education programs
2. Distribution of females in Programs

4
u.Aspirations of Females

.What do they get?

What do they want?

III. Analysis of Situation ("Problem")

Lack of opportunities?
Lack of family and community sypport systems?

Values-and attitudes?
Others?

'

,IV. Role of Vocational Education

A. 1. impact of Title IX
2. Efforts to enroll females in nontraditionair

1.0

programs

B. Difficultiei

"Atmosphere"?
Conflict with opportunity structure?
Availability --- only stereotypical programs?

V. What Could Be Done?

. A. What about:

1. Neutral occupations-(not presently sex-stereotyped
by students), 1.4., food services, accounting, dis-
tributive education?

2. High levels of stereotyped'occupations?

3% Entrepreneurshipl,

.

4. Home /cottage industry. If doing training for these,
how? Por sirls?

11. Other suggestions?
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V. Options for Equity: Federal Policies*

: AffectingVocationucation
Opportunities for Rural Women and Girli

by Margaret C. Dunkle

c
etFederal education policies can profoundly affect the training --.'

nd employment -- opportunities available to rural women and girls.

, these policies have generally been enacted by the Congress and

implemented by the Executive Branch with little discussion of the

unique needs of rural peo e or women generally, much lessthe often

doubly unique needs of fel women. ,

/

Rural'Notien' wh want to obtain, or who must obtain,,training
1.41.

which prepares th to compete effectively in the job market often

face double discrimination -- once because, they are women and once

because they are rural. They encounter, dften to an dven greater

extent than their urban sisters, sex discrimination and bias in their

schools. As rural American women they are often even more isolated

than their rural brothers from, resources, support services and

diverse job opportunities. .

Assuming that sexequity remains a national priority and that

geographic differences are recognized when programs are designed,

'
there are many ways in which these federal goals can be achieved.

Vigorous enforcement of the law prohibiting sex discrimination in

.education --, Title IX, of the Education Amendments of 1972 .--.1.s

perhaps the most obvious route. .

While nelessary, enforcement of Title IX alone is not sufficiemt

to end sex bias and discrimination against women and girls in voca

tional education programs. 4 necessary complement to civil rights

enforcement is a strategy to end bias and stereotyping in specific

programs and activities at the state, district, ant local
swayThe most straightforward -- and the most restrictive -- way to

approach this is to require or ma ate specific activities or expen--.

ditures. One former Sex .Equity Co rdinatot from a rural state made

the case for this mandatory approac :
-\

The only thing that will work for rural women is a

mandate. Strong legislation is the only thing that gets

attention out'here. .

/
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4, Amor sive Strateggswould 1, to.oebvidi enco 9ra t or
iinandiil incentives for activities that increase women!tro tuni-
tiei. If the incentives are Sufficiently large., this method can be
effectivi. ,..,,. ,

. h
The most flexible strategy it tie stifewand' local levels is to

mandate outcomes or progress toward desirable goals (such as increased
-educition and, employment'opportimities for rural women), but to leave
the specific. method to state and local, education agencies: This
approach may be the most consistent with the ideolOgy ofIthe' current

------ sdminiatration since it has the fewest orograminatic "stripgs" at-
!' tached. At the same time this approach leaves much to the dIscretion

..of'local' interests,-interests which may not be enthusiastic about
-expanding opportunities for women and girls: If this approach-is
used, it-id critical that the mandated outcomes be clear and measur-
able, arid -that progress be monitored and documented.

The following pages outline several major pieces of legislation
'"Ohich could,be, used as vehicles for increasing vocational eduction

46pportunitigli for rural .women and girls.' Then, specific goals or.
' objectives whiz* wn d increase opportunities ..for these '.vomen are

Menfified, and legl time -and, policy options for these
goals'effectively are suggested.

.

4

ix-

C

Legisl;tive Vehicles

Four statutes are of sp cid]. 'significance in revlewingAtal
policy regarding vocational education oppoikunities for rural en,
and girls: the Vocational Education Act /which was substantially
Amended in X76 to addteis sex equity issues), the Women's Educational

-410W Equity Act, the studenk sistance authorities in the Higher Education
At (which provide finan al aid to studenfrin postsecondary educe-.

tiny), and Title IX of th ducation Amendments'of,1972 (which prohi-
bits sex discrimination b schools and colleges receiving federal,
funds)s 1

A brief review f relevant provisions of each oethese statutes
willassist in iden fyi effective stratefip few addressing the
.needs of4rural women nd

s

. -

1976 Amendments to the Vocational Education Act

The 1976 Amendments to the. Vocational Education ,Act have .been
hailed as a majpt breakthrough for women and girls.2 These amendments
to the Aim added a large dumber of provisions aimed at eliminating
sex bias,and sex discrimination in vocational education tirograms. For
001e, these 1976, provision:

state that "overcodling] safikdiScriminationoand sex stereoty-

,

4 .1'
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ping in vocational education programs:" is A purpose of the

V,aCational 4d:cation Act;

,riquire that each statiaiasSigh full:-time personnel," a Svc

Equity Coordinator, to Missist" the state by vdertaking a

variety oil activities to eliminate sex bias and discrimina-

tion. The statute enumerates specific duties4or the coordi-

nator, including data cqllection And analysis, develeping

corrective actions, and reviewing ,state grants to Ifiaure

that the "interests and needs of women are addressed;"

require each state to allot at least $50,000Lof federal fufids
AO each year for sex equity activities and for the hiring of a

Sex Equity Coordinator;

require that the state voeAsional education plans "set forth
policies and procedures which the state will follow so as to
assure equal access to vocational ectaition programs by both
women and men." These plans must include a number of specifid

provisions regarding sex equity, including "actions to. be

taken to"overcome sex'discrimination and sex stereotyping in
all state and local vocational ,education programs;" incen-

tives to "encourage the enrollment Of both women and men in
nontraditional courses of study," and incentives to "develop
model programs to reduce aex stereotyping in call occupatiods;"

specifically permit, but do not require, states to use federal,
vocational education funds for support services (such as coun-
seling, job elopment assistance, and job followup services).
for won enter nontraditional fields, day-care services
for. ch dren'of students in secondary or postsecondary pro-
grams, and vocational education for "displaced homemakers;"

. .

' require that federally funded sta e contracts for exemplar 1 '

.

* and innovative projects "give prio ty programs and pr
, jects.designed to reduce ,sex ster ping in vocatio 1

education;" .

o permit, but.do equire, states to ndertake a variety IIP

Qf other activit aimed at eliminati sex 'discrimination
and bias -- such as, development of no biased curriculum,
guidance and testing materials; trailia041midence counselors
regarding sex stereotyping; am-Poviding inservice,training
aimed at overcoming sex bias in vocational edUcation programs
to vocational education teachers and other personnel;

... ..

require t t the U.S. Department of Education -collect data on

Ili
student,e llment by race and sex'through the Vocational Edu-

cation Da System (VEDS); and

*
. require that women kabriledgeable about sex discrimination and '

sex stereotyping be appointed "to .state vocational education
vit -

V.
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advisory councils, as Will as to the National Advisory Coun-.
cil on,tocational Education.

The sex _equity provisions dded to the Vocationil fducation Act
in 1976, were a conscious attemp the Congiess to edit discrimination
and bias it vocational educaeion programs. A$ the ,Committee on
Education and Labor stated in its reptort on the bill:

The Committee (has come) to the conclusion:that the
inferior position which women noI hold in the latOr market
is being reinforced by many of the current practices in
vocational education. We have also concluded that Federal
legislatiogAust address this problem if it is to be
solved.3

The Committee cited the sharp differences in le and 'female
enro Iments, noting that females were concentrated in a rrow range
of roes that, led to female-intibsive and low paying jobs. e com-

e mitt e placed esponsibility for leadership at the door of vocational
educators:

4

p

Most witnesses ... agreed that'these enrollment patterns
existed because vocational schools have done nothing to
prevent programs from reflecting the general status of women
in society. Beliefs of parents, societal attitudes about
the inferior capabilities of women, and cultural role expec-
tations act as constraints, encouriligng schools to retain
the status quo.4

The Ford administration, agreeing that sex bias and discrimina-
tion in vocational education was a serious problem, supported many
of the bill's specific provisions aimed atproviding sex equity.6

Despite these relatively clear p v signs and the Widespread
support they enjoyed when enacted in 197 progress to eliminate sex
bias and discrimination in vocational ed ion programs has been
slow. Almost,half of the States did not spend t full $50,000 on sex
equity in fiscal 1979 and- some were quite late in even appointing a
Sex Equity Coordinator, despite the requirements in the law. Moni-
toring and enforchment of these requirements bmothe Department of
EducatiOn has been mixed at best.6

Similarly, researchers who conducted a 'comprehensive study of
the Vocational Educational Act for the Natifinal Institute of Education
concluded that:

0 the sex equity mechanisms and processes Congress built
into the Act have generally not operated'to "encourage the
States to take vigorous action to overcdhe sex discrimina-
tion and sex stereotyping in vocational education.?

. _

?lie authors of the study found that the primary reason for'this was
that "much is authorised, but little is required with respect-to the

Ste
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expenditures of [Vocational Education Act] funds to:'achieve sex equity

in vocational education."

The legal previsioneconcefning sex equity in the [Voca-

tional Education Act] must be strengthened considerably if

Congressional intent with respect to "tarry[ing] out all

programs of vocatiihal education in such a manner_ as to be

free from sex diicrimination and sex stereotyping" is"to .be

realized.9

Given these findings, the authors made specific recommends-

tions,"10 including the following.

o
o Continue thy.,

time sex eqtii

o Clarify' the
homemakers.

requirement for mandatory eilwditures for full-

ty peaonnel.

prof reg,ardpic 'programs for displaced

$
-A-

.

iortty'to state cont4ts
o Clarify how states .are to give,

for\exemplary and innovative*projects.

o
Reoritnize and,consolidatethe functions,of the' Sex .Equity

Coord nator and d rndevelop standards concernitg adequate perfor-

mancag each of these functions.. 2 '

o Use the most effective inceltives-to erplicate sex bias: ape-

cifically, a sets.aside of funds, gi*M. priority to local

applications which address sax equityrcsocerns, and granting

a waiver from a requirementtsuch as thIMIttching requirement)

to states which propose to reduce,sex biasorand stereotyping.

o Clarify what "results" of compliance with the state's plan

equal 'access policies and procedurei4,a state must demonstrate:.

define "results" in terms of outcome or kapact, 'rather than

activites.

' Require local applicants to provide the state with inforuyation

concerninOlthe sex equity situation and activities.

Despite these strong recommenda tions for improvement, t would

not be accurate to say Oat the 19Wamendments have.had no e fect on

vocational education ,programs. In a 1979 survey the V ational

Education Equity Council found that State. identified the f loIirg

as "major successes" inksex equity: 'training and awareness wor hops,

adopting Statewide poficies to reflect a commitment tp sex equity,

special prOjects (such ke developing training. programs or mini-grants

to schools and colleges), an4 del/gaping audio- visual and written

materials.11

to
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The, Women's Educational-Equity Ant

The4Women's Educational' Equity Act was, enacted in 1974, "to /
provide educational equity forewomen in the United States." The bi1,1,----
authorized demonstration, developmental, and dissemination activities
of fiatiOnal, statewide or general significance. The Act was expanded
in 1978, to include a "second xier" to provide assistance to schools
and organizations for special sex equity programs of local sigpifi-
canCe. This -second tat has not yet beenfunded.

The first tier of the program (demonstration, development, and
dissemination) currently has'four priority areas: model projects for
,Title IX compliance, educational equity for rental and ethnic minority
women and girls, educational equity for disabled women and girls, and
influencing leaders in educational' policy and administration.

4meal e

.

Stud218 -146accredited postsecondary vocational and technical schools,

rect student aid has grown rapidly in the past ten years.12

proprietary (profit-making) schools, and community colleges are gene-
rally eligible for federal student aid on the same basis as students
enrolled in four year colleges and universities.

There are six major student finan ssistance programs, all
in the Higher Education Act:.

'° Pell Grants (formerly Basic Edu6ational
BEOGs);

o Guarinteed Student Loins,

Opportunity Grants,

o -State Student Incentive, Grants; and

o Three. "Campus Based" Programs -- Supplemental Educational*
Opportunity Grants, National Direct Student Loans, and the
College'Work-Study Progtam.

. All .of these programs, except the Guaranteed Student Loan Pro-, @ Pro-
gram, provide- assistance to students based on their "financial need."
The determination of "need" for aid depends on two separate compo-
nents: the calculation of the resources available to the student
(such as income and assets) and determination of the cost of educa-
tion,(determined ,by a student expense budget). These calculations
are highly regulated by the Department ofEducation.

The first, calculation -- resources available to the student --
includes several provisions that are especially important for rural
women:. 4

hors equity is excluded from the caiculat n of assets -- a
factor which may be of special importance to divprced or
widowed women; and

F12
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can
include:

farm and business assets are treated core liberally in the

"need" calculation than are other assets (such as savings and

investments) -- a factor which increases the eligiblity for
aid of students from.family -owned farms. ,

The second calculation -- determining the cost,of education =-

also be especially important to rural women. Allwable costs can,

child care;

transportation;

AilLeducational costs of 'a child; and

unusual medical expenses. __

Iry addition to these provisions, the Congress amended the student
fiAancial assistance provisions of the Higher Education Act in 1981)
in several other areas ,relevant to rural women:

institutions can now use up to 10 percent-of their federal
funds from. three programs (the Supplemental Educational Oppor-
flirty Grant, the College Work -Study and the State Student
Incentive Grant programs) for "less-than-half-time" students
-- that is, for students taking fever than six credit hours
of course work;

the, number of years a studetir is eligible for Pell Grants,
the most extensive Federal grant- program, was increased,

making it easier for part-time students to participate in the
program; and

the need determination for,"indepandent" (self- supporting)
students was liberalised -- a factor especially important for
"re-entry" women.

Title II of'the Educational Amendments of 1972

Title II of the Education Amendments, of 1972 prohibits sex

discrimination by recipients of federal educe funds. Virtually
publikelementary and secondary schools, a:4;11 as most colleges

and univereities, are covered3bK Title IX.

The key section of this law provides that:
o : ,

lit

Noperean in the Unit States shall on the basis of
sex, be excluded'from-pa ipation in, be denied the bene-
fits of, or be subjected o discrimination under any educe-,
Lion program or activity receiving Federal financial. as -
slatance.13 .

.\
.
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a
The final Title IX regulatidh, issued in 1975,.addresses a

number of issues of importance to vocational education programs.14
For example:

o schools cannot "provide any course'or otherwise carry out any
of its education program or activity separately on the ,basis
of sex, or require or refuse participation therein by any of
its students on such basis, inclOing .... industrial, busi-
ness, vocational, technical, home economics, ... and adult
education;"

schools "shall not discriminate against any person on the
basis of sex in the counselinor guidance of students or
applicants for admission." Further, they cannot use discrimi-
natory appraisal or counseling materials. Also, if a school
"finds that a particultrassmtataa_a_auhatantis14-y----------
disproportionate number of individuals of one sex," the

Lschool "shall take such action as is necessary to assure
itself that such disproportion is dot the result of discrimi-
natia.on the basis of sex in counseling or appraisal mate-
rials or by counselors;" and

o with a few exceptions, institutions cannot "on the basis of
sex, provide different amounts or types of [financial) assis-
tance, limit eligibility for [financial] assistance ... or
otherwise discriminate."

Regarding textbooks and curriculum material, the Title IX regu-
lation says that:

nothing in this regulation shall be interpreted as

requiring or prohibiting or abridging in any way the use of
particular textbpoks or curricular materials.

Although blatant sex discrimination in vocational education
-programs remains commonplace, the Office for Civil Rights (which has
the responsibility for enforcing Title IX) has not taken effective
action to end this discrimination. For example, during the 1976
consideration'of the Vocational Education Amt, the directof of thIL
Federal Office for Civil rights testified that around three-quartera
of the 1400 vocational schools they surveyed offered five or more
single sex courses. Additionally they found 21 single sex schools."

The momt significant recent activity by the Office for Civil
Rights regarding sex discrimination in vocational education was the
March 1979 issuance of "Guideline for Eliminating Discrimination/and
Denial of' Services" in vocational education'prOgrams.16 ese
guidelines, which qutlfne the civil rights responsibilities oc,:les
receiving federal vocational education funds,. were issued by the
.goverhment under court order. despite this and other require-
mints of the same court ord enforcement of civil ,rights in -vocal

114-
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tional education programs (especially rural programs) is
negligible."

Iseressitg Opits for Woods sad Carl.

The proceeding chapters suggest that the following four goals
are especially important for increasing the options And opportunities
of rural women And girls.

Remove sex bias and sex stareot7ping from courses programs,

a counseling. iie this does,not FaFintee equity, it is
a necessary prerequisite.

,11.

Take positive steps to providkopportunities in nontraditional
fields. This requires changes in attitudes ataWby
eo777Ftro and within communities, as well as in the schools.

1

Maks education and training programs sore accessible to rural

women and Airls. This includes working to overcome aose
physiCiI-Constraints as geographic isolation and the lack of
such support services as child care.

Pre are women for entrepreneurship and develop their manage -

sent s irRecalse of limited emciyment opportunities in
rural areas, women need to know how to ',create their own
employment opportunities.

Legislation, activities or policies which encourage or mandate
progress toward any of the above goals are likely to increase educa-

tional opportunities for rural women significantly., In general,

policies which increase opportunities for women generally will in-
crease opportunities for rural women. Sissy, policies which

increase opportunities for rural people generally will also increase
opportunities for rural women.

Federal.laws cannot, by themselves, change the discriminatory
patterns of a society which perpetuate sex discriminatibn and bias in

vocational education programs. Also, these programs are administered
by state and local education agencies and the major responsibility to
run the educational system rests constitutionally with state govern-
ments. However, several federal approaches can be used to increase

opportunities for rural women and girls in vocational education.

Federal provisions oan -be mandatory or permtssiie, outcome-oriented
or process-oriented. For =ample, the _federal government could, as

a condition for federal funding, mandate or require:

f. specific expenditures, such as requiring states to spend

$50,050 to hire a Sex Equity Coordinator and conduct iex

equity activities;
L
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activities or services, such as support services; and

participation by females in activities, such as represen-
tation on vocational aducation advisory councils;

.Less prescriptive approa0es to encouraging educational equity
include lederal.provisions or programs which:

provide .financial inceqtives for the four items outlined
above, But do not mandate them;
- _

develop and disseminate model programs and materials fot use
by state education agencies and local school diStricts, such
as the materials developed under the Women's Educational
Equity Act;

provide funds for implementing programs at the state or local
level which foster sex equity, such 'as' the unfunded -second
tier" of the Women+, Educational Equity Act; and

O
provide technical assistance and training to state and local
educational agencies.

Finally, federal law can:

o mandate, certain outdbmes or results, such al an increase in
4f he percentage of female students enrolled in.nontraditioniI
fistSW while not mandating what_ specific activities, expen-
ditures or methods a state, scHool district or individual
school must use, to accomplish these Allults.

A closer examination of each of the four goall listed at the
beginning of thlketaction will demonstrate how federal policies could
improve the vocational education opportunities available to rural
women, and girls.

The, following sections provide, in effect, a "shopping list" of
`equal opportunities for rural women and girls. Not all of the options
offered are .of equal importance and some are more politicallyaccep-
tablethen others. But they are outlined to raise issues and encou-
rage discussion.

Removing Sex Bias and Sex Stereotyping from Courses, Psegrams and
Counselint

While rural women are far from a homogenous group, they,dO share
some important eharacteriitics. For instance, they are, for the most
part, more traditional and more family-Oritnted than their suburban
and urban connteriarts; they starrier earlier; and they have lower
separation and divons rates.

1813
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At the same time, many expect to _byre jobs or careers, and they
attain- relatively 'high educational 1 els. They expect to be (and
often are) both full-time wage earners and full-time hoeemakers. The

rural "superwomen" who Old jobs, have sole responsibility fdr home-
making and child care, and "help out" on thefamily *arm or with
their husbands' small businesses are not uncommon.

Given this background, it is especially important, albeit diffi-
cult, for schools to offer women in rural communities programs which
are free of sex bias and stereotyping -- and which provide females

with as Many employment options as possible. It is a vital, but not

aosimple, task- for rural communities to develoit programs which help
women improve their economic prospects without alienating those very-

women by violating the traditional norms of their communities.

stereotyping in courses and programs by mandating specific activities,

such as:

requiring that states spend a specific(amount or percent of
their federal. vocational education funds on efforts to elimi-

nate sex bias and discrimination in their programs;

requiring that vocational education teachers Ina counselors
receive in-service and other training to familiarise them-
selves with sex bias,. the changing patterns of work of women,

41M0 and ways to assist girls and young women in making sound
career/job choices;

1 WI

requiring that state vocational education plans include out-
lines of specific affirMative and remekal steps to eliminate
bias and stereotyping in courses, prbgrams and counseling.
Current provision of the Vocational Education Act have been
only minimally successful; and

(
requiring that the State Sex Equity Coordi ator or the

State Advisory Council, or both , review courses d programs

for bias, that they make recommendations for im ovement,

and that the state and local education agencies make program-

matic changes based on these recommendations.

Permissive legislative activities aimed at eliminating bias and

stereotyping include:"

funding the development and dissemination of nonbiased curri -

;plum, teacher training, recruiting and counseling materials,

paying special attention to identifying innovative approaches

which increase the job options of women;18 and '

prdviding technical assistance, training or materials to aid

states and schools%in eliminating sex bias Qom their courses

1 eV?
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and programs, through such vehicles, as the Vocational Eduea-T
tion Act and the Women's Educational Equity Act.

Federal legislation could also foster sex equity in courses...
programs and materials by:

requiring that stags and localities demonstrate progress in
this area, but giving them full contoml. over the method by
which they achieve progress.

Finally, Title IX's mandate for nondiscrimination provides to
important backdrop to efforts to eliminate- bias' from programs,
counseling, and materials. Title IX can be used to address disc rtr
minatory admission'to classes or in counseling systems which lead to
a "disproportion" op6ne sex br another in classes. However, regard -
iag textbooks and th ng in .0 he Title IX
regulation either requires or prohibits the use of-particular text-
books or curriculum materials. And, as a practical matter, Title IX
is not the most effective vehicle for .rectifying subtle sex bias.

Provide Opportunities th Nontraditional Occupational Fields

Increasingly, rural women of all ages -- single, married, and
divorced -- are entering or re-entering the paid labor force. They
are most f.kely to be in sex-segregated jobs and earning half the
.salaries of their male counterparts. They probably have little of
no chance of advancement on their current jobs. Even if their employer
discriminates against them, their geographic isolation, the lack of
other job opportunities, the traditional values of the community (and
the women themselves), and lack of information about job rights make
remedying or ending the discrimination especially difficult.

Tiaditional attitudes regarding "suitable" employment for women
and United resources . make tt unlikely that most rural states and
school districts will, on their own, initiate programs aimed at
providing rural women and girls with ready access to nontraditidlial
training programs. At the same time, many of these women and girls
will :tome day need nontraditional.skills; and local initiatives-are
often vital- to making' progress towards sex-,equity, especially in
rural communities. Providing women with these nontraditional options
in any setting is not easy and requires a conscious effort by
educators.

In a joint re rt on sex equity in vocational education, the '
National visory nen on Women's Educational Programs and the
National viaory C uncil on Vocational Education stressed the impor-
tanlorof deliberae planning process.

It appears that the greatest increases in women's enroll-
'sent in nontraditional programs occurred in states where
a true 1:iianning process occurred, i.e., .where detailed.
plena font the- eradication of identified problems weft%
formulated and where efforts to achi)rve sex equity extended .

138
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beyond a ire rehashing of the verbiage of the legislation
and the regulations. 15

PollowYng are examples of ways the federal government could

mandate or encourage increased opportunities, for rural women in

nontraditional fields, programs, and jobs.

-----1/7aquire that states spend a certain amount or percentage of
their federal vocational education funds to encourage women

to enter nontraditional occupations. Or, alternately, require

P that a certain percentage_ofthe state grant be made available
to local education agencies, perhaps on a competitive basis,

to fund local programs to encourage women toienter nontradi-
tional occupations.

couraging women to enter nontraditional fields and for working
with rural buOinesses to increase nontraditional employment

opportunities for women.

Encodiege or require states to bring students into contact
with ontraditional role models" through special programd,"

visits, and visiting instructor arrangements..

Use Work-Study and Coop placements to get potential employers
used to the ideaof seeing men and women in nontraditional
jobs.

Fund technical assistance programs, and the development and
dissemination of recruitment', outreach, curriculum and teacher
training materials aimed at. expanding opportunities in pro-
grams and in rut;4,labor markets. 1

o Provide financial and other incentive ft encourage employers

to hire women and men in nontraditio al lields_by, for exam-.

ple, reducing the ,percentage of a udent's salary which an

employer pays undet the College Voc Ed Work-Study program

for nontraditional job placements."

Require that postsecondary institutions place a certain

percentage of their students receiving College Work-Study
funds in nontraditional jobs. Or, modify the formula used for

determing eligibility for federal support finanCial assistance
to provide incentives for students to enroll in nontraditonal

fields. 'For example, the financial aid formula could be

adjusted to provide higher dollar award!, to increase the pro-
portion of aidIwhich is a grant (rather than a loan), or to_
increase the loan repayment period.

,

' Require that states schools document progress made to

leduce six s tion and stereotyping in programs and on

f-teaching staffs as a condition for'eligibility for federil

1 19
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vocational education. funds. Similarly, require that the
annual program accountability reported (under the Vocational
Education Act) contain evidence of concrete efforts to foster
sex equity, such as Increases in the number, and percent' of
females enrolled in traditionally sex stereotyped courses and
programs, . 410

All of the above are programmatic approaches to protiding
nontraditional opportunities for women, and girls in nontraditional
fields. A civil rights approach can also increase the opportunities.
The Title IX regulation specifically prohibits sex discrimination in
admission to vocational education programs. Additionally, if there is
e "disproportion" of one sex in a nontraditional class, the institu-
tion might be in violation of Title IX. Strong enforcement of these
proviiinns by the Department of Education could provide a potent
cs+Fplement. to grogrammatfc efforts to end occupational training
segregation.

, Make Education and Training Programs More Accessible to Rural Women
and Girls

Access to vocational education programs -- at the secondary and
particularly at the lkstsecondary level -- is Often a major problem
or rural 'Americans, especially women. Limited'cash resources, geo-
graphic isolation, the lack of public transportation and important
support services (such as child'care), and the meager program offer-
ings all contribute to restricting the access of rural women to
training programs. Those most in need of further-training opportuni-
ties often have the least/4portunity to receive them: the teenage
mother, the displaced homemakerwho must return to the work force,
or the mother who needs to find paid employment to support her family.

One possible approach to this dilemma-is to use the media to
reach rural women and girls. Most people in this country have access
to television and radio, including public and educational stations.
Because of (the substantial child care and home responsibilities of
many rural women, ,radio and television instruction could be an
especially effective way of reaching them. aftmr_

Strategies that could be played to increase the access of
rural women to vocational educati ining programs include:

b
requiring that a certain percentage or amount of federal
vocational education funds be spent on supportive services,
such as child care.and transportation; and

requiring that states conduct an assessment of childcare andl
transportation needs and that they demonstrate efforts to-i"

'address theserriers effeCtively.

ea. 140,
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In addition, incentive f s could be provided for:

Is- 0

4 financial neer (and, hence, eligibility for federal student
financial aid) includes the cost of child care and transpor-
tation -- two items of special importance to rural women.

developing open and closed circuit television as a delivery
system for educational services to rural people;

developing innovative uses' of broadcast, as a delivery system
of educational1 services to rural women, as well as the nation-

wide replication of successful innovations;

publicizing 'the fact that the federal formula foy determining

I

having outreach-or satellite progyms in rural comiunites.

0; the federal strategy could focus on outcomes, by:

reqdlring that states show in their state plans, or as a

condition for federal fundiii,. that necessary supportive

services are proOded and that 'participation.-by women in

vocational education programs is not limited by the absence'
of services, (but not requiring a set expenditure to accomplish

this. aim).

Title IX clearly prohibits discriminatory admission of students
to education and training programs and'courses. It does not require

that an institution have any specific supportive services, but it does.

require' that all (services and programs be nondiscrininatory.,,Addi-
tionally, if the presence, or absence, of certain services has dis-
proportionate impact .on women (or men), the institution could. be in

violation of Title IX.

Prepare Women for Entrepreneurship and Develop Their Management Skills

Rur401 economies are generally simple, with one or.two, if any,

major industries. There is rarely a specialized, differentiated job
market. - In many rural areas, the economy, consists of a variety of
micro - businesses, and women often Rlay a key role in these cottage
industries, seasonal shops, small farms, .and craft4orks. These small -

scale businesses provide the primary sourcefof new, jobs in' 'many

communities.

--- A substantial ntisber of rural women fill into the "traditional"

role of silent, but active, partners in family businesses or on family

farms. Theee women, who define themselves, as 'housewives" or "farm

wives," are; in fact, managers and accountants of these small

businesses.

A surprising number of/ rural women are self-employed, small

scale'enirepreurs. Indeed, foi the traditional-rural women who has

(
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substantial homemaking and child care responsibilities, self-emplby-
mgnt:may he.only. "paid" employient possible.

*"$-.
. A1thou ale rural'entrepreneuts and "farm wives" are impor-

tentjcomporken of the' rural economy, they often 'do' not appear in
.officla/ labor statistics. Vocat4onal, education training programs
.have only rarely been responsive to the needs of ,women who will be
(or Wilialready are) self7employed, or to the needs of women who are
partners in a family, business or family farm: These women need

41, training in marketing, manag6ent, accounting, .and tax planning.
yoc.a4ionll programs have traditionally taught women to be employers
eAehomemakers -- not entrepreneurs, teenagers or employers.

Rural schools,-with their limited course offerings, are,unlOrtu-
nataly the least.able to develop successful programs for entrepreneu-i-

, rial and management training., It may be that more generic vocational
education training is needed' in rural areas, integrating business
and management skill in. 'every aspect of the curricula. This
approach would serve e dual purpose.of'teaching important business

;skills and reducing the traditional sex . segregation of vocational
eddhation courses.

4tntrepreneurial and management training could he"_supported in a
number qi whys, by mandatinh di" requiring certain:,expenditures oractivities ixluding:

requiringv that state vocational educition plans infilude4.
1apeciflAmethods which the state will use 'lox providing entre-

'preneurial training and increasing the number of iwomen, and s---
IN,girlsenrolled'in management training;

. 4

requiring, states to fund training and other , activities yo
promote entrepreneurship, espeeally by women. Activities
could include continuing education courses for women 'ho are
already self-employed, hringing'women entrepreneurs and mane-..

gers into the classroom as role models, and work-study or
coopertive educati placements with female entrepreneurs;

requiring memberSOp of women entrepreneurs, or women in
small'ul-fIntily businesses, on state and local vocational

A- e4ucatiosredVisory councils;
0

o establishing a special program (or "set aside" funds) for
entrepreneurial training `or to subsidize the initial posts

-of these training .prorgrams through such authorities as the
Vocations/ Education Act, he second tier of the Women's
Education, Equity iict, and oct develOpment acts;

oor.

taproviding mat els and technical assisnce to help states,
districts, a d a hools develop programs which foster entrepre-
neurship and m agement training for women. For example,
materials which could be used in traditionally female or
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business courses which" ncourage girls o consider self-el-

ployment, materials iihiCh could be used i child-care classes

/. to encourage students to explore opening c ild -care centerp,

recruitment and outreach Materials, all. teacher training

materials; and

/revising eligibility requirementi of the College Work -

Study pEo _ to permit placement of students with women

entiepribeurs or in small women7oOted businesses. (CUrrently

College Work -Study students can only be placed in jphi with

non-profe.tkatx1 public institutions.)

m In addition to sthe above programmatic approaches to preparing

women for entrepreneurship and to developing their management skills,

enforcement of Title .IX could be of assistance in some .instances.

'Institutions cannot deny women access to these classes dhd a' "dispro-

portion" of men in these classes could indicate a violatill of Title

ti * * * * * * * * * * * # * * *

'Numerous legislative and policy vehicles exist to make the

vocational education opportunities available to rural women and girls

more equitable. Of course, federal provision/If alone cannot change

the social attitudes and discriminatOry practices which relegate women

in vocational educatiow_programs -- especially rurai women it these,

programs -- to the back of the educational bus. Federal legislation

and_policiescah, however, provide important incentives and leader-

ship for making equal educational opportunities truly available to

rural women. For example, federal laws and regulations can encourage

or rliee specific activities or expenditures- ,aimed at eliminating

bias discrimination in thepe programs; and:. federal statutes cane
teqUire:that states document progresi as a condition for continued

federal funding, leaving the specific methods up tathe state or

lncal school'district. Finally, vigorous enforcement of Title IX of

the iducatioft Amendments of 1972 in vocational education programs
would send 'school- administrators a strong message,that sex discrimi-
.
nation.in these programs muit be eliminated.
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Notes

1. :This summary of federal lggislation affecting rural women focuses

:on four key programsin tee'Departmepi of Education. vs. more compr
. hensive analysis could include programs in the Departmentof Agr culture
(such as the.Extension Service, the Food and Nuaktion Service, he
Rural Development Service, the Youth Conservation Corps, and the Farmers

Home Acjiministration),°the Department of Labor (such as the ...Job-,corps and
the ComprehensiVe Employment and Training Act), and other programs in
the Office of Indian Education, the Fund for the Improvement.of Post-

\secondary Education and the National Institute of Education).

g. Education Amendments ofsthe 1976, Sections 201-204, 20 'U.S.-C. Sections
2301 et seq.

3. U.S. Congress, House -of Representatives, Committee on Education and
and Labor, The Vocational Education and National Institute Of Education
Amendments of 1976 (report Together with Additional-Views), Houses Report
1085% 94th Congress, 2nd Session, 1976, 21.

u 4... Ibid., 23.
y

5. This support was indicated in a letter'from Marjorie Lynch (Under
Secretary, Department of'Health, Education, and Welfare) to Carl Z.
Perkins (Chairman, Committee on Education and Labor, U.S. House of
Representatives), dated February 11, 1976. Speaking for the administrat4on
Lynch. submitted specific amendments to "indicate that on of the purees
of the legislation is to suPport,programs which would contribute to
eliminating sex discrimination in vocational education"; to "require
that persons experienced in dealing'with the problems Of sex discrim-
ination.:.be included on...vocational education advisory councils"; to
"require that vocational education programs operate local 'education
agencies address the ptoblets of individuals in Occupations which have
been open primarily to members of the opposite sex ; td require that local
education agencies provide support services of special importance to
Amen; an to "require the state, in developing its annual plan, to assess
its progress in reducing sex bias and sex stereotyping in vocation
education programs" and "to establish program objectives for.opening
to members of both sexes v tional education programs traditionally
enrolling primarily member o one sex."

1r ,

6. These figdres were derived from.unpublished data developed by the
U.S. Department of EducatiOn, Office of Vocational and Adult Education,
April 1981.

7. Draft repOirt submitted to the Nationa
\

Insticyte of Education by. David
Lo nd Robert Silverstein, for the L wyers Committee for Civil Rights
Under w Washington, D.C., 1981.

e

8. Ibid.
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9. Ibid., 17-18.

10. Ibid., 19-20

ors"

af.

Vocational Educational Equity Council, "Sex Equity Progress Report,"

paper presented' at the American Vocational Association Convention,,

Anaheid, California, NOember 30 - December 3, 1979.

12. For further informatiOn, see Margaret C. Dlinkle, Financial Aid:

Helping Re-entry Women Pay. College Cots (Washington, D.C.: Project

on the Status and Education of Women, Association of Amerman Colleges;

.1980).

13., Education Amendments 1972, Section 901(a), -20 U.S.C,. Section

1681
.4

14. The final Title IX regulation, 45 CRF Part 86, can be found at 40

Fed. Reg. ,21428-45 .4.June 4, 1975).

15.' U.S. Congress, House of Representatives, 23.

16. Vocational Education Programs, Guidelines Apr Eliminating Disc-rimination

and Denial of Services on the Basis of Rac Color, National Origin, Sex,

.and Handicap at 44 Fed. Reg. 17162 - 75 litarch 21, 1979).

17. See, for example: Southeastern Public Educaticin Program of the American

Friends Service Committte, Almost as Fairly: The First Year of. Title

Implementation in Six Southern States (Atlanta: Southeasters Pub

Education Program, 1977); and Phyllis McClure, Title VI and Title IX

Compliance by the Office for Civil Rights in State-Optrated Special

ar-

Purpose and Vocational Schools Pursuant to Adams v. Mt -hews (New York:

NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund, Inc., 1976); and ProjeLt

on. Epal Educational Rights, Stalled at the Start: Government Action

on Sex Bias in the Schools (Washington, D.C.:.Project ofEqual

Education Rights, 1978).
6

18. Some such materials have been developed by proiectfunded by the

Women's Education Equity Act. DisseTinatiOn and development of additional

materials specifically aimed at rural communities are much needed activities;

such as' curriculum materials aimed at encouraging women -to enter such fields

as vocationala cultuie. Also, information aimfd at women and girls

regarding such es as rural women's history, farm management, marketing

and production d be useful.

19. Natival Advisory Council on Vocational Education and National Advisory

Council on Women's gduCationa,1 Programs, Increasing Sei EqUity

(Washington,D.C.: NACVE and NACWEP; 1980). 4.- ).

.20. This option, and the following option, would both require

changes in the student financial Assistance stletutes and; as

such, are likely to be controversial in the higher education

community.
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